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I. INTRODUCTION
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“Affordable Care Act” or
“ACA”) ensured that all Americans, including those with disabilities, have access to
quality, comprehensive health coverage. It was a “tectonic shift in the nation’s
[health] insurance market.” Molina Healthcare of Cal., Inc. v. United States, 133
Fed. Cl. 14, 19 (2017). The ACA dramatically changed how health insurers operate.
In order to ensure comprehensive coverage for all Americans, it eliminated preexisting condition exclusions, medical underwriting, and discriminatory benefit
design, all of which had been used by health insurers to avoid covering individuals
with disabilities and the treatments and services they need. In exchange, health
insurers received access to millions of new customers and substantial federal
subsidies to mitigate the impact of the reforms. Id.
Section 1557 of the ACA is the key to enforcing the ACA’s reforms.
Congress incorporated the “grounds” and “enforcement mechanisms” under Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act to ACA-regulated health plans through Section 1557
of the ACA:
[A]n individual shall not, on the ground prohibited under … section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. §794), be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under, any health program or activity, any part of
which is receiving Federal financial assistance, including credits,
subsidies, or contracts of insurance….The enforcement mechanisms
provided for and available under… Section 504… shall apply for
purposes of violations of this subsection.
-1-
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42 U.S.C. §18116(a) (emphasis added).

As directed by statute, the federal

Department of Health and Human Services (“DHHS”) determined that Section 1557
prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in how ACA-regulated health plans
design and administer benefits:
A covered entity shall not, in providing or administering health-related
insurance or other health related coverage…have benefit designs that
discriminate on the basis of…disability.
45 C.F.R. §92.207(b)(2) (emphasis added).
Importantly, Congress did not import the “grounds” and “enforcement
mechanisms” of Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) into Section 1557.
Referencing the ADA would have included its insurance “safe harbor” that permits
the use of medical underwriting, pre-existing condition exclusions, and, as some
courts have found, exclusions based upon disabling conditions in certain situations.
See 42 U.S.C. §12201(c). Instead, Congress referenced only selected parts of
Section 504, which have no insurance safe harbor. The ACA’s reforms, together
with Section 1557, end the historic health insurance practice of designing, marketing
and administering health benefits in a manner that excludes coverage for persons
with disabilities. ACA-regulated health plans must be delivered without arbitrary,
disability-based exclusions.
Respondents Regence Blueshield and Cambia Health Solutions (hereinafter,
collectively “Regence”) administer a textbook example of a discriminatory benefit

-2-
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design in its exclusion of coverage for hearing treatment. The plain language of the
exclusion eliminates coverage for treatment or devices provided for hearing loss, a
disabling condition:
We do not cover … hearing examinations, programs or treatment for
hearing loss, including but not limited to, non-cochlear hearing aids
(externally worn or surgically implanted) and the surgery and services
necessary to implant them.
Excerpts of Record (“ER”) 136 (emphasis added) (hereinafter, the condition is
referred hereafter to as “hearing loss” and Regence’s exclusion as the “Hearing Loss
Exclusion.”). The Hearing Loss Exclusion is broadly applied to all treatment for
hearing loss, including outpatient medical visits, devices, surgery, hospitalization,
etc., even though these services are generally covered. Id. Regence’s health plan
makes one exception to the Hearing Loss Exclusion for treatment for cochlear
implants. Id.
The Exclusion is facial disability discrimination since it excludes coverage
based upon the presence of hearing loss, a disabling condition. Where a protected
trait is the basis for the denial of benefits, a prima facie claim for facial
discrimination is alleged. See Lovell v. Chandler, 303 F.3d 1039, 1052 (9th Cir.
2002); see e.g., 81 Fed. Reg. 31429 (covering a surgical procedure generally, while
excluding it for insureds with developmental disabilities is discrimination) (relevant
excerpts attached as Addendum A). At the very least, the Exclusion is a form of
disparate impact discrimination, because it denies insureds with disabling hearing
-3-
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loss meaningful access to otherwise covered benefits (such as outpatient medical
treatment and durable medical equipment) and mandated external review procedures
that are available to others. See Crowder v. Kitagawa, 81 F.3d 1480, 1484 (9th Cir.
1996).
The trial court granted Regence’s motion to dismiss the lawsuit under Fed. R.
Civ. P. 12(b)(6) without oral argument, erroneously finding that since hearing loss
is not always a disabling condition, the Hearing Loss Exclusion applies to nondisabled insureds with hearing loss as well as those that are disabled. ER 21. The
trial court then concluded that no discrimination occurred, since the Exclusion is
applied to all insureds evenhandledly. Id. (“A plan participant with hearing loss that
is not disabled would still be denied coverage for the same hearing loss-related
services and treatments”). The trial court misinterpreted Alexander v. Choate, 469
U.S. 287, 105 S. Ct. 712 (1985), and disregarded the subsequent Supreme Court
decision in Olmstead v. L. C. by Zimring, 527 U.S. 581, 598, 119 S. Ct. 2176 (1999),
the ACA’s legislative history and statutory requirements, and the Department of
Health and Human Services (“DHHS”) administrative rulemaking and guidance.
If upheld, the trial court’s decision would unravel the reforms put in place by
the ACA. Insurers could simply use disability-based blanket exclusions to eliminate
coverage for treatment they previously avoided through pre-existing condition
limitations and medical underwriting. So long as insurers could show that some

-4-
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non-disabled insureds were also subject to the same exclusion, blanket bans on
coverage for conditions like cancer, AIDS, and other disabling conditions could be
imposed without any justification. This is the “grotesque scenario” for covert
disability discrimination that the Ninth Circuit warned against in Pac. Shores Props.,
Ltd. Liab. Co. v. City of Newport Beach, 730 F.3d 1142, 1159 (9th Cir. 2013). The
fact that Regence, in theory, may apply the Exclusion to some non-disabled insureds
does not “cleanse the taint of discrimination; it simply underscores the depth of the
defendants’ animus.” Id.
The ACA’s anti-discrimination law was intended to end insurers use of
arbitrary blanket exclusions based on disabling conditions. The trial court’s decision
is error and should be reversed.
II. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
This action arises under the ACA §1557, 42 U.S.C. §18116. The district court
had jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§1331, 1343. Appellant filed a timely notice
of appeal on October 23, 2018. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §1291.
III.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether Appellants adequately pled a claim of disability discrimination under
Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act when they alleged that Regence’s design
and administration of its Hearing Loss Exclusion denied them otherwise covered
health benefits due solely to their disabling condition?

-5-
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IV.

ADDENDA

Addenda, preceded by a Table of Contents, are attached to this Brief.
V.
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Appellants Adequately Alleged All Required Facts for a Claim of
Disability Discrimination under Section 1557.
The Complaint alleged all the facts necessary for relief:
1.

Appellants Are Qualified Persons with a Disability under
Section 1557 and Section 504 Who Need Hearing Treatment.

Both Appellants, E.S. and Sternoff are enrolled in a Regence BlueShield
insured plan.

ER 310, ¶¶1-2, ER 314, ¶16, ER 316 ¶21.

Both are qualified

individuals with a disability, whose hearing loss limits a major life activity, hearing.
ER 310, ¶¶1-2, ER 314, ¶16, ER 316 ¶22; 29 U.S.C. §705(20)(B). E.S. and Sternoff
require outpatient office visits with their audiologists and durable medical equipment
in the form of hearing aids in order to treat their hearing loss. ER 314, ¶16, ER 316
¶23.
2.

Regence Is a Covered Entity Subject to Section 1557.

Appellants’ Regence-insured health plan is a “health program or activity” part
of which receives federal financial assistance. ER 316, ¶24; 42 U.S.C. §18116; 45
C.F.R. §92.4. As a result, Regence is a “covered entity” required to comply with
Section 1557, 42 U.S.C. §18116(a).

-6-
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Regence confirms that it may not discriminate on the basis of disability.
Regence contractually promised to comply with Section 1557 and its implementing
regulations:
GOVERNING LAW AND BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION
The Contract will be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of the United States of America and by the laws of the state of
Washington, without regard to its conflict of law rules.
ER 81. It further represented that “Regence complies with applicable Federal civil
rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of … disability…. Regence does
not exclude people or treat them differently because of … disability….” ER 90.
These representations are required when an insurer receives federal financial
assistance that subjects it to Section 1557. See 45 C.F.R. §92.8.
3.

Appellants’ Regence Health Plan Covers Outpatient Medical
Office Visits and Durable Medical Equipment.

Appellants’ Regence health plan covers outpatient medical/surgical office
visits and durable medical equipment. ER 312 ¶9, ER 317 ¶29. See ER 116 (“We
cover office visits for treatment of Illness or Injury”), (“We cover professional
services, second opinions and supplies … that are generally recognized and accepted
non-surgical procedures for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes in the treatment of
Illness or Injury”); ER 117-118 (“Durable Medical Equipment means an item that
can withstand repeated use, is primarily used to serve a medical purpose, is generally
not useful to a person in the absence of Illness or Injury and is appropriate for use in

-7-
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the Member’s home”). These services are covered when medically necessary to treat
an Illness or Injury, as defined by the plan. ER 176-177. (“Illness means congenital
malformation that causes functional impairment; a condition, disease, ailment or
bodily disorder other than an Injury and pregnancy”), (“Injury means physical
damage to the body inflicted by a foreign object, force, temperature or corrosive
chemical or that is the direct result of an accident, independent of Illness or any other
cause”), (“Medically Necessary … means health care services or supplies that a
Physician or other health care Provider, exercising prudent clinical judgment, would
provide to a patient for the purpose of preventing, evaluating, diagnosing, or
treatment an Illness, Injury, disease or its symptoms…”). Appellants alleged that
they require coverage of medically necessary outpatient office visits to an
audiologist and durable medical equipment in the form of hearing aids to treat their
disabling condition of hearing loss. ER 314, ¶16. But for the application of the
Hearing Loss exclusion, the treatment and devices that they need for their hearing
loss would be covered. See id.
4.

Regence’s Hearing Loss Exclusion Eliminates All Coverage
of Treatment for Hearing Loss, Except When Related to
Cochlear Implants.

Despite this general coverage grant, Regence designed, marketed and
administered a standard exclusion that eliminates all coverage of treatment when it
is provided for hearing loss, a disabling condition: “We do not cover … routine

-8-
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hearing examinations, programs or treatment for hearing loss.”

ER 136

(emphasis added); ER 312, ¶9, ER 314-317, ¶¶16, 18, 26-31. On its face, coverage
is excluded for “routine hearing examinations, programs or treatment” for a specific
disabling condition (“hearing loss”), with one exception, treatment related to
cochlear implants.1 Id. Excluded services include otherwise covered inpatient
treatment, surgery, outpatient office visits, and durable medical equipment, when
those services or devices are used to treat hearing loss. Id. In sum, the only reason
Appellants are denied coverage for medically necessary outpatient medical
treatment by an audiologist and/or hearing aids is the mere fact that the treatment is
provided for their diagnosed condition of “hearing loss.” But for that diagnosis, the
services would be covered when medically necessary. ER 116-118, 176-177.
5.

Regence Denied Appellants’ Needed Treatment Because It
was for Hearing Loss, a Disabling Condition.

Given the unambiguous language of the Hearing Loss Exclusion and the
representations by Regence, any submission of a claim or appeal would have been

1 Hearing treatment related to cochlear implants is covered as “ambulatory

patient services” and “durable medical equipment” under Washington’s EHB
benchmark plan. See e.g., WAC 284-43-5640(1)(b)(vii); (7)(b)(i) . Twenty-five
states include coverage for some hearing treatment as an EHB in their benchmark
plans (excluding Washington). See https://www.hearingloss.org/hearinghelp/financial-assistance/state-hearing-aid-aca-rules/ (last visited 1/10/19). As
explained infra, §VIII.F, whether an insurer offers coverage consistent with the state
EHB benchmark is irrelevant to the Section 1557 anti-discrimination analysis.
-9-
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futile. ER 317, ¶32. Nonetheless, E.S. pursued her administrative appeal rights
under her Regence plan, to no avail. Id.
B.

The Trial Court Granted Regence’s Motion to Dismiss Without
Leave to Amend.
On September 24, 2018, the trial court granted Regence’s motion to dismiss

without leave to amend. See ER 16-23. Judgment was entered on September 27,
2018. See ER 15-23. This appeal was timely filed. ER 1-2.
VI.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Appellants have adequately alleged a claim for disability discrimination under
Section 1557:
(1) They pled that they are qualified individuals with a disability due to their
hearing loss. ER 310, ¶¶1-2, ER 314, ¶16, ER 316 ¶21; 29 U.S.C. §705(20)(B);
Esparza v. Univ. Med. Ctr. Mgmt. Corp., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 142944, at *21,
*40 (E.D. La., Sep. 5, 2017).
(2) They asserted that Regence is a “health program or activity” part of which
receives federal financial assistance. ER 316, ¶24; 42 U.S.C. §18116; 45 C.F.R.
§92.4. Thus, Regence is a “covered entity” that must comply with Section 1557, 42
U.S.C. §18116(a).
(3) Appellants alleged that Regence denied them the benefits under their
Regence plan on the basis of their disability, hearing loss. ER 314, ¶16, ER 316 ¶23,
ER 317, ¶32.
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Nothing more is needed to allege a claim of disability discrimination under
Section 1557. Esparza, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 142944, at *21-22. In response,
defendants must demonstrate that they have reasonable medical or scientific
evidence connected to the standard of care to justify their use of the discriminatory
exclusion. See 81 Fed. Reg. 31405 (“Scientific or medical reasons can justify
distinctions based on the grounds enumerated in Section 1557”).
The trial court erred when it dismissed the case upon Regence’s Rule 12(b)(6)
Motion. It concluded that a blanket exclusion of coverage for services to treat a
particular disabling health condition can never be a form of disability discrimination
if some insureds with the condition are not disabled. See ER 21-22. If upheld, the
trial court’s decision would allow ACA-regulated health insurers to revive outlawed
pre-existing condition limitations in a new form – automatic exclusions of all
coverage for a particular health condition, even when medically necessary. Insurers
could exclude all treatment for hearing loss, or other disabling conditions (such as
AIDS, cancer, autism, etc.) at will and without medical justification. See id. That,
of course, is the exact kind of discriminatory benefit design that Section 1557 was
meant to end.
The trial court erred on at least four additional grounds:
First, the trial court ignored the plain language of the policy when it wrongly
concluded that the Exclusion does not have “a particular exclusionary effect on the
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disabled” and was therefore facially neutral.

ER 20.

The Exclusion directly

references a disabling condition (“We do not cover … routine hearing examinations,
programs or treatment for hearing loss,” ER 136), and excludes coverage solely on
that basis. See Lovell, 303 F.3d at 1052; Bay Area Addiction Research & Treatment,
Inc. v. City of Antioch ("BAART"), 179 F.3d 725, 734 (9th Cir. 1999). The trial
court’s assumption that the Exclusion applied to non-disabled insureds was
improper. It is likely that only disabled insureds will need hearing loss treatment
that meets Regence’s medical necessity definition.2 See ER 177 (narrowly defining
“medically necessary” treatment). Since the Hearing Loss Exclusion is targeted at
insureds with disabling hearing loss and denies them meaningful access to benefits
based on their disability, discrimination is properly alleged.

2 The definition of disability under both Section 504 and the ADA was expanded

in 2008 with the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA). 29
U.S.C. §705(9), incorporating 42 U.S.C. §12102. Post-ADAAA, the definition of
disability must be “construed in favor of broad coverage.” 42 U.S.C.
§12102(4)(A). “The primary purpose of the ADAAA is to make it easier for people
with disabilities to obtain protection under the ADA.” 29 C.F.R. §1630.1(4). “The
primary object of attention … should be whether covered entities have complied
with their obligations and whether discrimination has occurred, not whether the
individual meets the definition of disability. The question of whether an individual
meets the definition of disability under this part should not demand extensive
analysis.” Under this standard, most if not all individuals with hearing loss who seek
medical treatment for the condition are likely to be “disabled.” Certainly, insureds
who are prescribed hearing aids consistent with Regence’s medical necessity
definition would meet the current definition of “disability” under Section 504.
- 12 -
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Second, the district court erred when it failed to consider whether the
Exclusion had a discriminatory disparate impact on insureds who are disabled due
to hearing loss. See ER 20. The Exclusion is directed at and closely associated with
disabled insureds with hearing loss. It is a classic form of proxy discrimination.
Pac. Shores Props., 730 F.3d at 1159; McWright v. Alexander, 982 F.2d 222, 228
(7th Cir. 1992).
Third, the trial court applied the wrong legal test when considering Regence’s
discriminatory exclusion. See ER 20 (Applying the “fundamental alteration” test to
conclude that if Appellants prevail, the outcome “would require insurers to offer
coverage for all doctor’s appointments or all durable medical devices, regardless of
the health condition, injury or illness,” which would not be a “reasonable
modification” of the plan). When a court finds facial discrimination, the remedy is
removal of the discriminatory policy. No “reasonable modification” test is applied.
BAART, 179 F.3d at 734. Even if this Court concludes that the Exclusion is a form
of proxy discrimination, if the Exclusion is not justified by scientific and medical
evidence, it should be removed. 81 Fed. Reg. 31405. Should the Court conclude
that the Exclusion is “facially neutral,” and that the “fundamental alternation” test
applies to ACA-regulated plans, the trial court’s consideration of this issue without
any factual inquiry on a motion to dismiss was improper. This reason alone is a
basis for reversal and remand.
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Fourth, the trial court improperly concluded that the ACA’s antidiscrimination statute does not apply to benefits that are not included in the Regence
plan. ER 20 (“Plaintiffs’ claims for coverage were denied because the benefits they
sought were not covered by their insurance plan, not because of their disability”).
The ACA statute, caselaw and agency guidance are clear: Any “health activity or
program” by a covered entity like Regence must comply Section 1557. 42 U.S.C.
§18116(a). Activities subject to Section 1557 include both the administration of
covered benefits and any exclusions contained within the benefit design. The
remedy for discriminatory benefit design – even a plan exclusion – may be additional
coverage. 81 Fed. Reg. 31434 (“[T]he solution to a potentially discriminatory
benefit design could be coverage or added coverage of a benefit or service.”). The
trial court’s analysis would render Section 1557’s ban on discrimination based on
disability meaningless if all the services and devices needed by people with
particular disabilities could be excluded.
VII.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

The Court of Appeals reviews a dismissal under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) de
novo. Livid Holdings Ltd. v. Salomon Smith Barney, Inc., 416 F.3d 940, 946 (9th
Cir. 2005). When conducting such de novo review, all allegations of material fact
must be taken in the light most favorable to Appellants. Id. “To survive a motion
to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to
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‘state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662,
678, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009).
A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content
that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant
is liable for the misconduct alleged.
Id. (citation omitted). Dismissal is “inappropriate unless it appears beyond doubt
that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of the claim entitling plaintiff
to relief.” Livid Holdings, 416 F.3d at 946. Dismissal without leave to amend is
improper unless the complaint could not be saved by amendment. Id.
VIII. ARGUMENT
A.

The Affordable Care Act Ensures Comprehensive Coverage
Without Discrimination in ACA-Regulated Health Plans.
The ACA provided comprehensive health coverage reform to ensure that

every American, including persons with disabilities, would have access to quality,
affordable health care and health coverage. See 111 CONG. REC., Vol. 156, No. 45,
E462 (March 23, 2010) (attached as Addendum C). This goal extended to ending
discrimination within the benefit design of health plans subject to the ACA. As
Congressman Bill Pascrell, Jr. noted, the ACA’s reforms were particularly directed
at disability discrimination:
[The ACA will e]nsure that essential benefits not be subject to denial
on the basis of the individual’s present or predicted disability, degree
of medical dependency or quality of life. Taken together, these [ACA
requirements] are strong protections that will help ensure that the
essential health benefits package …will take into account the needs of
people with brain injury and other disabilities and chronic conditions
- 15 -
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and not impose value judgments about disability and quality of life.
This legislative language makes clear that Congress understands the
subtle discrimination that can occur against people with brain injury
and other disabilities in the area of benefit design.
Id. (emphasis added); See also 111 CONG. REC. H1855 (March 21, 2010) (attached
as Addendum D) (Congressman Steny Hoyer: “It is the end of discrimination against
Americans with preexisting conditions”); 110 CONG. REC. S13890 (Dec. 24, 2009)
(attached as Addendum E) (Senator Harry Reid:

“[F]rom this day forward,

insurance companies will not be able to deny coverage because of a preexisting
disability.”); see also, 81 Fed. Reg. 31379 (“[A] fundamental purpose of the ACA is
to ensure that health services are available broadly on a nondiscriminatory basis to
individuals throughout the country”); 81 Fed. Reg. 31386 (A central purpose of the
ACA is “ensuring that entities principally engaged in health services, health
insurance coverage or other health coverage do not discriminate in any of their
programs or activities, thereby enhancing access to services and coverage”).
1.

The ACA Addressed Both Access Discrimination and Benefit
Design Discrimination.

The ACA took aim at two types of discrimination in the health plans it
regulates: (1) discrimination in who can access ACA plans and (2) discrimination
in the design of benefits in those ACA plans. See 78 Fed. Reg. 12842 (“These
standards [in 45 C.F.R. §156.125] would apply both to benefit designs that limit
enrollment and those that prohibit access to care for enrollees”); 81 Fed. Reg. 31377
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(“[T]he purposes of the ACA and Section 1557 [are] to expand access to care and
coverage and eliminate barriers to access…”).
First, the ACA ended discrimination in enrollment in health coverage for the
plans it regulates. The ACA mandated guaranteed issue of certain health coverage
and guaranteed renewability of that coverage. See 42 U.S.C. §§300gg-1, 300gg-2.
It outlawed the use of pre-existing condition limitations in ACA-plans. See 42
U.S.C. §300gg-3(b)(1). The ACA also prohibited discrimination based on health
status when determining eligibility for enrollment in ACA health coverage. See 42
U.S.C. §300gg-4. All of these protections are designed to ensure that, post-ACA,
people with disabilities would not be discriminated against when they enroll in
health coverage that falls within its regulation.
But ending discrimination in enrollment alone was not sufficient to ensure that
all people, regardless of health status, condition or disability, actually receive
comprehensive health coverage that meets their needs. If the ACA had only
outlawed discrimination in enrollment, insurers could have simply designed the
benefits offered to exclude coverage for health conditions that they previously
avoided through medical underwriting and pre-existing condition clauses. Thus,
Congress also ensured that the second form of insurance discrimination was
addressed – discrimination in benefit design. The ACA directed DHHS to ensure
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that all qualifying health plans provide minimum “Essential Health Benefits”
(“EHBs”) without discrimination based upon health condition or disability:
In defining the essential health benefits … the Secretary [of DHHS]
shall …
(B) not make coverage decisions, determine reimbursement
rates, establish incentive programs, or design benefits in ways that
discriminate against individuals because of their age, disability, or
expected length of life;
…[and]
(D) ensure that health benefits established as essential not be
subject to denial to individuals against their wishes on the basis of the
individuals' age or expected length of life or of the individuals' present
or predicted disability, degree of medical dependency, or quality of life;
42 U.S.C. §18022(4) (emphasis added); 42 U.S.C. §18031(c)(1)(A) (Qualified
health plans may not “employ marketing practices or benefit designs that have the
effect of discouraging enrollment in such plan by individuals with significant health
needs”) 78 Fed. Reg. 12842 (an EHB benchmark plan must meet all 10 statutory
EHB categories and “must also meet standards for non-discrimination”); 81 Fed
Reg. 31377 (DHHS “declines to adopt a deeming approach” that compliance with
EHB requirements would automatically constitute compliance with Section 1557).
Although ACA-regulated insurers can provide coverage for some services and not
others within the ten EHB categories, insurers may not discriminate in any benefit
design that they administer. 42 U.S.C. §18022(b)(4); 45 C.F.R. §§156.110(d),
156.125(a); 45 C.F.R. §92.207(2); see 78 Fed. Reg. 12846 (“To the extent that a
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state benchmark plan includes a discriminatory benefit design, non-discrimination
regulations at §156.110(d) and §156.125 require issuers to meet the benchmark
requirements in a nondiscriminatory ma[nn]er”). The EHB mandate and the ACA
anti-discrimination requirements work together to achieve the goal of “meaningful
access” to comprehensive coverage for all insureds, including those with disabilities.
See 78 Fed. Reg. 12841 (“[O]ur general EHB requirements, along with regulatory
prohibitions on benefit discrimination, ensure that plans include an appropriate
range of benefits for adults and children”) (emphasis added).
Congress also acted to allow insureds to enforce anti-discrimination
requirements in any part of a covered entity’s health programs pursuant to a private
cause of action.

See 42 U.S.C. §18116(a). Section 1557 applies traditional

“enforcement mechanisms” available under Section 504 (such as a private cause of
action, and injunctive relief) to disability discrimination in private health insurer
benefit design and administration. It also imports the “grounds” of disability
discrimination from Section 504 to private “contracts of insurance” that receive
federal financial assistance.

42 U.S.C. §18116(a).

Thus, the “grounds” and

“enforcement mechanisms” for Section 504 disability discrimination are applied in
the context of benefit design, marketing and administration of private health
insurance plans regulated by the ACA. 45 C.F.R. §92.207(b)(2).
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Congress did not incorporate the “grounds” and “enforcement mechanisms”
available under the ADA to Section 1557. See Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg, 331 F.3d
261, 272 (2d Cir. 2003) (Where Section 504 and the ADA have statutory distinctions
relevant to a particular case, they should not be interpreted interchangeably). The
ADA’s “safe harbor” provision could have allowed insurers to continue to use
discriminatory disability-based exclusions in certain circumstances. See 42 U.S.C.
§12201(c). Congress chose to import only from Section 504, which provides no
such defense for health insurers. Compare 42 U.S.C. §18116(a) with 29 U.S.C.
§794. For this reason, the many pre-ACA cases relied upon by Regence before the
trial court are inapplicable. See e.g., ER 298-299, citing Krauel v. Iowa Methodist
Medical Ctr., 95 F.3d 674 (8th Cir. 1996), and Micek v. City of Chi., 1999 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 16263, at *22 (N.D. Ill., Sep. 30, 1999). In these cases, the courts concluded
that the benefit design of private health insurance policies was not regulated by the
ADA due to the “safe harbor.” In contrast, the later-enacted ACA directly regulates
the content of certain health insurance policies to prohibit discrimination in benefit
design. 42 U.S.C. §§18022(b)(4); 18116(a). Cases under the ADA that disallow the
review of the benefit design of health insurance plans are inapplicable to
interpretations of Section 1557.
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2.

DHHS Confirmed Section 1557’s Application to Benefit
Design.

As directed by statute, DHHS has provided extensive guidance on the
application of Section 1557’s anti-discrimination requirements to health insurance
benefit design through its administrative rulemaking, Letters to Issuers (insurers)
and Frequently Asked Questions for members of the general public. See 42 U.S.C.
§18116(c). Where, as here, DHHS was entrusted to “elucidate a specific provision
of the statute by regulation,” considerable deference to the federal agency’s
rulemaking and guidance is proper. Chevron v. NRDC, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 844, 104
S. Ct. 2778 (1984); see also Southeastern Cmty. Coll. v. Davis, 442 U.S. 397, 413,
99 S. Ct. 2361 (1979) (identification of examples of disability discrimination is an
“important responsibility” of federal regulators). Regence conceded as much before
the trial court. ER 302-303.
DHHS concluded that exclusions of a protected trait in ACA-regulated plans
may only be based upon medical and scientific evidence. “Scientific or medical
reasons can justify distinctions based on the grounds enumerated in Section 1557.
We … believe that the regulatory text encompasses that approach.” 81 Fed. Reg.
31405; see e.g., 45 C.F.R. §92.101(a), (b)(3)(iv) (a covered entity may have genderbased health program or activity only if it can “demonstrate an exceedingly
persuasive justification … related to the achievement of an important health-related
or scientific objective”); 81 Fed. Reg. 31409 (same). This standard is consistent
- 21 -
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with anti-discrimination language contained in statute. See 42 U.S.C. §§18022(4);
18031(c)(1)(A); 18116(a).
Arbitrary exclusions based upon protected traits are prohibited:
[DHHS] agrees that arbitrary age, visit, or coverage limitations could
constitute discrimination … [However, w]here differential treatment is
justified by scientific or medical evidence, such treatment will not be
considered discriminatory. The general prohibition in the rule applies
to these issues.
81 Fed. Reg. 31408. While insurers retain the discretion to select the specific
services to cover, they cannot design or administer discriminatory benefits:
The final rule … does not preclude a covered entity from applying
neutral, nondiscriminatory standards that govern the circumstances in
which it will offer coverage to all its enrollees in a nondiscriminatory
manner. The rule prohibits a covered entity from employing benefit
design or program administration practices that operate in a
discriminatory manner.
81 Fed. Reg. 31434. Exclusions based on a disabling condition, like Regence’s
Exclusion here, trigger inquiry to whether the coverage is arbitrary and
discriminatory, or justified:
[I]f a plan limits or denies coverage for certain services or treatment for
a specific condition, OCR will evaluate whether coverage for the same
or a similar service or treatment is available to individuals outside of
that protected class or those with different health conditions and will
evaluate the reasons for any differences in coverage. Covered entities
will be expected to provide a neutral nondiscriminatory reason for the
denial or limitation that is not a pretext for discrimination.
81 Fed. Reg. 31433 (emphasis added). “[D]etermining whether a particular benefit
design results in discrimination will be a fact-specific inquiry.” 81 Fed. Reg. 31434.
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An insurer’s reasons cannot be arbitrary or a pretext for discrimination. 81 Fed. Reg.
31408.
DHHS explained that “categorical exclusions of all coverage related to certain
conditions could raise significant compliance concerns under Section 1557” and that
the regulatory guidance informed how such categorical exclusions should be
reviewed. 81 Fed. Reg. 31434. DHHS provided multiple examples of insurance
exclusions or limits that raise the specter of Section 1557 discrimination and warrant
a “fact specific” inquiry: (a) covering inpatient treatment for eating disorders for
men but not women; (b) excluding a surgical service for persons with developmental
disabilities while covering it for others; (c) placing most or all prescription drug
coverage for a particular condition on the highest cost formulary; (d) applying age
limits to coverage of hearing aids, when the treatment has been found clinically
effective at all ages; and (e) requiring prior authorization or “step therapy” for most
or all medications in certain drug classes, such as for HIV treatment, regardless of
medical efficacy. See 81 Fed. Reg. 31429, 31434, n. 258.
The same standard appears in other DHHS guidance. For example, in its
Frequently Asked Questions on Section 1557, DHHS states that
Under the final rule, a covered entity cannot: … employ marketing
practices or benefit designs that discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, age, or disability. The final rule does not require
plans to cover any particular benefit or service or prohibit issuers from
determining whether a particular health service is medically necessary,
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but a covered entity cannot have a coverage policy that operates in a
discriminatory manner.
FAQ No. 16 (emphasis added) (relevant excerpts attached as Addendum F).
“[C]overed entities must use neutral, nondiscriminatory criteria in making decisions
as to which benefits and services to cover, and their health coverage cannot operate
in a discriminatory manner.” Id., FAQ No. 45; see e.g., id., FAQ No. 66 (a covered
entity may take age into account if it is necessary to achieve a statutory objective of
a health program or activity, but even then, “the entity’s blanket exclusion of
individuals based solely on age is discriminatory”). 3 Similarly, DHHS requires
qualified health plans under the ACA “to impose limitations and exclusions, if any,
based on clinical guidelines and medical evidence, and are expected to use
reasonable medical judgment.” Addendum G, p. G-7. 4
Automatic disability-based exclusions in ACA-regulated health plans are
prima facie discriminatory. Such exclusions trigger the need for a “fact-specific”
inquiry into whether the insurer has a genuine “medical and scientific” justification
consistent with the standard of care exists for such an exclusion.

3Found

at
https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/section1557/1557faqs/index.html#General%20Questions (last visited 1/21/19).
4

Found
at
https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Resources/Regulations-andGuidance/Downloads/Final-2018-Letter-to-Issuers-in-the-Federally-facilitatedMarketplaces-and-February-17-Addendum.pdf (last visited 1/14/19). The policy is
unchanged in 2019. https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Resources/Regulations-andGuidance/Downloads/2019-Letter-to-Issuers.pdf, p. 1.
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B.

Appellant Adequately Pled a Claim of Disability Discrimination
Against a Health Insurer Under Section 1557.
As noted above, in order to allege a claim for disability discrimination, a

plaintiff must demonstrate that (1) the plaintiff is a qualified individual with a
disability, as defined in Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act; (2) she was denied
the benefits of a health program or activity which receives federal financial
assistance or otherwise discriminated against by the health program or activity; and
(3) the denial was based upon her disability. ER 19; Esparza, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
142944, at *21. The trial court and Regence only took issue with the third prong of
the claim – whether Appellants plausibly pled a claim that Regence’s Hearing Loss
Exclusion denies benefits or otherwise discriminates against them on the basis of
their disability.
C.

Regence’s Hearing
Discrimination.

Loss

Exclusion

Is

Facial

Disability

A prima facie case of disability discrimination is demonstrated when a
covered entity excludes those who are otherwise eligible for benefits due to their
disabilities. Lovell, 303 F.3d at 1052 (Hawaii’s exclusion of Medicaid enrollees who
were aged, blind or disabled from its managed care program was facial
discrimination); BAART, 179 F.3d at 734 (ordinance to exclude clinics that provided
methadone treatment was facially discriminatory). “A facially discriminatory policy
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is one which on its face applies less favorably to a protected group.” Cmty. House,
Inc. v. City of Boise, 490 F.3d 1041, 1048 (9th Cir. 2007) (emphasis added).
Here, Appellant alleged that Regence’s blanket exclusion of coverage for all
treatment for “hearing loss” (except for cochlear implants) eliminated coverage of
medically necessary outpatient medical visits and durable medical equipment when
those services are provided to treat their disability. ER 314, ¶16, ER 316 ¶¶ 23, 2728. On its face, the Hearing Loss Exclusion denies coverage to Appellants for a
broad range of treatment and devices based on their disabling condition while
covering the same or similar treatment and devices for other health conditions.
Compare ER 116-118, 176-177 with ER 136. Specifically, the Exclusion eliminates
coverage for outpatient office visits, medications, hearing devices, inpatient
treatment including surgery etc. when the treatment is provided for hearing loss.
ER 136.

At the same time, the Regence plan covers outpatient office visits,

medications, devices, inpatient treatment, etc., when medically necessary to treat
other conditions. ER 116-118, 176-177. Thus, Regence’s Hearing Loss Exclusion
discriminates by limiting access to otherwise covered benefits by Appellants and
other insureds with hearing loss, while providing full coverage of those benefits to
insureds without hearing loss.
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Regence’s coverage of hearing treatment for insureds who need cochlear
implants does not absolve it of discrimination.5 See Lovell, 303 F.3d at 1054. In
Lovell, Hawaii’s Medicaid program established a special managed care program for
Medicaid enrollees, but excluded all persons who qualified as “aged, blind or
disabled” from participation. Id. at 1045. Hawaii justified its exclusion by offering
a different program for some, but not all, affected disabled enrollees. Id. at 1054.
As the Ninth Circuit explained, “[t]he State's appropriate treatment of some disabled
persons does not permit it to discriminate against other disabled people under any
definition of ‘meaningful access.’” Id. Regence’s appropriate treatment of some
disabled insureds who need cochlear implants does not authorize it to discriminate
against Appellants and others with disabling hearing loss.
Other courts have concluded that blanket exclusions based upon a protected
trait may be discriminatory. See e.g., Tovar v. Essentia Health, 2018 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 160605, at *10 (D. Minn., Sep. 20, 2018) (Transgender health exclusion in
plan was “facially discriminatory”); Boyden v. Conlin, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

5 The trial court claimed that the Exclusion is not “categorical” because it has an

exception for cochlear implants. ER 22, n. 2. The trial court misunderstood the term
“categorical” within the DHHS rulemaking. DHHS equated “categorical” with
“automatic” meaning that “categorial exclusions” take effect automatically without
individualized medical necessity review. See 81 Fed. Reg. at 31429, 31434. Under
that definition, the Exclusion is “categorical.”
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158491, at *20-21 (W.D. Wis., Sep. 18, 2018) (Exclusion of “procedures, services
and supplies associated with gender reassignment” was discriminatory since the
same or similar procedures are covered for other health conditions); Flack v. Wis.
Dept. of Health Servs., 328 F. Supp. 3d 931, 947 (W.D. Wis. 2018) (Enjoining
Medicaid exclusion of “transsexual surgery”). 6
Many state insurance commissioners have reached the same conclusion. 7 See
Addendum H (Idaho Insurance Commissioner: “[A]n exclusion of treatments for
autism spectrum disorder [is] discriminatory and prohibited.”); 8 Addendum I,
(various state regulators conclude that blanket transgender health exclusions are

6 Two trial court decisions dismissing Section 1557 claims alleging disability

discrimination based upon benefit design are easily distinguished. See John Doe
One v. CVS Pharmacy, Inc., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 209846, at *17 (N.D. Cal.,
Dec. 12, 2018); Doe v. BlueCross BlueShield of Tenn., Inc., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
126845, at *7 (W.D. Tenn., July 30, 2018). Neither involved a categorical exclusion
of coverage for a particular disabling condition. In both, the trial courts concluded
that the allegations of disparate impact were simply not sufficiently developed to
survive the motion to dismiss. See CVS Pharmacy, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 209846,
at *18; BlueCross BlueShield, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126845 at *12. Those
decisions may ultimately be reversed on appeal. The only similar Section 1557 case
of which Appellants’ counsel is aware is, Schmitt v. Kaiser Found. Health Plan of
Wash., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157308 (W.D. Wash., Sep. 14, 2018), which is also
on appeal.
7 Appellants respectfully request that the Court take judicial notice of the public
documents from state regulators in Addenda H-K. See Fed. R. Evid. 201(b);
Arizona Libertarian Party v. Reagan, 798 F.3d 723, 727, n. 3 (9th Cir. 2015) (“We
may take judicial notice of ‘official information posted on a governmental website,
the accuracy of which [is] undisputed.’”).
8 See https://doi.idaho.gov/DisplayPDF?Id=4924 (last visited 1/3/19).
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discriminatory); 9

Addendum J

(Settlement

with

Washington

Insurance

Commissioner ending Kaiser’s use of a categorical exclusion of a transgender health
procedure, and requiring individualized medical necessity reviews of claims); 10
Addendum K (Automatic exclusion of bone marrow transplants regardless of
medical necessity may discriminate against individuals with disabling health
conditions for which the procedure is medically necessary). 11 Appellants have
properly pled a prima facie case of disability discrimination under Section 1557.
1.

Disability Discrimination Does Not Require a Non-Disabled
Comparison Group.

The trial court concluded the Exclusion is not disability-based since it applies
to insureds with disabling and non-disabling hearing loss alike and the policy allows

9See

https://www.insurance.wa.gov/sites/default/files/documents/genderidentity-discrimination-letter.pdf;
http://www.ohic.ri.gov/documents/Bulletin2015-3-Guidance-Regarding-Prohibited-Discrimination.pdf;
https://www.pabulletin.com/secure/data/vol46/46-18/762.html;
http://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/bulletin-insurance-2015-5.pdf;
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/07/uj/bulletin-201403.pdf (last visited
1/10/19).
10See

https://fortress.wa.gov/oic/consumertoolkit/Orders/OrderProfile.aspx?OrderNumbe
r=18-0175 (last visited 1/8/19).
11

See
https://www.insurance.ohio.gov/Company/Documents/ACA_FAQs/ACA_FAQs_2
014_QualifiedHealthPlans.pdf, referencing examples of potentially discriminatory
benefit
designs
provided
by
DHHS
in
http://insurance.ohio.gov/Company/Documents/2015_NonDiscriminatory_Benefit_Design_QHP_Standards.pdf (last visited 1/18/19).
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for some coverage of Hearing Loss treatment for disabled insureds through coverage
of cochlear implants. ER 20-21. This was error because: (1) Appellants are not
required to demonstrate that only disabled insureds are subjected to the Exclusion in
order to pursue their claim of disability discrimination; (2) the trial court improperly
assumed, on a motion to dismiss, that the Exclusion is applied to deny medically
necessary coverage to non-disabled insureds; and (3) the trial court wrongly
concluded that hearing treatment was qualitatively different from other kinds of
medical treatment, such that the same or similar treatment was never covered for
non-disabled insureds.
First, Appellants are not required to demonstrate that the Exclusion applies
only to disabled persons in order to prevail. After Choate, in Olmstead v. L.C. by
Zimring, 527 U.S. 581, 598, 119 S. Ct. 2176 (1999), the Supreme Court concluded
that a plaintiff does not need to demonstrate “uneven treatment of similarly situated
individuals” in order to succeed on a disability discrimination claim. Id. (“Congress
had a more comprehensive view of the concept of discrimination” when it passed
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the ADA). 12 See also Amundson v. Wis. Dep’t of Health Servs., 721 F.3d 871, 874
(7th Cir. 2013) (Post-Olmstead, disability discrimination may be found “no matter
how anyone else is treated”). “[O]ur measure in both cases was whether the
plaintiffs with disabilities could achieve meaningful access, and not whether the
access the plaintiffs had (absent a remedy) was less meaningful than what was
enjoyed by others.” Henrietta D., 331 F.3d at 275 (emphasis in original).
The Ninth Circuit has consistently applied the broader view of disability
discrimination described in Olmstead. See e.g., Rodde v. Bonta, 357 F.3d 988, 998
(9th Cir. 2004) (“[S]tate action that disproportionately burdens the disabled because
of their unique needs remains actionable” after Choate); McGary v. City of Portland,
386 F.3d 1259, 1266 (9th Cir. 2004) (no comparison class is required to allege
disability discrimination after Olmstead). Where a policy has the effect of “screening

12 The Rehabilitation Act has been amended to include this expansive view of

disability discrimination. The 1992 Amendments revised the Rehabilitation Act’s
findings, purpose, and policy provisions to incorporate language acknowledging the
discriminatory barriers faced by persons with disabilities, and recognizing that
persons with disabilities have the right to “enjoy full inclusion and integration in the
economic, political, social, cultural and educational mainstream of American
society.” 29 U.S.C. §701(a)(3), as amended. The legislative history to the 1992
Amendments states “[t]he statement of purpose and policy is a reaffirmation of the
precepts of the Americans with Disabilities Act, which has been referred to as the
20th century emancipation proclamation for individuals with disabilities. It is the
Committee's intent that these principles guide the policies, practices, and procedures
developed under all titles of the [Rehabilitation] Act.” S. Rep. 102–357 at 14 (Aug.
3, 1992); H.R. Rep. 102–822 at 81 (Aug. 10, 1992).
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out” or limiting a class of individuals with disabilities “from fully and equally
enjoying any service, program or activity,” discrimination may be found. Cota v.
Maxwell-Jolly, 688 F. Supp. 2d 980, 996 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (policies or methods of
administration that prevent or limit the ability of persons with disabilities to
participate are prohibited). Appellants need not show that only disabled people are
harmed by the Exclusion or that non-disabled insureds received the same benefits
that they seek in order to demonstrate discrimination.
Second, the trial court improperly assumed that the Hearing Loss Exclusion
applied to both disabled and non-disabled insureds. Insureds who meet Regence’s
medical necessity standard for coverage of hearing aids are likely all disabled for the
purpose of Section 1557 benefit design discrimination.

See ER 177 (defining

“medically necessary” treatment). Under this standard, Regence insureds who meet
the medical necessity definition for treatment with hearing aids or other hearing
treatment will likely have a “physical … impairment that substantially limits”
hearing. 28 C.F.R. §39.103. At the very least, on a Motion to Dismiss, the trial
court must presume that to be the case.
Third, the trial court’s conclusion that “[t]hese services and treatments are
specifically related to hearing loss, and are not, as Appellants claim, otherwise
available to other plan participants who seek the same services or treatments in
relation to a different health condition” was error. ER 20. Whether treatment for
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hearing loss is qualitatively different from other covered treatment is a fact question
that cannot be determined on a motion to dismiss. Cook, Perkiss & Liehe, Inc. v. N.
Cal. Collection Serv., 911 F.2d 242, 245 (9th Cir. 1990); see e.g., Boyden, 2018 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 158491, at *20-22 (on summary judgment, plaintiffs presented
evidence that excluded transgender health services were the same or similar to those
covered for other conditions). Discovery may show that Regence covers the same
or similar treatment for other health conditions.
In Townsend v. Quasim, 328 F.3d 511, 517 (9th Cir. 2003), Washington’s
Medicaid program argued that community-based services were qualitatively
different from similar services offered in nursing homes, such that offering coverage
to disabled elderly enrollees only in a nursing home was not a form of disability
discrimination. Id. The Ninth Circuit concluded that if such arguments were
affirmed, “states could avoid compliance with ADA simply by characterizing
services offered in one isolated location as a program distinct from the provision of
the same services in an integrated location.” Id. Here, the trial court may not
characterize treatment for hearing loss as qualitatively different from similar
treatment covered for other conditions, in order to declare that treatment for hearing
loss is a specialized service denied to all. Discovery is needed to determine whether
the same or similar services are offered to others, and Regence’s medical and
scientific justifications for the Exclusion. See 81 Fed. Reg. 31433.
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2.

Alexander v. Choate Supports Appellants’ Claim.

The trial court claimed that Choate, 469 U.S. at 299-304 permits ACAregulated plans to apply condition-based exclusions, so long as the same exclusion
applies to both disabled and non-disabled insureds. ER 20-21. The trial court
misconstrues Choate which supports Appellants’ claim.
First, the Hearing Loss Exclusion, based solely on a physical, disabling trait,
is not the type of neutral benefit limit upheld by Choate. In Choate, the Supreme
Court concluded that disabled plaintiffs may challenge facially neutral benefit
limitations or exclusions that have a disparate impact, if the benefit is defined in a
way that “effectively denies otherwise qualified handicapped individuals the
meaningful access to which they are entitled.” Id. at 301. Applying that holding to
the challenged 14-day inpatient hospitalization limit, the Supreme Court concluded
that the disputed benefit was “neutral on its face” because it was not disability-based.
Id. at 302. Coverage was not reduced or excluded “on the basis of any … trait that
the handicapped as a class are … less likely of having.” Id. It then found that
enrollees with disabilities had “meaningful access” to the same hospitalization
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benefit as other Medicaid recipients.13 Id. The Hearing Loss Exclusion at issue
here is based solely on a physical trait that hearing impaired disabled insureds as a
class are less likely to have – the ability to hear sufficiently well without medically
necessary treatment and/or devices. 14 Using a physical trait (hearing loss) as a proxy
for disability is not permissible under Choate.
The Supreme Court did not foreclose claims of discrimination based upon the
“content” of a health insurance plan. In Choate, the Supreme Court insisted that
access to benefits not only occur, but also that access must also be “meaningful.”
Id., 460 U.S. at 301. In particular, the Court identified that exclusions that “apply
only to particular handicapped conditions” or that prevent “an illness [ ] uniquely
associated with the handicapped or occurring with greater frequency among them”
from receiving treatment, could deny “meaningful access.” See id., at 302, n. 22.
Second, this reading of Choate must be considered in light of the Supreme
Court’s later decision in Olmstead. As noted above, in Olmstead, the Supreme Court
concluded that anti-discrimination statutes did not require a showing that a rule or

13 For example, the Hearing Loss Exclusion limits the hospitalization benefit to

Kaiser insureds when the hospitalization is for medically necessary hearing loss
treatment (other than for cochlear implants), while providing coverage for
hospitalization without limitation to everyone else. This is not the “evenhanded
coverage” described in Choate. Id.,460 U.S. at 302.
14 Only disabled insureds with hearing loss require medically necessary

treatment for the condition, such as hearing aids, which is reflected in Appellants’
proposed class definition. See ER 314, ¶14; see supra, n. 2.
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policy was applied differently to people with disabilities and those without
disabilities. After Olmstead, the inquiry is focused solely on whether the exclusion
or limitation denies disabled persons “meaningful access” to benefits. Kaiser’s
exclusion of all “programs and treatments for hearing loss” does not provide
“meaningful access” to insureds with hearing loss.

Only insureds who need

treatment for hearing loss have their comprehensive coverage limited. All other
insureds, regardless of their health condition, receive full coverage. This is the type
of claim that the Choate court found actionable. See Choate, 469 U.S. at 302, n. 22.
Third, Congress did not import all substantive law related to Section 504 into
Section 1557 of the ACA. Only the “grounds” of and “enforcement mechanisms”
from Section 504 are applied. See 42 U.S.C. §18116(a). Congress could have easily
included language that all of Section 504’s substantive law was to apply to the health
activities of covered entities, but it did not. See CONRAIL v. Darrone, 465 U.S. 624,
632, 104 S. Ct. 1248 (1984) (Where Section 504 “neither refers explicitly to” nor
“contains analogous limiting language” found in other sections of the Rehabilitation
Act, actions brought under Section 504 are not constrained by such substantive law).
If this Court were to conclude that Choate does not support a finding of disability
discrimination here, it should also conclude that the ACA has articulated a different
standard for assessing disability discrimination in ACA-regulated plans, such that
Choate does not apply. See supra, §VIII.A.
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3.

Section 1557 Impacts Discriminatory Exclusions Beyond
Those Related to Transgender Health Services.

The trial court mistakenly concluded that Section 1557 only changed
coverage obligations related to transgender health services.15 ER 21-22. There is
nothing in the ACA’s legislative history, statute, regulations or DHHS guidance to
indicate that blanket exclusions related to gender would be considered
discriminatory, while blanket exclusions related to disability, race or age would not.
To the contrary, Section 1557 specifically references anti-discrimination
enforcement mechanisms for race, age and disability, not just gender. See 42 U.S.C.
§18116(a). The regulations issued by DHHS do as well. See 45 C.F.R. §§92.101;
92.202-.205; 92.207(a), (b)(1), (2).

DHHS explained that its rulemaking and

guidance specific to transgender health services merely applied the same antidiscrimination mechanisms to gender transition services, and that same approach
must be applied to exclusions of other protected traits:
We clarify that [DHHS]’s approach in applying basic
nondiscrimination principles, as discussed in the proposed rule under
§92.207(b)(5) relating to coverage for specific health services related
to gender transition, is the same general approach that [DHHS] will
take when evaluating denials or limitations of coverage for other
types of health services.

15 Regence argued as much before the trial court. ER 307 (The “final rule only

changed the law with respect to one issue: sex discrimination as applied to gender
dysphoria and transgender individuals”).
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81 Fed. Reg. 31433 (emphasis added); 81 Fed. Reg. 31429 (DHHS applied “basic
nondiscrimination principles” to determining whether the denial of transition-related
care is discrimination). Coverage issues related to gender transition were singled
out merely to provide “additional guidance in areas for which application of these
principles may not be as familiar.” See Addendum F, FAQ No. 14. The analytical
framework used to determine that categorical exclusions of transgender health
services are discriminatory apply equally to blanket exclusions based upon disabling
conditions. See e.g., 81 Fed. Reg. 31429 (a blanket exclusion of a surgical procedure
for insureds with developmental disabilities is discrimination); 81 Fed. Reg. 31434,
n. 258 (prior authorization or step therapy for anti-HIV protease inhibitors likely
discriminatory); Addendum K (Guidance from DHHS: exclusions of medically
necessary bone marrow transplants may be discriminatory). The level of specificity
provided in the rules for transgender health discrimination does not limit the general
applicability of Section 1557 or its other implementing rules. 45 C.F.R. §92.207(c).
The trial court cited to four recent cases to support its conclusion that
Section 1557 did not “create new substantive rights apart from existing
discrimination law” (other than for transgender health coverage). ER 22, citing
SEPTA v. Gilead Scis., Inc., 102 F. Supp. 3d 688, 699 (E.D. Pa. 2015); Briscoe v.
Health Care Serv. Corp., 281 F. Supp. 3d 725, 737 (N.D. Ill. 2017); York v.
Wellmark, Inc., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 199888, at *48 (S.D. Iowa, Sep. 6, 2017);
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BlueCross BlueShield of Tenn. Inc., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126845, at *15-16 (W.D.
Tenn., July 30, 2018). 16 The cited decisions are not so broad. Each stand for the
proposition that Section 1557 imported the “grounds” and “enforcement
mechanisms” of the individual anti-discrimination statutes cited, rather than create
a new single uniform anti-discrimination law, as was suggested in another district
court case. Compare id., with Rumble v. Fairview Health Servs., 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 31591, at *29 (D. Minn., Mar. 16, 2015). None of the decisions stand for
the proposition that Section 1557 only changes benefit design for transgender
services. None hold that an automatic exclusion of a disabling condition can never
be a form of discriminatory benefit design.
D.

The Hearing Loss Exclusion Disparately Impacts Insureds with
Disabling Hearing Loss.
If, as the trial court concluded, the Hearing Loss Exclusion is facially neutral

– and it is not – the Exclusion is still discriminatory because it denies Appellants and
other insureds “meaningful access” to the very benefits needed to ameliorate their
disability and their legal right to a full and fair claims review and appeals process.
In Crowder, the Ninth Circuit considered whether a facially-neutral law, a
quarantine rule for dogs, discriminated against visually-impaired persons who rely

16 The trial court also cited Schmitt v. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of

Washington, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157308 (W.D. Wash., Sep. 14, 2018), the sister
case to this one, which was decided on a similar basis, and is also on appeal.
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upon guide dogs. Id., 81 F.3d at 1481. On summary judgment, Plaintiffs presented
evidence that showed that the quarantine denied them “meaningful access” to
benefits:
Although Hawaii’s quarantine requirement applies equally to all
persons entering the state with a dog, its enforcement burdens visuallyimpaired persons in a manner different and greater than it burdens
others. Because of the unique dependence upon guide dogs among
many of the visually-impaired, Hawaii's quarantine effectively denies
these persons – the plaintiffs in this case – meaningful access to state
services, programs, and activities while such services, programs,
and activities remain open and easily accessible by others. The
quarantine, therefore, discriminates against the plaintiffs by reason of
their disability.
Id. at 1484 (emphasis added). When an entity disproportionately burdens people
with disabilities, “meaningful access” is denied. Cal. Found. for Indep. Living Ctrs.
v. Cty. of Sacramento, 142 F. Supp. 3d 1035, 1063-64 (E.D. Cal. 2015). This antidiscrimination principle has been directly incorporated into the ACA. See 45 C.F.R.
§92.101(b)(2)(i) (incorporating 45 C.F.R. §84.4(b)(1)(iii), prohibiting covered
entities from providing insureds with disabilities with “an aid, benefit or service that
is not as effective as that provided to others”). The overall coverage Regence
provides to Appellants and other disabled insureds with hearing loss is not “equally
effective” as that provided to others, since their disabling condition is not covered
without any medical or scientific justification.
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1.

Regence’s Exclusion Is a Form of “Proxy Discrimination.”

The trial court erred by failing to consider whether the Hearing Loss Exclusion
is a form of “proxy discrimination.” See ER 21 (no discrimination can be found
since “[a] plan participant with hearing loss that is not disabled would still be denied
coverage for the same hearing loss-related services and treatments [as a disabled
plan participant]”). “Proxy discrimination” occurs when a defendant enacts a policy
that treats individuals differently on the basis of seemingly neutral criteria that are
so closely associated with the protected group that imposition of the criteria is,
constructively, discrimination against the protected group. Pac. Shores Props., 730
F.3d at 1160, n. 23.

As the Seventh Circuit explained, “technically neutral

classifications” may not be used to covertly discriminate:
An example is using gray hair as a proxy for age: there are young people
with gray hair (a few), but the "fit" between age and gray hair is
sufficiently close that they would form the same basis for invidious
classification. Similarly, discrimination "because of" handicap is
frequently directed at an effect or manifestation of a handicap rather
than being literally aimed at the handicap itself. Thus, a school's
exclusion of a service dog has been held to be discrimination "because
of" handicap, and no doubt a policy excluding wheelchairs would be
such discrimination, even if the stated purpose of the policy were a
benign one. The point is that the distinction between disparate
treatment and disparate impact becomes fuzzy at the border, and [the
plaintiff] might conceivably be able to show that this is one of those
"proxy" situations where a case may be made for "constructive"
disparate treatment, if not actual disparate treatment.
McWright, 982 F.2d at 228 (internal quotations omitted, emphasis added). For
example, a Bellevue Washington ordinance that excluded “group facilities” was
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found to discriminate on the basis of familial status and disability, despite the
seemingly neutral language in the ordinance. See Children’s All. v. City of Bellevue,
950 F. Supp. 1491, 1496-97 (W.D. Wash. 1997).
Under proxy discrimination, Appellants need not prove that the Hearing Loss
Exclusion only applies to disabled insureds. See Pac. Shores Props., 730 F.3d at
1159. If that were the only way to prove discrimination, a defendant could “openly
admit[ ] its intent to discrimination, so long as the defendant (a) relies on a facially
neutral law or policy and (b) is willing to “over discriminate” by enforcing the
facially neutral law or policy even against similarly-situated individuals who are not
members of the disfavored group.” Id.
Discriminatory laws, policies, or actions will often have negative
effects (whether intended or not) on individuals who do not belong to
the disfavored group. This does not, however, change the fact that such
laws, policies, or actions are discriminatory when they are undertaken
for the purpose of harming protected individuals.
Id. at 1160.
Here, of course, the “fit” between the Hearing Loss Exclusion and disabled
insureds with hearing loss is quite close – Regence discriminates against disabled
insureds with hearing loss by excluding the very coverage that would ameliorate
their disabling condition. Discovery will likely show that very few if any non-
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disabled insureds had claims denied under the Hearing Loss Exclusion.17 Even if
those claims exist, the same claims would likely be denied as not “medically
necessary” if the Exclusion were removed and all claims reprocessed. The Hearing
Loss Exclusion is targeted at and designed to eliminate coverage of medically
necessary treatment for disabled insureds with hearing loss. It is a form of proxy
discrimination on the basis of disability.
2.

Regence Improperly Relied on Pre-ACA Caselaw Below.

Regence ignored Ninth Circuit caselaw and relied instead upon ADA caselaw
that predates the passage of the ACA. See ER 298-300, citing cases including
Krauel v. Iowa Methodist Medical Ctr., 95 F.3d 674 (8th Cir. 1996). Regence
claimed that Krauel was “most on point.” ER 298.

Krauel is outdated and

inapplicable to this ACA case: (1) Olmstead rejected the conclusion reached in
Krauel that a non-disabled comparator class was always necessary to find disability
discrimination, Olmstead, 527 U.S. at 598; (2) Krauel largely turned on the fact that
the health condition in the case, infertility, was not a “disability” under the ADA

17 The trial court cites Clemente v. Exec. Airlines, Inc., 213 F.3d 25, 30 (1st Cir.

2000), an ADA employment case, for the proposition that not all hearing loss is
“disabling.” ER 21. That case was decided before Congress expanded the definition
of “disability” under both the ADA and Section 504, with the Americans with
Disabilities Act Amendment Act of 2008. See supra, n. 2. It has no relevance to the
issue to be decided here – whether Regence insureds who require medically
necessary hearing aids and treatment for Hearing Loss are “disabled” as currently
defined in Section 504. See ER 314, ¶14.
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because it did not impact any major life activities (unlike hearing loss), id., 95 F.3d
at 677; (3) the Krauel court also relied upon the ADA’s insurance safe harbor, 42
U.S.C. §12201(c) to conclude that the benefit plan at issue may exclude coverage
for a particular health condition that does not fall within the definition of a
“disability,” id., at 678 (The ADA’s safe harbor does not apply to Section 1557
cases). Krauel is irrelevant to the question of whether an ACA-regulated health plan
may exclude a particular disabling condition from coverage.
Regence also pointed to a Ninth Circuit decision, Weyer v. Twentieth Century
Fox Film Corp., 198 F.3d 1104, 1107-08 (9th Cir. 2000), for the same proposition
as Krauel. ER 299. In Weyer, this Court held that long-term disability insurers may
limited benefits for those disabled due to mental health conditions, rather than
physical health conditions. Id., 198 F.3d at 1107. Since Congress did not include
language in the ADA that prohibited long-term disability insurers from treating
individuals with mental disabilities differently, this Court declined to read such a
requirement into the law:
[H]ad Congress intended to control which coverages had to be offered
by employers, it would have spoken more plainly because of the wellestablished marketing process to the contrary.
Insurers have
historically and consistently made distinctions between mental and
physical illness in offering health and disability coverage….
Id. at 1117 (internal quotations omitted). With the ACA, Congress has now “spoken
more plainly” to outlaw insurers’ methods of excluding coverage for people with
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disabilities with respect to health coverage. See e.g., 42 U.S.C. §§18022(b)(4);
18031(c)(1)(A); 18116(a). Covered entities, like Regence, can no longer engage in
discriminatory benefit design that excludes all coverage based upon a disabling
condition.
3.

Disabled Insureds with Hearing Loss Do Not Have
Meaningful Access to Regence’s Benefits Including
Mandated External Review.

The application of the Hearing Loss Exclusion disparately burdens insureds
with disabling hearing loss, First, the Exclusion cuts off insureds with hearing loss
from the critical treatment and devices that they need to address their disability. The
Exclusion burdens them far more and differently than the few, if any, non-disabled
insureds who are denied “routine hearing examinations.”

The exclusion of

medically necessary treatment for hearing loss has the potential to create other health
problems, while excluding and isolating hearing impaired insureds.18 For children,
the lack of treatment can have significant developmental impact. 19 Regence’s
insureds with hearing loss are denied meaningful access to the very benefits that

18

See https://www.asha.org/articles/untreated-hearing-loss-in-adults/ (last
visited 1/2/19).; “Hearing Loss Threatens Mind, Life and Limb,” Brody, Jane E.,
New
York
Times
(Dec. 31,
2018).
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/31/well/live/hearing-loss-threatens-mind-lifeand-limb.html (last visited 1/18/19).
19

See
https://www.asha.org/public/hearing/effects-of-hearing-loss-ondevelopment/ (last visited 1/2/19).
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would ameliorate their disability. Insureds with untreated or undertreated hearing
loss may also be denied meaningful access to other medical treatment or Regence
activities and programs, simply because they cannot hear sufficiently well to
participate in the treatment or program. As a result, they are provided with a less
effective package of benefits, programs and activities than other insureds, who will
have coverage for medically necessary treatment for their conditions. See 45 C.F.R.
§92.101(b)(2)(i); 45 C.F.R. §84.4(b)(1)(iii).
Second, the automatic Exclusion precludes any consideration of the medical
necessity of the excluded service. As a result, Regence insureds with hearing loss
are denied access to a full and fair review of their benefit claims and a “meaningful
dialogue” about the coverage.

See 29 U.S.C. §1133; 29 C.F.R. §2560.503-

1(g)(v)(B); Boonton v. Lockheed Medical Benefit Plan, 110 F.3d 1461, 1463 (9th
Cir. 1997); see also RCW 48.43.530(5)(g) (requiring Washington insurers to
provide “supporting coverage or clinical reasons” when issuing an adverse benefit
determination). The Exclusion applies automatically when the treatment is for a
diagnosis of hearing loss. Appellants have no opportunity to have present evidence
of their medical need for the treatment and have that information considered by
Regence. Other insureds who are not subject to this disability-based exclusion are
provided this opportunity when they submit claims for outpatient medical services,
devices and other treatment.
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Third, and relatedly, insureds with hearing loss are denied meaningful access
to external review when they seek coverage for their hearing aids.
RCW 48.43.535(6); 42 U.S.C. §300gg-19(b).

See

Even if the external reviewer

concludes that treatment sought is medically necessary, the blanket Exclusion blocks
all coverage. There is nothing “evenhanded” about the Exclusion. Appellants do
not have access to the same coverage rights related to their disabling condition that
are routinely exercised by other insureds.
The remedy sought by Appellants, elimination of the Hearing Loss Exclusion,
would restore “meaningful access” to Appellants and other similarly situated
insureds. Without a blanket exclusion, disabled insureds with hearing loss would
have meaningful access to the generic benefits described in their policy, a full and
fair review of their requests for coverage of hearing treatment that is based upon
medical and scientific evidence, and meaningful access to the mandated internal and
external appeals procedures if their claims are denied. See ER 317, ¶32. Removal
of the Exclusion would “open the door” to the same procedures mandated for other
covered services.

This is the exact remedy that the Washington Insurance

Commissioner imposed on Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Washington over a
different discriminatory exclusion. See Addendum J; see also Tech. Access Found.
Health Benefit Plan v. Grp. Health Coop. (In re Z.D.), 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
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149610, at *27-*33 (W.D. Wash., Oct. 17, 2012) (A similar remedy was required
when Group Health Cooperative applied an illegal exclusion).
E.

Exclusions in ACA-regulated Plans Must be Based on Medical and
Scientific Evidence.
As explained above, in ACA-regulated plans, exclusions based upon protected

traits may only be justified by medical or scientific evidence. Supra §VIII.A.
“[P]roffered justifications cannot rely on overbroad generalizations and cannot be
hypothesized or invented post hoc in response to litigation.” 81 Fed. Reg. 31409. In
essence, blanket exclusions in ACA-regulated plans must be based upon medical
and scientific evidence that relates to medical necessity and the standard of care for
a particular condition. See e.g., Addenda H, I, J, K.
Health insurers routinely determine whether treatments are medically
necessary or experimental. It is an essential aspect of their business. Removing the
Exclusion so that an individualized review of the medical necessity of hearing
treatment occurs merely treats these services like all others. Contrary to the trial
court’s concern, ER 20, requiring Regence to conduct an individualized medical
necessity review does not “fundamentally alter” Regence’s health plan – it is what
Regence does on a daily basis. At a minimum, whether removal of the Exclusion is
a “fundamental alteration” or a “reasonable modification” depends upon evidence
obtained through discovery. It was error for the trial court to decide, on a motion to
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dismiss, that requiring Hearing Loss coverage would result in a fundamental
alteration of Regence’s health plan.
1.

Exclusions May Not Be Arbitrary.

The need for scientific and medical evidence to justify an exclusion makes
sense when considering how health insurers use arbitrary exclusions to curtail the
coverage rights of disabled insureds. See e.g., A.F. v. Providence Health Plan, 157
F. Supp. 3d 899, 907 (D. Or. 2016). In A.F., plaintiffs challenged an insurer’s
blanket developmental disability exclusion which was used to deny coverage of a
behavioral therapy to treat autism. Historically, the insurer had denied claims for
the therapy upon its “experimental or investigational” exclusion. Id. After the
insurer’s denials were repeatedly reversed by external reviewers due to strong
evidence of medical necessity, the insurer switched the reason it gave when denying
the claims, from “experimental or investigational” to the contract’s blanket
“developmental disability” exclusion. A.F., 157 F. Supp. 3d at 907. The switch was
intentional in order to eliminate external review of these denials. Id. at 905
(“Providence’s Senior Director of Service Operations, testified that Providence
eventually stopped using the Experimental Exclusion to deny ABA therapy
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coverage in order to avoid IRO review”) (emphasis added).20 However, even the
unintentional use of blanket exclusions (such as based on “industry practice” or
“historic design”) improperly bars insureds from accessing a meaningful claims
review and appeals process. The lesson of A.F. v. Providence is clear: If an insurer
cannot produce a legitimate medical or scientific justification for a disability-based
exclusion that is consistent with the standard of care, then the exclusion should be
prohibited. Arbitrary exclusions should not be used to eliminate insureds’ right to a
full and fair review and meaningful appeals procedures.
2.

Exclusions of Medically Necessary Treatment May Not Be
Justified Based on Cost.

In the sister case to this, Schmitt v. Kaiser Found. Health Plan of Wash., 2018
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157308, *11 (Sep. 14, 2018), the trial court questioned whether
cost can be a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for an exclusion. Id. The simple
answer is: no. Only “medical or scientific evidence” consistent with the plan’s
definition of medical necessity may justify a disability-based exclusion. Supra,
§VIII.A (DHHS does not identify cost as a possible justification for exclusions based
upon protected traits). Insurers continue to have many tools by which they can

20 The developmental disability exclusion was struck as violating both the

Oregon and federal Mental Health Parity Acts. A.F. v. Providence Health Plan, 35
F. Supp. 3d 1298, 1315 (D. Or. 2014). Such an exclusion would also violate Section
1557.
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manage the cost of covering disability-related treatment and devices. They can
impose neutral visit limits, establish clinical coverage policies, conduct utilization
review, tier providers, among many others.21
Should Appellants prevail, the result will not require coverage of every
doctor’s appointment or durable medical device. ER 21. Regence can deny or
exclude coverage for treatment and devices when it has the medical evidence to
support its decision. ER 175, 177; see Addendum J. Section 1557 merely require
insurers to halt the practice of automatically excluding coverage based upon an
enrollee’s disabling condition without any medical or scientific justification. After
the ACA, denials of health coverage must be grounded in medical evidence, not
stigma, historic prejudice or thoughtless “industry practice.”
F.

Section 1557 May Compel Coverage to Remedy Discriminatory
Exclusions, Beyond EHBs.
Section 1557 bars discrimination both in the benefits provided and in the

administration of the insurance program. See CVS Pharmacy, Inc., 2018 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 209846, at *14. As the CVS court explained, the disjunctive language of
Section 1557 and Section 504 – “be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under” – is understood “to bar the

21 Concerns about cost also ignore the financial subsidies to insurers designed to

mitigate any increased risks due to the ACA’s coverage reforms. See 42 U.S.C.
§§18061-18063; Hammer v. United States HHS, 905 F.3d 517, 523 (7th Cir. 2018).
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operation of a program in a discriminatory manner even when a specific offered
benefit is not being denied.” Id. In other words, if an insurer offers a benefit but
administers it in a discriminatory manner, the program may violate Section 1557.
Id. Similarly, if a plan excludes coverage in a discriminatory manner, it may also
run afoul of the law as well. See 45 C.F.R. §92.207(b)(2). As a result, the trial
court’s conclusion that Appellants can only allege discrimination in how Regence
administered covered benefits, rather than challenge the design that resulted in the
Hearing Loss Exclusion, is error. See ER 20 (“Plaintiffs’ claims for coverage were
denied because the benefits they sought were not covered by their insurance plan,
not because of their disability.”).
Section 1557’s broad reach is reflected in the DHHS guidance in the final
rules.

The federal agency explained how it would investigate a challenged

exclusion:
if a plan limits or denies coverage for certain services or treatment for
a specific condition, [DHHS] will evaluate whether coverage for the
same or a similar service or treatment is available to individuals
outside of that protected class or those with different health conditions
and will evaluate the reasons for any differences in coverage. Covered
entities will be expected to provide a neutral, nondiscriminatory reason
for the denial or limitation that is not a pretext for discrimination.
81 Fed. Reg. 31433. See also, 81 Fed. Reg. at 31408 (arbitrary coverage limitations
could constitute discrimination); 31434 (ACA-regulated health plans must provide
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benefits in a “neutral, non-discriminatory” manner).

DHHS recognized that

exclusions of benefits can be discriminatory.
The remedy for discriminatory exclusion of benefits is the “addition of
coverage” that was previously excluded. 81 Fed. Reg. 31434. Insurers were warned
when the Section 1557 rules were first promulgated, that “some covered entities will
have to make changes to their health insurance coverage or other health coverage to
bring that coverage into compliance with this final rule.” 81 Fed. Reg. 31430; see
e.g., Addenda J (requiring Kaiser to provide coverage without a discriminatory
blanket exclusion). Additional coverage may be the remedy even when an insurer
complies a state EHB benchmark regulation that adopts a discriminatory benefit
design. 78 Fed. Reg. 12846 (insurers must administer the benchmark requirements
in a non-discriminatory manner); see e.g., WAC 284-43-5640(3)(b)(C) (Washington
EHB benchmark regulation permits a blanket exclusion of transgender health
coverage); Addenda I (Finding that the transgender health exclusion was
discriminatory, such that Washington insured health plans must provide coverage).
That is the remedy sought by Appellants here – removal of the Hearing Loss
Exclusion, and processing of individual claims based upon Regence’s “medical
necessity” standard.
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IX.

CONCLUSION

Section 1557, by specific design, expands anti-discrimination law to reach
discrimination in benefit design and administration of ACA-regulated health
insurance. Categorical exclusions of coverage based on an insured’s disability
without a scientific or medical justification, are discriminatory. For that reason,
Appellant has adequately pled a claim for discrimination under Section 1557 to
challenge Regence’s Hearing Loss Exclusion, a blanket exclusion of all coverage
for hearing loss, except for cochlear implants. Regence’s Hearing Loss Exclusion
is also a form of proxy discrimination, since it excludes all coverage based upon a
physical trait closely associated with a disabling condition. Under either basis, the
trial court’s Order dismissing the litigation was error and should be reversed. This
case should be remanded to proceed to the merits.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 23rd day of January, 2019.
SIRIANNI YOUTZ
SPOONEMORE HAMBURGER
/s/ Eleanor Hamburger
Eleanor Hamburger (WSBA #26478)
/s/ Richard E. Spoonemore
Richard E. Spoonemore (WSBA #21833)
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2560
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel. (206) 223-0303
Fax (206) 223-0246
ehamburger@sylaw.com
rspoonemore@sylaw.com
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bul not limited to: Civil rights/advocacy
groups, including langu age access
organizations, disability rights
Office of the Secretary
organizations, women's organizations,
and organizations serving lesbian, gay,
45 CFR Part 92
bisexual, or transgencler (LGBT)
L Backgrouncl
individuals; health care providers;
RIN 0945-AA02
Section 1557 of the ACA provides that consumer groups; religious
an incLividual shall not, on the grounds
organizations; academic and research
Nondiscrimination In Health Programs
prohibited under Title VI of the Civil
institutions; reproductive health
and Activities
Rights Act of1964 (Title vt). 42 U.S.C.
organizations; health plan organizations;
AGENCY: Office fat Civil Rights (OCR),
2000d et seq. (race, color, natio nal
health insurance issuers; State and local
Office of the Secretary. HHS.
origin), Title IX of the Education
agencies; and tl'ibal organizations. Of
ACTION : Fjnal r1,1 le.
Amendments of 1972 (Title IX), 20
the total comments, 23,344 comments
U.S.C. 1681 et seq. (sex), the Age
were
from individuals. The great
SUMMARY : This final rule implements
Discrimination Act of 1975 (Age Act),
majority of those comments were letters
Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act 42 U,S.C. 6101 et seq. (age), or Section
from ind ividuals th al were part of mass
(ACA) (Section 1557). Section 1557
504 o.f the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
prohibits discri mination on th e basis of (Section 504), 29 U,S,G. 794 (disability), mail campaigns organized by civil
rights/advocacy groups.
race, color, national origin, sex, age, or
be excluded from participation i.n, be
disability in ceitaln health programs
8. Overview of the Final Rule
de11 ied the benefits of, 01· be subjected
and activili&s, The final rule clarifies
This final rule adopts the same
to discrimination under, any health
and codifies existing nondiscritni:nation program or activity, any part of which
structure and framework as the
requirements and sets forth new
is receiving Federal financial assistance, proposed rule: Subpart A sets forth U1e
standards to implement Section 155 7,
rule's general provisions; Subpart 8
or under any program or activity that is
particularly with respecl to the
administered by on Executive Agency o:r contains the rule's nondiscrimination
prohibition of discrimination on the
provisions; Subpart C describes specific
any e11tity established under Title l of
basis of sex in health programs other
the Actor its amendments. Section 1557 applications of the prohibition on
tban those provided by educational
states that the enforcement mechanisms discrimination lo health programs and
institutions a nd the prohibition of
activities; and Subpart D describes t·he
provided for and available under Title
various forms of discri mination in
VT, Title IX, Section 504, or the Age Act procedures t hat apply to enforcement ol'
health program s administered by tho
the ru le.
shall apply for pmposes of addressing
Department of Health and Hu man
OCR has made some changes to the
violations of Section 1557,
Services (HHS or the Department) and
Section 1557(c) of the ACA authorizes ptoposed rule's provisions, based on the
entitfos established uuder Title l of the
comments we recei ved. Among the
the Secretary of the Department to
ACA. In addition, the Secretary is
sign incant changes are the following.
promulgate regnlations to implement
authorized to prescribe the
Section 92.4 now provides a
the nondiscrimination requirements of
Department's governance, conduct; and
definition of the term ''national origin."
Section 1557. In addition, the Secretary
performance of its business, including,
OCR decided against inclucLing a
here, how HHS will apply lhe standards is ai~thorized lo prescribe regu lations for blanket religious exemption in the Final
the
Department's
governance,
conduct,
of Section 1557 to HHS-at.I.ministered
rule; however, tl1e fina l rule i11cludes a
and performance of its business,
hea lth programs and activities.
provision noting that insofar as
including how HHS appl ies the
DATES: Effective Dale: This rule is
application of any requirement under
standards of Section 1557 to HHS,
effective July 18, 2016.
the rule would violate applicable
administered health programs and
Applicability Dates: The provisions of acti vlties.1
Federal statutory protections for
this rule are generally applicable on the
religious freedom and co11scienco, such
A. Regulato1y Histoly
date the rule is effective, except ro tl1e
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extenl that provisions of this r\1 le
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011 August 'l, 2013, the Office for Civil
require changes to health insurance or
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Rights of I.be Department (OCR)
group health plan benefit design
publications and s ignificant
publisl1ed a Request for Information
(including covered benefits, benefits
communications that are small in size
(RFU in the Federal Register to solicit
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sharing mechanisms. such as
content specified in § 92.8; instead,
Section 1557. OCR received 402
coinsurance, copayments, and
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only a shorter nondisc1·imination
organizational commelllers, with the
apply to health iosu.rance or group
statement ii1 such communications and
remainder from individuals.
health p.lan benefit design, bave an
publications, along with a limited
0 11 September 8, 2015, OCR issued a
applicability date of the first day oftbe
proposed rule, "Nondiscrimination in
number of tagllnes. OCR also is
first p lan year (iD the individnal market, Healtl1 Programs and Activities," in the
translating a sample nondiscl'imiuation
policy year) beginning 011 ot aftel'
Federal Register , and invited comment
statement that covered entities may use
January 1. 2017.
in fulfilling this obligation. lL will be
on the proposed rule by all interested
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
parties. 2 The comment period ended 011 available by the effective date of Ibis
Eileen Hanrahan at (800) 368-1019 or
November 9, 2015. lo total, we received mle.
(800) 537-7697 (TDD),
In addHion, w ith. respect to tbe
approximately 24,875 comments on the
obligation in § !)2.8 to post taglines in al
_proposed rule. Commen ts came from 11
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
least lhe top 15 lauguages spoken
wide variety of stakeholders, including,
Electronic Access
nationally by p ersons with limited
This Federal Register document is
English prnficiency, OCR has replacer!
•s u.s.c. 301.
• aoFR 54172 (S~pl. u, 201 5).
also available from the Fede ral Register
Urn national threshold with a threshold
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES

onliDe database through Federal Digital
System (F1Jsys}, a service of the U.S.
Gove1'nment Printing Office. This
database can be accessed via the
Internet al http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys.
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requiring taglines jn al least the top 15
la nguages spoken by limi ted English
proficient populations statewide.
OCR has ch anged § 92.101 to provide
that sex·S{lecific health programs or
activities ai·e allowable only where the
covered entity can demonstrate an
exceedingly persuasive justification, i.e.,
that the sex-specific program is
substantially related to the achievement
of an important health-related or
scientific objective.
OCR has changed § 92.201, addressing
ilie obligation to take reasonable steps to
provide meaningful access. That section
now requires the Director to evaluate,
and give substantial weight lo, the
nature and importance of the health
program or activity and t11e particular
communication at issue to lhe
individual with limited English
proficiency, and to take into accou nt all
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whether the entity has developed and
impleme11ted an effective language
access plan, appropria te to its particular
circumstances. The final rule deletes the
specific list of illustrative factors set out
in the proposed rule.
Also, OCR bas changecl § 92.203,
addressing accessibility of buildings and
facilities for individuals with
disabilities, to requi re coveret.l entities
that were covered by the 2010
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Standards for Accessible Design prior lo
the effective date of Lhis final ru le to
comply with those s tandards for new
construction or alterations by ilie
effective date of the final rule. The final
rule also narrows § 92.203's safe harbor
for building and facility accessibility so
that compliance with lhe Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
will be deemed compliance with this
part only if construction 01• alteration
was commenced before the effective
date of the final rule and the facility or
part of the facility was nol covered by
standards under the ADA. As nearly a!J
covered entities under the final rule are
already covered by the ADA standards,
these changes impose a de minim is cost.
Section 92.301 bas been changed to
clarify that compensatory damages for
violations of Section ·1557 a1•e available
in administrative And judicial actions to
the extent they are available under the
authorities referenced in Section 1557,
Finally, we have added a severability
clause to § 92.2, to indicate our
intention that the xuJe be construed to
give Lbe maximum effect permittetl by
law to each provision.
In responding to the comments it
receiveu on the pxoposed rule, OCR has
provided a IJ1orough e.-xplanation of each
of these clrnnges in the preamble. OCR
has also clarified some of the

nondiscrimination requirements of
Section 1557 and made some techn ical
changes Lo IJ10 TO !e's provisions. 111
addition. we have added some
definitions to proposed§ 02.4, as
summarized 'in the preamble to this
fina l rule.

JI. Provisions of the Pl'oposed R ule and
Analysis and Responses to Public
Comments
A. General Comments
OCR received a large number of
comments asking that we categorically
declare in the final rule that certain
actions are or are not discrimina tory.
For example, some commenters asked
that OCR s tate that a modification to
add medically necessary care, or a
prohibition on exclusions of medically
necessary services. is never a
fundamental alteration to a health plan.
S imilarJy, other commenters asked that
OCR Include a statement in the Einal
rule that an issuer's refusal lo cover core
services commonly needed by
individuals with intellectual disabilities
is discrimination on U1e basis of
disability. Still 0U1er commenters as ked
that OCR state that limiting health care
a nd gender transition services to
transgender individuals over the age of
18 is discriminatory. Oilier commenters
asked that OCR state that it is
discriminatory to require individuals
with psychiatric disabilities to see a
mental health professional in order to
continue receiving treatment for other
conditions.
Many of these same commenters
asked that OCR supplement the final
rnle witl1 in-depth explanations and
analyses oJ examples of discrimination.
For example, several commenters asked
that OCR add an example of
discrimination in research b·ials.
Similarly. many other commenters
asked Urnt OCR add an example of what
they considernd to be disability
discrimination in health insurance
practices, such as higher re imbursement
rates for care ih segregated settings,
OCR appreciates the commenters'
desire for Further information on Lbe
application of the rule to specific
circumstances. OCR's intent in
promulgat.iJ1g U1is rule is to provide
consumers ancl covered entHies with a
set of standaJds tlrnt will help them
understand aad comply with the
requirements or Secti.on 1557 . Coveted
entities should bear iu in ind the
purposes of the ACA and Sect ion
1557-to expnnrl access lo care a nd
cuverage ;rnd e li111i11ate barriers to
access-in inte rpreting rnqui renum ts of
the fin a l rul u. lJul we neither <1ddres s
every scenario U1at might arise in lhe
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application of these s tandards nor state
tl1at certain practices as a matter of law
are "always'' or ''never" permissible.
The <leterminotion of whether fl certain
practice is discriminatory typical ly
requires a nuanced analysis Utat is lacl·
dependent. Nonetheless, OCR has
included in the preamble a number of
examples of issues and circumstances
that may raise compliance concerns
under the final rule.
OCR also received several comments,
primarily from representatives of lhe
insurance industry, recommending iliat
where specific Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) or State
requirements apply to covered entities,
OCR should either (1) ha rmonize all
s tandards w.ith existing CMS rules, or
(21 allow issuers to be deemed
comp liant with Section 1557 if they are
compliant with existing Federal or Stat1o1
Jaw. For example, some commenters
r equested that Compliance with CMS
regulations that pertain to qualified
health plans or insurance benefit design,
such as prescription dntg formuJaries
designed by a pharmacy and
therapeutics committee, be deemed
compliance with the final rule on
Section 1557. These comme nlors were
concerned that CMS or :i State might
app rove a plan that OCR might la ter
find discriminatory. The commente1·s
sought clarification on how OCR wi.11
bandJe cases hwolvfaghealth plans
regu lated by multiple authorities, and
suggested that a "deeming" approach
would reduce confusion and avoid
dup lication of costs and administrative
effort Other commenters asked that
compliance with language access
standards p romulgated by CMS or the
States be deemed compliance with the
final rule; tbose comments are discussed
in more detail in the preamble at
§ 92.201.
OCR recognizes the efficiencies
inherent in harmonizing regu lalions to
which covered. entities are subject unde1•
various laws. lndeed, entities covered
under Section 1557 are likely also
subject to a l1ost of other laws a nd
regulations, including CMS regulations,
lhe Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act of 2008, 3 the
Fami ly and Medical Leave Act, the
ADA, Title VU of U1e Civil Rights Act of
1964, and State laws. OCR will
coordinate as appropriate with other
Federal agencies to avoid jnconsistency
and duplication in enforcement efforts.
That said, OCR declines to at.lop! a
deeming approac h wbe1eby complia11ctt
with another set of laws or regul utions
automnticull y con s t i lutes com pli;w ce
with Section 1557, As to Stale laws, it
J

Public Law 1 10-233. 122 Slal. 80J (ZOOO).
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is inappropriate to define requirements
under Federal law based on what cou ld
be the varying, and potentially
changing, requirements of different
States' approaches. As to other Federal
laws, OCR will give consideration to an
entity's compliance with the
requirements of other Federal laws
where those requirements overlap with
Section 1557. In such cases, OCR will
work closely with covered entities
where compliance with this final rule
requires additional steps. But in the
final analysis, OCR must, in its capacity
as the lead enforcement agency for
Section 1557, maintain the discretion to
evaluate an entity's compliance with the
standards set by the final rule. This is
consistent with the approach taken by
other agencies to civil rights obligations,
in which compliance with one set of
requirements, adopted under different
laws or for different purposes, is not
considered automatic compliance with
civil rights obligations.
Subpart A-General Provisions
Purpose and Effective Date(§ 92.1)
In § 92.1, we proposed that the
purpose of this part is to implement
Section 1557 of the ACA, which
prohibits discrimination in certain
health programs and activities on the
grounds prohibited under Title VI, Title
IX, the Age Act, and Section 504, which
together prohibit discrimination on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
age, or disability.
We also proposed that the effective
date of the Section 1557 implementing
regulation shall be 60 days after the
publication of the final rule in the
Federal Register.
The comments and our responses
regarding the proposed effective date are
set forth below.
Comment: Some commenters asserted
that 60 days after publication of the
final rule did not allow sufficient time
for entities to come into compliance
with Section 1557 and requested that
the effective date be one year after
publication of the fina l rule. Similarly,
one commenter stated that State
agencies covered by Section 1557 need
at least 150 days to come into
compliance with Section 1557. The
commenter stated that State agencies
need additional time to assess the
impacts, align nondiscrimination
requirements from multiple Federal
agencies, and make the required policy,
operational, and system changes.
Response: OCR does not believe that
extending the effective date beyond 60
days is warranted, except with regard to
specific provisions for which there is a
later applicability date, as set forth

below. Most of the requirements of
Section 1557 are not new to covered
entities, and 60 days should be
sufficient to come into compliance with
any new requirements.

programs and activities subject to
Section 1557. We noted that these
limitations and exceptions are found in
the Age Act and in the regulations
implementing the Age Act, Section 504,
and Title VI, which apply to all
Summary of Regulatory Changes
programs and activities that receive
For the reasons set forth in the
Federal fi nancial assistance.
proposed rule and considering the
In paragraph (b)(l), we proposed to
comments received, we are finalizing
incorporate the exclusions found in the
the provisions as proposed in§ 92.1
Age Act, such that the provisions of the
with one modification. We recognize
proposed rule would not apply to any
that some covered entities will have to
age distinction contained in that part of
make changes to their health insurance
a Federal, State, or local statute or
coverage or other health coverage to
ordinance adopted by an elected,
bring that coverage into compliance
general purpose legislative body which
with this final rule. We are sensitive to
provides any benefits or assistance to
the difficulties that making changes in
persons based on age, establishes
the middle of a plan year could pose for criteria for participation in age-related
some covered entities and are
terms, or describes intended
committed to working with covered
beneficiaries to target groups in ageentities to ensure that they can comply
related terms. 4 We requested comment
with the final rule without causing
on whether the exemptions found in
excessive disruption for the current plan Title IX and its implementing regulation
year. Consequently, to the extent that
should be incorporated into the final
provisions of this rule require changes
rule. We noted that unlike the Age Act,
to health insurance or group health plan Section 504, and Title VI, whicl1 apply
benefit design (including covered
to all programs and activities that
benefits, benefits limitations or
receive Federal financial assistance
restrictions, an d cost-sharing
(including health programs and
mechanisms, such as coinsurance,
activities), Title IX applies only in the
copayments, and deductibles), such
context of education programs and not
provisions, as they apply to health
to the majority of the health programs
insurance or group health plan benefit
and activities subject to the proposed
design, have an applicability date of the rule. In addition, we noted that many of
first day of the first plan year (in the
Title IX's limitations and exceptions do
individual market, policy year)
not readily apply in a context that is
beginning on or after January 1, 2017.
grounded in health care, rather than
education.
Application (§ 92.2)
We invited comment on whether the
Section 92.2 of the proposed rule
regulation should include any specific
stated that Section 1 557 applies to all
exemptions for health service providers,
health programs and activities, any part health plans, or other covered entities
of which receives Federal financial
with respect to requirements of the
assistance from any Federal agency. It
proposed rule related to sex
also stated that Section 1 557 applies to
discrimination. We stated that we
all programs and activities that are
wanted to ensure that the proposed rule
administered by an Executive Agency or had the proper scope and appropriately
any entity established under Title I of
protected sincerely held religious beliefs
theACA.
to the extent that those beliefs may
In paragraph (a), we proposed to
conflict with provisions of the proposed
apply the proposed rule, except as
regulation. We noted that certain
otherwise provided in§ 92.2, to: (1) All protections already exist with respect to
health programs and activities, any part religious beliefs, particularly with
of which receives Federal financial
respect to the provision of certain
assistance administered by HHS; (2)
health-related services; for example, we
h ealth programs and activities
noted that the proposed rule would not
administered by the Department,
displace the protections afforded by
including the Federally-facilitated
provider conscience laws, 5 the Religious
Marketplaces; and (3) health programs
Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA),6
and activities administered by entities
provisions in the ACA related to
established under Title I of the ACA,
abortion services/ or regulations issued
including the State-based Marketplaces.
In paragraph (b), we proposed
•See 42 U.S.C. 6103(b).
5 See, e.g .. 42 U.S.C. 300a-7; 42 U.S.C. 238n;
limitations to the application of the final
Consolidated and Further ContinuiJ1g
rule. We proposed the adoption of the
Appropriations Act 2015, Public Law 114-53, Div.
existing limitations and exceptions that G, §507(d) (Dec. 16, 2015).
already, under the statutes referenced in
fl 42 u.s.c. 2000bb-l.
7 See, e.g.. 42 U.S.C. 18023.
Section 155 7, govern the health
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under tl10 AGA related to preventive
health Sel'vices.s We ·invited comment
on the extent to which these existing
protections provide sufficient
safeguards for any religious concerns in
applying Section 1557.
We noted that a fundamental purpose
of the ACA is to ensure that health
services are available broadlv on a
nondiscriminatory basis to i~dividuals
throughout the country. Thus, we
requested comment on any health care
consequences tJ1at would ensue were
the regulation to provide additional
exemptions.
We also requested comment on the
scope of additional exemptions, if any,
that shonld be included and the
processes for claiming them, including
whether those processes should 1.'rack
those used under Title .IX, at 45 GFR

scope of lbe .rule to ]10alth programs and
activities :receiving Federal financial
assistance from o1het Departments.
Drafting a rule appHcable to health
programs and activities assisted by otll0r
Departments would pose numel'ous
challenges, one of which is that the
Department lacks the information and
expertise necessary to iipply the mle l:o
those programs without further
engagement and collaboration with
those Departments. We agree that
expeditious implementation of Section
1557 by other Departments is desirable,
and]1ope that the Deprutrnent's final
rule will inform enforcement of Section
1557 by other Departments with respect
to their federally assisted health
programs and activities. To lhis end, the
OCR Director sent a memorandum
encouraging coordination of
86.12.
enforcement responsibilities under
The comments and our J'esponses
Section 1557 to all Federal agencies. in
regarding§ 92.2 are set forth below.
November 2015.
Comment: Some comment.ers
Comment: Commenters recommended
recommended that the final rnle apply
that the final rule apply not just to
net only to health p1'ograms and
programs administered by HHS, but also
activities receiving Federal financial
to programs administered by otl10r
assistance from the Department, but to
Departments.
health programs and activities receiving
Response: We decline to make the
Federal financial assistance from other
rule applicable to programs
Departments. The commenters noted
administered by other Departments. We
that in enactil).g Section 155 7, Congress
will, however, continue to work with
delegated rulemaking authority to tJie
other Departments that administer
Department; Uiey therefore maintained
health programs and activities to help
that the Department has the authority lo those Departments el).sure that their
promulgate rules that apply to other
prowams are nondiscriminatory.
Comment: Many commenters
Departments. Commenters nnther not:ed
responded to ilia. proposed rule's
that the Department has grnater
request for comment on whetl1er the
expertise in the application of Civil
rule should include a religious
righ ts laws to health programs and
exemption for health care pwviders,
activities than do other Departments,
health plans, or other covered entities
and further urged that HHS regulations
wilh respect fo tJie requirements of the
applicable to health programs and
rule related to sex discrimination, or
activitfos receiving Federal financial
w]1ether existing protections, including
assistance from other Departments
RFRA, ACA regulations for preventive
would be afforded deference under
health services, and Federal provider
Chevrnn U.S.A. v. NRDC, hic. 9
conscience Jaws provide sufficient
In the alternative, commentes·s
safegual'ds for religious concerns.
recommended that we collabora1e with
Most of the organizations U1at
other Departme11ts to effectuate the
commented on this issue, including
provisions of tlle final rule and enswe
professional medical associations and
that other DepartmeJ1ts enter into
delegation agreements or Memoranda of civiJ rights organizations, and the
overwhelming majority of individual
Understanding that grant HHS
commenters, many of whom identified
interpretation and enforcement
tJ1emselves as religious, opposed any
autl1ority over health programs funded
and adrninfatered by other Depa.i·tments religious exemption on the basis that it
would potentially allow for
or thtilt commit other DepartmeJJts to
discrimination on tlie bases prohibited
move quickly to engage in. their own
by Section 1557 or for U1e denial of
r ulemaki.ng on Section 1557.
health services to women. Several
Response: While the ni.le recognizes
that Section 1557 itself applies to health religious organizations also opposed a
religious exemp'lion, asserting that
programs and activities receiving
RFRA, U1e Federal provider conscience
Federal financial assislai1ce from otJ1er
statutes, and State RFRA statutes. which
Departments, we decline to extend the
many Stales have enacted. provide
suffi ciently strong protections for
"See 45CFR147.Hl.
"467 U.S. 637 (1!164).
religious providers and institutions.
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Many commenters said that mergers of
religiously-affiliated hospitals with
other hospitals have deepened concen1s.
that would be raised by providing a
religious exemption , as the mergers may
leave individuals in many communities
with fewer health care options offering
the full range of women's health
services. Many commenters also pointed
to the language in the majol'il}' opinion
in the Supreme CoW'l's decision in
Hobby Lobby v. Burwell that RFRA is
not a shield that permiti; discrimination
"cloaked as religious practice to escape
legal sanction," 10
Some religious organizations that
submitted comments strongly supported
a religious exemption, arguing that
faitl1-based health care providers and
employers would be substantially
burdened ihequired to provide or refer
for, or purchase insurance covering,
particular services such as gender
transition services. Supporters of an
exemption recommended that Section
155 7 incorponte the religious
exemption in TiUe IX, which exempts
educatio-nal institutions controlled by
religious organizations from the
prohibition of sex discrimination ir tJ1e
application would be inconsistent with
the religious tenets of the
organization. n None of t11e commenters
supporting a religious exemption
asserted that lliere would bee religious
basis for generalJy refusing to treat
LGBT individuals for a medical
condition, fol' example, refusing to t11eat
a broken bone or cancer; rather,
commenters asserted that the n1le
should exempt faith-based providers
from providing particular services, such
as services related to gender transition,
that ani.inconsistent with their religious
beliefs.
Respo11se: As noted in the preamble to
t.I1e proposed rule, certain protections
already exist in Federal law with respect
to religious beliefs, particularly with
regard to the provision of certain heaJthrelated services. For example, we noted
tJ1at the proposed mle would not
displace the protections afforded by
provider conscience laws,1 ~ RFRA,1:~
provisions in tl1e ACA related lo
abortion services, 1 •1 ol" regulations
issued under the ACA related to
preventive healt11 services.rn Nothing in
"'132 s. Ct. 215 1 , 2763 (2014-).
" 20 u.s.c. 1681 (11)(3),
"'See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. 300a-7; 42 U.S.C. 238 n;
Consolidoted and rurthe r Conttnulng
Apprnptintinns ./\c t 2015 , Puh. I.. ·1111-5'3, Div. G.
§ 507(cl) (De<~. 16, 2015).
'"42 u.s.c. 2000hh- 1.
1• See, e.g., 4.2 U.S.r;. 18023.
•s So1145 CPR 147.131.
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intention to protect individuals on this
basis.
Response: In the proposed and final
rules' definition of gender identity, we
explain that the way an individual
expresses gender identity is frequently
called "gender expression." OCR is
clarifying that throughout this final rule,
we interpret references to the term
"gender identity" as encompassing
"gender expression" and "transgender
status." This position is consistent with
the position taken by courts and Federal
agencies. 4 3 These bases of
discrimination are protected under the
rule.
Summary of Regulatory Changes
For the reasons set forth in the
proposed rule and considering the
comments received, we are finalizing
the definition as proposed in § 92.4 with
three modifications. The first sentence
of tl1e definition of gender identity has
been revised to reference the application
of ilie rule to individuals with nonbinary gender identities. OCR also made
a technical edit to the last sentence to
delete reference to the term
"transgender identity." Finally, for
clarity and consistency witl1in the final
rule, OCR has made a technical revision
to ilie definition of gender identity to
clarify that a transgender individual is
an individual whose gender identity is
different from the sex assigned to that
person at birili.
Health program or activity. We
proposed that tlie term "health program
or activity" means the provision or
administration of health-related services
or health-related insurance coverage and
the provision of assistance in obtaining
health-related services or health-related
insurance coverage. We also proposed
that, similar to the approach of the Civil
Rights Restoration Act of 1987
(CRRA) 44 and except as specifically set
forth otherwise in this part,45 tl1e term
further includes all of the operations of
an entity principally engaged in
providing or administering health
services or health insurance coverage,
such as a hospital, health clinic,
community health center, group health
plan, health insurance issuer,
physician's practice, nursing facility, or
43 See Rumble v. Fairview Heath Servs.• Civ. No.
14-cv-2037, 2015 WL 1197415, at •10 (D. Minn.
Mar. 16, 2015) (Section 1557); Schroerv. Bj})ington,
577 F. Supp.2d 293, 303 (D.D.C. 2008)(Title Vil);
Macy v. Halder, rmoc Appeal No. 0120120821,
Agency No. ATF-2011-00751, 2012 WL 1435995, al
•7 (Apr. 20, 2012), bttp:l/www.ceoc.gov/decisions/
0120120821 %20Mocy%20v%20DOJ%2011 TF.txt
(Title Vll).
•1• Public !..aw 100-259, 102 Stal. 28 (1988).
.,, Employee health benefits programs are
discussed elsewhere in rule. See infra discussion of
§92.208.

residential or community-based
treatment facility. We proposed that
OCR interpret "principally engaged" in
a manner consistent with civil rights
laws that use this term.
In the proposed rule, OCR stated that
we intended the plural "health
programs or activities" used in this part
to have the same meaning as the term
"healili program or activity" in the
singular. Similarly, we noted that the
proposed part's use of "healt11 programs
and activities," a variation of "health
program or activity," does not reflect a
change in the substance of the definition
of "health program or activity."
We proposed to interpret "healtl1
programs and activities" to include
programs such as health education and
health research programs. Because
Federal civil rights Jaws already
prohibit discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin, disability, or
age in all healtl1 research programs and
activities that receive Federal financial
assistance and prohibit discrimination
on the basis of sex in all health research
programs conducted by colleges and
universities, we determined that the
application of Section 1557 to health
research should impose limited
additional burden on covered entities.
However, OCR recognized that healili
research is conducted to answer
scientific questions and improve health
through tlle advancement of knowledge;
it is not designed to result in direct
health benefits to participants. We also
recognized that research projects are
often limited in scope for many reasons,
such as the principal investigator's
scientific interest, funding limitations,
recruitment requirements, and other
nondiscriminatory considerations.
Thus, we noted that criteria in research
protocols that target or exclude certain
populations are warranted where
nondiscriminatory justifications
establish that such criteria are
appropriate with respect to the health or
safety of the subjects, the scientific
study design, or the purpose of the
research. 46 OCR noted that we do not
intend for inclusion of health research
within the definition of health program
or activity to alter the fundamental
manner in which research projects are
designed, conducted, or funded; nor did
OCR propose to systematically review
health research protocols.
We invited comment on programs and
activities that should be considered
health programs or activities.
Comment: We received comments
requesting that we enumerate additional
•u We note that it is nol permissible for clinical
reseurchers to consider "cos!" of accomrnodoting
participants with disabilities as a reason to exclude
them from participation.
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examples of a health program or
activity, including but not limited to the
Children's Health Insurance Program,
all of the operations of Medicare, and
student health plans.
Response: We agree that the
Children's Health Insurance Program
and other health programs operated by
State and local governments are covered
by the rule. We also agree that student
health plans are a health program or
activity covered by the rule, and note
that all student health plans are covered
by Title IX, as well as the other civil
rights laws cited in Section 1557, if the
institution receives Federal financial
assistance.
Although the definition does not and
could not specifically identify all health
programs and activities covered by the
rule (for example, we do not specifically
mention programs that provide physical
and/or behavioral health services,
although they are health programs), we
are adding ilie Children's Health
Insurance Program and the Basic Health
Program as additional examples, given
their significance.
We decline to include "all the
operations of Medicare" in the
definition of health program or activity.
While we agree that all parts of the
Medicare program are a health program
or activity, not all operations in the
Medicare program constitute Federal
financial assistance; as discussed above,
Medicare Part B is excluded from the
definition of Federal financial assistance
under this rule and other HHS civil
rights authorities. 47 Thus, we believe
the proposed language could create
confusion in determining the scope of
the final rule.
Comment: Some commenters noted
that OCR did not propose to define the
term "health" in "health program and
activity," and recommended that OCR
use the definition of "health" adopted
by the World Health Organization,
which includes an individual's or
population's physical, mental, or social
well-being. 48
Response: OCR declines to add a
definition of "health," but interprets
"health" to include physical and mental
well-being.
Comment: Several commenters
recommended iliat the rule apply only
to the specific health program for which
the entity receives Federal financial
assistance, such as health insurance
coverage sold through the
MarketplacesM, and not to other
., Medicare Parts A, C, and Dall constitute
Federal financial assistance. See w1vw.J1Jrs.govlcivilrigbtslfar·i11dividuals!faqslwlrot·qualifies·asf edcral-fina11cial-assista11ce/301 /i11deix.b I ml.
• 11 See bttp:llwww.wlro.i11t/about/defi11itio11/en/
pl'int.html.(last visited Mar. 11. 2016).
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products aad services provided outside
the. MarketplacesM by issuers
pm·ticipating in the MarketplaceSM.
These comrnenters stated that applying
the rule to operations or products that
are not tbe direct recipients of Federal
financial assistance conOicts with tbe
plain meaning of Section 1557.
Response; Section 1557 prohibits
discrimi11ation under "any healtJ1
program or activity, any part of which
is receiving Federal financial
assistance . . . .' By applying the
prohibition if ''any part" of the health
program or activity receives Federal
financia l assistance, the law provides
tha t the term "hea lth program or
activity" must be interpl'eled in a
manner that uniformly covers all of UJ
operations of any entity that receives
Federal financia l assistance and that is
principally engaged in health services,
healU1 insurance coverage. or other
health coverage, even if only part of the
health program or activity receives sucb
assistance. This interpretation serves the
central purposes of the ACA, anu
effectuates Congressional intent, by
ensuring that entities principally
engaged in beallh services, bealtl1
insurance covernge, or other health
coverage do not discriminate in any of
their programs and activities, U10reby
r.nhancing access to services and
coverage.
This approach is consistent witJ1 the
approach Congress adopted in the
CRRA, wliich amended llie four civil
rights laws referenced in Section 1557
and defines ''program or activity" to
mean ''all of the operations of. . . an
entire corporation, partnership, or other
private organization, or an entire sole
proprietorship . . . which is principally
engaged in tJ1e business of providing,"
among other things, a range of social
and health services. The CRRA
establishes tl1at the entire program or
activity is required to comply with the
prohibitions on cLiscri.mination if any
paxt of the program or activity receives
Federal financial assistance. The CRRA
has been consistently applied since its
enactment in 1988 1 and we believe that
Congress adopted a similar approach
with respect to the scope of health
programs and activities covered by
Section 1557. If any part of a health care
entity receives Federal financial
assistance, then all of its programs and
activities a.r e subject to tl1e
discrimination prohibition.
Summary of Regulatory Changes
For tfai reasons set forth in the
proposed rule and considering the
comments received, we are modifying
the definition as pl'Oposed in§ 92.4 to
iuclude the Children's Health Jnsurance

Program and the Basic Health Prog1·am
as additional examples of a health
pl'Ogram or activity.

communication tbrough the use of
bilingual or multilingual staff competent
to communicate directly, in non-EngUsb
Individual with limited English
languages using any necessary
proficiency. We proposed that the tem1
specialized vocabulary, wifu
"individual with limited E-nglish
individuals with limited English
proficiency" codify fue Department's
proficiency,
longstanding definition renected in
We cLid not receive suggested
guidance interpreting Title Vl's
revisions to the wording of this
prohibition ofnationaJ origin
definition. Comments we received on
cLiscrimination, entitled Guidance to
the specific types of language assistance
Federal Financial Assistance Recipients services mentioned in ilie definition are
Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against
addressed in the relevant portions of the
National Origin Discrimination
preamble to § 92.4 for those respective
Affecting Limited English Proficient
terms.
Persons 40 [HHS LEP Guidance.), Under
For clarity and consistency within the
the proposed definHion, an individual
finnl rule, we are replacing several
whose primary language for
phrases in this definition with other
communication Is not E11glis]1 is
terms to conform to changes made in
considered an individua.I with limited
other provisions of the final .rule. First,
English proficiency H the individual has in paragraph (1) regarding ornl language
a limited ability to read, write, speak or
assistance, we ate adding fl1e words "fol'
understand English. Accordingly, we
an individual with limited English
proposed that an individual whose
proficiency" after "qualified
primary language fm communication is
interpreter" because § 92.4 now defines
not EnglisJ1, even if J1e or she has some
"qualified interpreter for an incLividual
ability to speak English, is an individual with lim.itedEnglish proficiency''
witl1 limited English proficiency if the
separately from a "qualified interpreter
indjvidual has a limited ability to reacl,
for an individual witJ1 a disability.''
write, spea.k or understand EngUsh.
Also, because§ 92.4 defines "qualified
Commenters addressing this
bilingual/multilingual staff," we are
definition overwhelmingly supported its replacing ''bilingual or multilingual staff
codification from llie HHS LEP
competent to communicate, innonGuidance to regulatory text. We did not
English languages using any necessary
receive suggested revisions to the
specialized vocabulary" with ''tl1e use
wording of this definition.
of qualified bilingual/multilingual staff
Summary of Regulatory Changes
to communicate." rn paragraph (2)
regarding written translation, we are
For the reasons set fortJ1 in the
replacing the reference to written
proposed rule and considering the
translation of "documents and Web
comments received, we are finalizing
sites" to "written content in paper or
this definition as proposed in§ 92.4,
electronic form.'' Finally, because§ 92,4
without modification.
defines "qualified translator," we are
Language assistance services. OCR
adding "performed by a qualified
proposed that the term "language
translator" after "written translation.''
assistance services" identify types of
well-established methods or services
Summary of Regulatory Changes
used to communicate with individuals
For the l'easons set forth in the
with limited English proficiency,
proposed rule and considering the
iocludiDg (1) oral language assistance;
(2) written translation of documents and comments received, we are finalizing
the definition as proposed in § 92.4 witl1
Web sites; and (3) taglines. We noted
technical revisions, as described in the
iliat a covered entity bas flexibility to
provide langtiage ass.i stance services iu- preceding paragraph, to ensure
consistency with other provisions of tl1e
hm1se m· through commerciaJly
final rule.
available oplions. We declined to offer
an exhaustive list of available methods.
without tho procccUng rlescriptor of "written." refers
However, we proposed that paragraph
lo thn r.ommunic:nlio11 of inforn1nl Ion in writing.
(1) identiJy the following as available
Seo, e.g., U.S. Dap'l o.I' fuslico, Commonly Asked
metl1ods to communicate orally with
Questions and Answers Regnrcling Limited English
individuals with limited English
Proficient (LEP) Jndivldunls, lrttp:llwww.lep.gov/
f"qslfaqs.html#OncQ11 (last visited Mar. 15. 2016)
proficiency: Oral interp retation (in(differonliatlng botween interpreters and translators
person 01· remotely) so and dil•ect
in FAQ 11): lulorpretors mid Trnnslators. ll.S. Dop't
·to 68 FR 47311. 47313 (Aug. 6. 2003).
su We use lhe torm~ "orul inierpretation" nnd
"wtlncn tronslntion" for c lnrity . Tl1e term
"in tarpretation" asc<l without the pr~cerlir1g
descriptor of "oral" rofers to the communication of
informntion ornlly and tho tonn "tr~mslulion" n~ed

of Labor. Oureuu of l.abor Statistics, OCQupalionn l
Oullook Handbook, 2014.-15. /11tµ://1vww.bls.gov/
oah/111edia-cmd·con1111unicatio1i/i111el'prolers·
andtmnslato1·s./11J11 (expluining Wrnl iutm·p1·etars
convn•I inl'omrnlion in 11 spoken languago and
lrAn.qlators convcrl informolion in WTitlcn
language).
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the provisions incorporated in
§ 92. lOl(b) and (c) to covered entities
obligated to comply with the proposed
rule by, among other things, replacing
references to "redpient" in the
incorporated provisions with "covered
entity."'
The comments and our responses
regarding§ 92.101 of subpart Bare set
forth below.
Comment: A few commenters
recommended that OCR add the words
"or deterred" to the general prohibition
of discri1ninatio,n, so tlrn:t it would read
as follows: "Except as provided in Title
I of the ACA, an individual shall not, on
the basis of race, color, national origin,
sex, age, or disability, be excluded or
deterred from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or otherwise be
subjected to diso'imination wider any
health program or activity to which this
part applies."
.Respo11se: We believe the regulatory
text, as H jg currently Wl'itten. conveys
the intent 'lo prohibit discriminatory
deterrence from participation iu a health
erograrn or activity. As OCR noted in
the preamble to the p1:oposed rule,
paragraph (a)(1) of§ 92.101 prohibits
discrimination on the grounds
prohibited under Title VI, Title IX, the
Age Act, and Section 5011 in any health
program or activity to which this part
applies. It is well established unde.r
these and oilier civil rights law that
deterrence on the basis of a prohibited
criterion is a form of discrimination.
Similarly, discrimination on the basis of
perceived race, color, national origin,
sex, age, or disability is prohibited
discriminatiOl1 UDder the final rule, as it
is under the authorities referenced in
Section 1557.
Comment: One commenter asked for
clarification that, when scienrific
evrdence supports differential treatment
to ensure safe, high-quality care, such
treatment would not be considered
discriminatory. This commenter pointed
out that the risks and benefits of
treatments may differ clue lo
characteristics such as age, gender,
physical stature, and genetics. Fo:r
example, based on the best available
science, experts have judged that, for
men and younger women, absent a
know11 family history, the1·isks
associated with radiation exposure from
routine mammograms outweigh the
benefits. Thus, practice guidelines
suggest not adminfatering screening
mammograms to women under a ce1tain
age or to men.
Re.~ponse: Scic:ntil'ic or medical
·easons c::in jus1i£y c.Jislinctions based on
the gro unds enumerated in Seel ion
I !1!17. We affirm this 1111derstanding of
the fina l rule and bali .ve thal llie

regulatory text encompasses tho
a proad1.
Comment: A few commenters asked
that OCR prohibit discrimination in
healtJ1 p:rograms or activities on the
basis of ''health status, claims
experience, medical history, or genetic
information" in addition to race, color,
national origin, sex, age, and disability,
Response: This rule implements
Section 1557 of the ACA, which
pmhibits discrimination on the bases of
race, color, national origin, sex, age, and
disability. Accordingly, the
commenters' request is beyond the
scope of this rule. However, OCR
recognizes that discrimination based on
health status, claims experience,
medical history, or genetic information
can, depending on tl1e facts, 11ave a
disparate impact that :results in
cliscrimination on a basis prohibited by
Section 1557 and will process
complaints alleging such discrimination
accordingly. Jn addition, such
djscrimination also may violate other
laws, such as otJ1er provisions of the
ACA or the Gene.Uc Information
Nondiscrimination Act of 2008.123
Comment: Many commenters
disagreed with the approach taken in
the proposed rule to exclude
discrimination in employment in areas
other than employee heaJth benefits.
Commenters stated that the text of
Section 1557 does not exclude
employment discrimination; that
Section 1557 protects "individuals,"
similar to Title IX's protection of
"personlsJ;" and that Title TX has been
inte.rpreted to protect not just students
but employees of educational
institutions. They also noted that
Section 504 covers employment witl10ut
exception and that Title VJ covers
employment discrimination when it
affects beneficiaries of the covered
p1·ogram.124
Response: Far the reasons stated in
tl1e p!'eamble to the proposed nile, OCR
declil1Els to interpret Section 1557 to
grant itself jurisdiction (outside the
context of employee health benefit plans
under circumstances set out in§ 92.208)
over claims of employment
discrimination brought by employees
ag~inst their employers that are covered
entities. ln holding that both Title IX
and Section 504 broadly prohibit
discrinlination in employment, the
Supreme Court relied heavily on the
legislative history and underlying
purpose of tl1ese statutes .'1 ~ 5 By contrast,
noto 9.
Sea Notth flavc.il Od. of Educ. v. Bell, 456 U.S.

12~ Sopr(I

124

512 {l !182).
" 5 Id. at 522-30; Conso/idaUJd Rail v. Darron11,

465 U.S. 62 1}, 626 (Hl84).
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there is no indication that broadly
prohibiting employment discrimination
was a chief purpose of Section 1557,
which is focused on discrbuination
again-st participants in healfh programs
and activities. To the extent that
employees who are subject to
disci;imination are employed by enUUes
that arn covered \,IIldeJ; other
employment discri ruination laws, tl1eir
complaints can be brnught under those
0U1er laws. And as to employees of
small employers, we do not believe tlrnt
Congress in Section 1557 intended to
alter, across the board, the longstanding
exclusion of small employers from most
employment discrimination laws. That
said, nothing in this rnle is intended to
alter the established principles
underlying the unJimited coverage of
employment discrimination under both
Title LX and Secti.on 504, and OCR will
process such claims brought under these
statutes under its longstanding
procedures.126
Comment: Some commeuters asked
that OCR clarifytbat Section 1557's
prohibition of discrimination on the
basis of race, coJor, national origin, sex,
age, or disability includes intersectional
discrimination that migbt affect pe!'sons
who are part of multiple protected
classes. For example, discrinlination
against an African-American woman
could be discrimination on the basis of
both race and sex.
Response; OCR is clarifying here that
Section 1557's prohibition of
discriminaLion reaches interseotional
discrimination. We believe that the
regulatory text encompasses this
approach.
Comment: Commenters noted that
various forms of harassment in health
care can discourage individuals from
seeking care and suggested lhat OCR
inclucle a separate provision that
explicitly prohibits all forms of
harassment based 011 protected
characteristics, including sexual
harassment and other forms of sex-based
harassment.
Response; OCR recognizes that
various forms of harassment can impede
an individual's ability to participate Jn
120 Mornover, nothing i n lhis nile is inlended to
affect OCR's ability to nddress dis.c rlminatlon
against patients Oil o proliibited bnsls. ovcm wlioro
that disctiminalion is effectuated through actions
against a covered entity's omployoc. lf, for oxaroplu,
a m edical proelico that rocoives l'odoriil finunclal
assistance fireil a Hlspantc doctor beQ11use the
practice no longer wi~hecl lo $ervo thu doc101"s
µ1·edomi11autly Hispanic, limited EngJisl1 profic ient
µuli auts, OCR cou ld ptHsuo r•olief Oil bel1alf of
affected patients to e nsure tbnt their access lo I.be

prnclico was nol discrintinatorily denied.

q: 4S

Cl'H 00.3(r.)(J) (Ti LIB VJ applies whcrre
cliscriminnlion in etltployment lends to nxclude
individunl~. on the basis ofroc:e, r.olor. or llutiollu l
origin, from partioipalion in a covered program),
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Federal, State or local statute or
ordinance that provide benefits based
on age, establish criteria for
participation in age-related terms, or
describe intended beneficiaries to target
groups fn age-related terms, and (2)
actions that reasonably take into
account age as a factor necessary to the
n ormal operation or the achievement of
any statutory objective of such program
or activity, Under these comments, for
example, a decision to limit coverage of
a service to individuals in a particular
age range, even though that service is
also effective for individuals of other
ages, would violate Section 1557 ift11e
age limitation is not based on a statute
or ordinance and is not necessary for tl1e
normal operetion or achievement of the
goals of the service.
Response: OCR declines to adopt tl1e
standard recommended by ilie
commenters. As noted elsewhere, the
rule permits actions based on age to
overcome the effects of conditions that
resulted in limited participation in the
covered entity's bealili program or
activily based on age, 14 ·1 We also no(e
that other provisions of the mle
incorporate provisions in the rngulation
implementing the Age Act that permit
age distinctions in HHS regulations and
a recipient's provision of special
benefits to the elderly or children. 142
Comment: A few commeo.ters asked
that OCR clarify that State mandates
tlrnt have age limits are exempt and that
States are allowed to create new State
mandates that have age distinctions if
that is cli nically apptop.riate,
Response: As reflected in the
provision of U1e final ru le at§ 92.2(b)(l),
age distinctions contained in Federal,
State, ·Or local statutes or ordiJ1ances
adopted by an elected, general purpose
legislative body are not covered by the
final rule. States may adopt new laws
that contain age distinctions; those
distinctions would not violate the final
rule.1•1:1
Comment; One commenter asked us
to clarify the application of Section
1557 with respect to age rating in health
insurance pla11s and related employer
contributions;
Response: As we noted above, OCR is
incorpmating in 'the final rule the
exclusions found in ilia Age Act, such
that tJie provisions of the proposed nile
would uol apply to any age distinction
contained in that pm·t ofa Fedenil,
Stale, or local statute or ordinance
adopted by an elected, general purpose
,., Se11§92.101 (r.J.
"''SDI!§ 92.101(c) (inr.orpora1ing 45 CPR 91.17).

'"' Wo note that 080 limits may violate CMS
roguluti o11s under the J\CA and covorou unlltlos ure
responsible for ensuring complianco with ull
npplicnble CMS regulntious ond uthor Pedern l laws.

legislative body which provides any
benefits or assistance to persons based
on age, establishes criteria for
participation in age-related terms, or
describes intended beneficiaries to
target grnups fn age-related terms.144 For
instance, ageTaling in premium rates
within a 3:1 ratio in MarketplaceSM
plans would not violate SecUon 1557
because it is permiued under the
AGA. 145 Further, this rule would not
prohibit a covered entity from
establishing and applying, or offering a
plan ou a MarketplaceSM that
establishes or applies, in a
nondiscriminatory manner, neutral
rules related to employer contribution
amounts, such as contributing a fixed
percentage or dollar amount of each
employee's p1:emium or placing a cap on
the total ammmt of employer
contributions, even though the dollar
amount of ilie conu·ibution or the
employee's share of the premium may
be smaller or greater for some
employees than for others based on the
permissible age raUng of the employee's
premium.
Corrunent: One commenter
recommended that OCR clarify that in
ol'der to operate in a nondiscriminatory
manner, issuers must ensure t11at their
plans do not impose arbitrary age, visit,
or coverage limits. This commenter
pointed out that children often need
more frequent pl'eventive and
supportive services than adults,
including immunizations,
developrnenta 1 assessments and
screenings, and nutritionaJ counseling,
to enable iliem to maintain or improve
tlleir health inlo adultl10od.
Fu.rt11ermme, children with special
healili needs may need additional
services, such as speech or physical
therapy, on a more frequent basis than
adults to enable them to develop
specific skills or meet their
developmental potential. Simila'rly,
children will also require replacement
of durable medical equipment or
devices on a much mo~e frequent
schedule than is provitl.ed in an adult
benefit package.
Response: OCR agrees Iha! arbitra ry
age. visit, or cuverage limi tations could
cous:itute tliscri111im1tion. including
discrimination based 011 age. in certain
casP.~. for exam p ie where cnnsideralio
or age is nol necessary to rhe normal
operation of a health program. In
addition, as noted above, where
differential trnalment is justified by
sci£mtific or medical eviclnnce. such
trenlment will not bCT considered
•••Sea 4Z U.S.C. 6103(b).
U.S.C. 300gg(11)(1)lA)ti il). Sao 11/so <15 Ct7R

10112

147,102.

discriminatory. The general prohibition
or discrimination in the rule applies to
these issues.
Comment: Commenters noted lhat
due to the educational context for which
they were created, Title IX regulations
do no't reach the full breadtJ1 of
discriminatory actions ol'l the basis of
sex that are prohibited by Section 1557;
iliese commenters recommended that
the final regulation incorporate
prohibitions from Title Vl, Section 504,
and ilie Age Act to more fully address
discrimination on the basis of sex in
health programs and activiUes. In
addition, commeuters stated that the
final rule should male clear iliat in ilie
absence of a finding of discrimination,
a covered entity may take affirmative
action to overcome the effects of
conditions wb ich resulted jn limited
pru:ticipation by persons on the basis of
sex.
Response: OCR appreciates the
concern raised by the commenters that,
due to ilia foct that Title IX applies only
to educational programs, the full range
of specific discriminatory actions
prohibited under other laws Is nol
explicitly included in Title IX's
regulations. OCR has revised ilie final
11egulation to incorpornte additional
la11guage in § 92.J OJ (b)(3) to help clarify
ilie full breadtl1 of discriminatory
actions that can constitute sex
discrimination under Section 1557.
Additionally, botb the proposed and the
final rnle make clear in § 92.6 (Remedial
Action and Voluntary Action) iliat
covered entilies arn permitted, but not
required, to take voluntary action in the
abse nce of a finding of discrimination to
overcome the effects of conditions that
xesuJ t or resulted in limited
participation by persons based on any
prohibited ground covered under ilie
regulation.
Comment: Several commeuters noted
ilia! alt.hough sex-specific programs may
be clinically necessary in some
instances, for example, in clinical tsials
that aim lo determine whether sex
differences exist in tl1e manifestation or
recommended treatment of ce~·tain
diseases, ilie Deparbnent sl1ould clarify
iliat sex-specific programs- i.e., iliose in
whic11 participation is limited to
members of one sex only- are
permissible only when they are
narrowly tailored and necessary to
accompUsh an essential health purpose.
Response: OCR agrees wiU1
commenters iliat sex-specific programs
(programs limited exclusively lo one
sex) should be permitted only under
limited circumstances. OCR believes
that tJ10 constitutional standard
established by lhe Supreme Court in
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United States v. Virginia rn> provides
the most appropriate level of protection
and tlrns has chosen to adapt this
s tandard for application, in evaluating
the lawfulness of sex-specific health
programs or activities under Section
1557 and this part. In Virginia, the Court
stat.ad that a governmental entity
attempting to justify a sex-specific
program must demonstrate an
"exceedingly persuasive justification''
for a sex-based classification in
accordance with the U.S. Constitution's
Equal Protection Clause. 14 7 As the Court
explained, tl1is means that the
governmental entity must show "at least
that the [challenged] classification
serves important governmental
objectives and that tbe discrimina.Lory
means employed are substantially
related to the achfoveme1rt oithose
objectives." 1 411 In Virginia, which
chal lenged Virginia Military lnstitute's
male-only admissions policy, the Court
found tbat the governmental entity had
fallen "fai· short of es ta bl ishing the
exceedingly persuasive justification"
necessary to sustain a sex-based
classification;Ho The Court made clear
tl1at proffered justifications cannot rely
on overbroadgeneralizations and cannot
be hypoiliesized or invented post hoc in
response to litigation.l5o
Uuder this demanding standard , as
adapted in this ru le. a sex-specific
health program or activity classification
is unlawful unless the covered entity
can show an exceedingly persuasive
justification for ii, that is, tJiat the sexbased classification is substaulia lly
related lo the achievement of an
important health-related or scientific
objective. ln evaluating a complaint of
discrimination cha llenging a covel'ed
entity's sex-specific health program or
activity, OCR may consider a variety of
factors relevant to the particular
program or activity. In all cases.
however, OCR will expect a covered
entity to supply objective evidence, anti
empirical tlata if availaule. to justify the
need to restrict participation in the.
µrogram to only one sex. fn no case will
OCR accept a justification that relies on
overly broad generalizations about the
sexes.
Under this standard, OCR anticipates
that most 11ealth researcl1ers will be able
to justify sex-speci fie clinical trials,
such as those that test treatments for
sex-specific condHions or that evaluate
cUfferences in responses to treatment
regimens among the sexes, based upon
'"' 518 U.S. 515 (1996).
531-:12.
532-33 (intomal cital101\S
533- 34..
533.

1

''" Id. et
1•0 Id. al
' '11 ' Id, ot
1~0 Id. ot

omill~<l),

the scientific purposes of Jhe study.
Where there is no clinical or scientific
rationale for making a program sexspecific. by contrnst. a covered entity
that offers such a program would need
to demonstrate, through such means as
research literature, empirical rlata.
accepted professional stantlartls, and/or
facts specific to participants in Uie
program. that maintaining the sex
segregation of the prugram is necessary
for the program to achieve its purpose.
Ove1 ly broad generalizations would not
be sufficient.
No commenters asked OCR to adopt
the sex-s1Jecific standards auihorized in
Title D< o·r the Department of
Education's Title IX regulations. OCR
has chosen to apply an adapted
constitutional standaJ'd under Section
1557 ratJ1er U1an IJrn standard
authorized iu Title lX and the
Department of Education's Title IX
regulations because, as noted in the
proposed rule, and by several
commeuters, tJ10 single-sex educational
exceptions found in Title IX and the
Department of Education's Tille lX
regulations-si.1ch as exceptions for
some s ingle-sex education programs
(e.g., contact sports in physical
education classes; classes on human
sexu,ality; and choruses) when certain
requirements are met- do notreacUJy
apply in a context grounded in healili
care.
In addition, we note thal OCR's
adaptation of the constitutional
standard as the standard to be applied
to sex-specific bealtJ1 p1·ograms or
activities under Section 1557 is
consislenl with tl1e constitutional
standru·d that already applies to sexspeci fic public health programs and
activities, which are covered ent1tles
under this mle if tbey receive Federal
financia l assistance. OCR lrns adapted
the standard to use the term "important
health-related or scientific objective," in
recognition of the tact that the ru le's
provision on sex-specific programs or
activiUes applies to both private and
public covered entities Ln the context of
health programs and activities. The
same Section 1557 nondiscrim ination
s tandards, including this adapted
standard, apply tb health programs or
activities subject to this nile w.bether
public or private covered entities
opernte them.
Fbrnlly, as we initially nole<l in the
proposed rule, we do uot intend to
proJ1ibit separate toilet. locker room.
and shower facilities where comparable
facilities are provided to individuals.
regardless o[ sax. OCR recognizes that
under some existing Federal, State and
local laws, rules 01· regulaLions, certain
types or sex-specific facilities such as
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restrooms may be permitted. The
approach taken by OCR is consistent
with the long standing approach taken
to these types of facilities.
However as previously slated in the
discussion of t11e deflnition of "on the
basis of sex" in § 92.4, even where it is
permissible to make sex-based
distinctions. individuals may not be
exch1ded from health programs and
activities for which they are otherwise
eligible based on their gender
identity.1 u1 Courts have rejected claims
that any legal right to privacy is violated
and iliat one person suffers any
cognizable harm simply by permitting
another person access to a sex-specific
program or facility which corresponds
to their gender identity.1s2
Summary of Regulatory Changes
For the reasons set forth in the
proposed nile and considering the
comments received, we are finalizing
the provisions as proposed in§ 92.101
with the follow in~ modifications:
We l1ave re-designated § 92. lOl[b)(l)
as§ 92.101[b)(1)(i), and added a new
section§ 92.101[b)(1)(ii), wllich
prohibits aiding or perpetuating
discrimination against an individual by
providing significant assistance to an
entity or person ·that cUscriminates on
the basis o£race, color, ornaUonal
origin against beneficiaries of the
covered entity's l1ealth program or
activity. Similarly, we have redesignated § 92.101(b)(4) as
§92.101(b)(4)(i), and added a new
section § 9 2. l01(b)(4)(ii), which
prohibits aiding or perpetuating
discrimination against an individual by
pl'Oviding signifi.cant assistance to an
entity OJ' person that discriminates on
Lhe basis of age against health program
or activity beneficiaries. These
provisions complement similar
provisions incorporated in the final :rule
witb respect to disability and sex
discrimination and are included to
ensure that we are providing Ille same
protections from race, col01·, national
origin, and age. discrimination as are
provided with respect to sex and
disability discrimination.
In addition, we have changed the
language in§ 92.10l(b)(2)(i) to exclude
reference to 45 CFR 84.52(d). We are i·edesignating the existing regulation text
at§ 92.202 as § 92.202(a), and adding a
151 Sm! Lusardi v. McHugh, U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Comm 'n Appn:l l No.
01201:13395, Agency No. ARRF.DSTONttSIJP05574,
2015 WL 1607756 (April 1, 2015) (finding Agouay'r.
denial of Cumplal nnnt's nccess to tho common
women's :restroom on account qf her gender identity
violut~cl Tith1 Vil], hllp:llwmv.eeoc.govldecisions/

Ol2(J133.195. txl.
152

Saa. e.g., Cros1Jy, 763 fl. Supp. 666: cf C:ru~1111.
90l.

2{)1} ll.3d
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sex assigned at birth, gender identity, or
gender otherwise recorded in a medical
record or by a health insurance plan is
different from the one to which such
health services are ordinarily or
exclusively available. For example, a
covered entity may not deny, based on
an individual's identification as a
transgender male, treatment for ovarian
cancer where the treatment is medically
indicated.
For clarity and consistency within the
final rule, we have made some technical
revisions to § 92.206. First, regarding a
covered entity being prohibited from
denying or limiting health services, we
are adding the words "to a transgender
individual" after "a covered entity shall
treat individuals consistent with their
gender identity, except that a covered
entity may not deny or limit health
services, that are ordinarily or
exclusively available to individuals of
one gender," to clarify that the
exception is limited to transgender
individuals. We note that similar to the
discussion in § 92.207(b)(3), we
recognize that not every health service
that is typically or exclusively provided
to individuals of one sex will be a
health service that is appropriately
provided to a transgender individual.
Nothing in the rule would, for example,
require a covered entity to provide a
traditional prostate exam to an
individual who does not have a
prostate, regardless of that individual's
gender identity. But for health services
that are appropriately provided to an
individual, the covered entity must
provide coverage for those health
services on the same terms regardless of
an individual's sex assigned at birth,
gender identity, or recorded gender.
Second, we are deleting the phrase " in
a medical record" to address concerns
that "medical records" could be
understood as referring only to clinical
notes of a health care provider.
The comments and our responses
regarding§ 92.206 are set forth below:
Comment: A majority of commenters
strongly supported the requirement that
covered entities provide equal access to
health programs and activities without
discrimination on the basis of sex and
treat individuals consistent with their
gender identity. Several commenters
noted that discrimination in access to
gender-specific facilities remains one of
the most common and harmful forms of
sex-based discrimination against
transgender people, singling them out
for humiliation and causing them to
avoid the use of such facilities and the
associated medical care. Numerous
commenters strongly encouraged OCR
to strengthen§ 92.206 with explicit
protections for individuals with non-

binary gender identities who need
access to gender-specific programs and
facilities, and to affirm that individuals
with non-binary gender identities
should be permitted to determine which
facilities are appropriate for them.
Response: OCR recognizes the
difficulty that individuals with nonbinary gender identities may face in
accessing gender-specific programs and
facilities. The rule makes clear that in
order to meet their obligations under
§ 92.206, covered entities must treat all
individuals consistent with their gender
identity, including with regard to access
to facilities. OCR has revised the
definition of "gender identity" to clarify
individuals with non-binary gender
identities are protected under the rule
from all forms of discrimination based
on their gender identity. Thus, OCR
does not believe that it is necessary to
reiterate protections for non-binary
individuals in this context.
Comment: Commenters noted that
because pregnant women have
experienced considerable
discrimination in accessing certain
health care services such as mental
health care and drug treatment services,
the final rule should state that equal
access without discrimination on the
basis of sex includes equal access
without discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy.
Response: OCR recognizes the
difficulty many pregnant people
experience in accessing certain health
care services. In response to this
concern, OCR is clarifying here that the
equal program access provision under
§ 92.206 is simply a specific application
of the more general prohibition of
discrimination under§ 92.lOl (a). Under
both provisions, denial of program
access on any of the prohibited bases,
including pregnancy or related medicaJ
conditions, is prohibited.
Summary of Regulatory Changes
For the reasons set forth in the
proposed rule and considering the
comments received, we are finalizing
the provision as proposed in § 92.206
with technical revisions to clarify our
intent and ensure consistency with
other parts of the final rule.
Nondiscrimination in Health-Related
Insurance and Other Health-Related
Coverage (§ 92.207)
In § 92.207 of the proposed rule, we
provided specific details regarding the
prohibition of discri mination on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
age, or disability in the provision and
administration of health-related
insurance or other health-related
coverage. We proposed that this

prohibition applies to all covered
entities that provide or administer
health-related insurance or other healthrelated coverage, including health
insurance issuers and group health
plans that are recipients of Federal
financia l assistance and the Department
in the administration of its healthrelated coverage programs. We noted
that this section is independent of, but
complements, the nondiscrimination
provisions that apply to the Health
Insurance Marketplaces 223 and to
issuers of qualified health plans 224
under other Departmental regulations,
and that entities covered under those
provisions and Section 1557 are
obligated to comply with both sets of
requirements.
Based on the longstanding civil rights
principles discussed in connection with
the definition of "health program or
activity" in§ 92.4, we proposed to apply
this part to all of the coverage and
services of issuers that receive Federal
financial assistance, whether those
issuers' coverage is offered through the
Marketplace SM, outside the
MarketplacesM, in the individual or
group health insurance markets, or as an
employee health benefit program
through an employer-sponsored group
health plan.22s We provided an example
illustrating that an issuer participating
in the MarketplacesM, and thereby
receiving Federal financial assistance,
that also offers plans outside the
Marketplace SM would be covered by the
regulation for all of its health plans, as
well as when it acts as a third party
administrator for an employersponsored group health plan.22s
Paragraph (a) proposed a general
nondiscrimination requirement, and
paragraph (b) provided specific
examples of prohibited actions.
Paragraphs (b)(l) and (2) proposed to
address the prohibition on denying,
cancelling, limiting, or refusing to issue
or renew a health-related insurance plan
or policy or other health-related
coverage, denying or limiting coverage
of a claim, or imposing additional cost
sharing or other limitations or
'45 CFR 155.120(c).
45 CFR 156.200(e); 45 CFR 147.104(e); Public
Health Service Act section 2705 (codified at 42
u.s.c. 300gg-4).
•••Like the proposed rule, the final rule
separately addresses employer liability for
discrimination in employee health benefit programs
at§ 92.208.
2w Where an entity that acts as a third party
administrator for an employer's employee health
benefit plan is legally sepawte from nn issuer that
receives Federal financial assistance for its
insurance plans, we proposed to engage in a cnseby-case inquiry to evaluate whether that entity is
appropriately subject to Section 1557. The final rule
addresses this further in the discussions under
§ 92.2 an cl § 92.208.
22
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restrictions, on the basis of an enrollee's
or prospective enrollee's race, color,
national origin, sex, age, or disability,
and the use of marketing practices or
benefit designs that discriminate on
these bases.
ln the proposed rule, we did not
propose to require plans to cover any
particular benefit or service, but we
provided that a covered entity cannot
have coverage that operates in a
discriminato!Y manner. For example.
the preamble stated that a plan that
covers inpatient treatment for eating
disorders in men but not women would
not be in compliance with the
prohibition of discrimination based on
sex. Similarly. o pion that covers
bariatric surgery in adults but excludes
such coverage for adults with particular
developmental disabilities would not be
in compliance with the prohibition on
discrimination bnsed on disability.
In paragraphs (h)(3) through (5) of the
proposed rule, we proposed to address
discrimination faced by transgender
individuals in accessing coverage of
health services. We prnposed 'in
paragraph (b)(3) that to deny or limit
cove1·age. deny a claim, or impose
additional cost sharing or other
limitations or restrictions on coverage of
any health service is impermissible
discrimination when the denial or
limitation is due to the fact that the
individual's sex assigned at bil'lh,
gender identity, or gender otherwise
recorded by the plan or issuer is
different from the one to which such
services are ordinari1y or exclusively
availahle. 227 Under 1he ptoposed rule,
coverage for medically appl'opriate
health services must be made available
on the same terms and conditions under
the plan or coverage for all individuals,
regardless of sex assigned at hil'th,
gender identity, or reco1·ded gender.
In addition, we noted that many
bealtl1-related insurance p1ans or otl1er
health-related coverage, including
Medicaid programs, currently have
explicit exclusions of coverage for a11
care related to gender dyspboria or
associated with gender transition.
Historically. covered entities have
justrned these blanket exclusions by
categorizing all transition-related
treatment as cosmetic or
experimenta1.22s However, such acrossthe-board categorization is now
227 Wo noto thot uudor § 92.207(n), a covered
enli ly would be barred from clenyiug coverage or
ony claim (not j usl sex-specific surgeries) on lbc
basis lbat lhe enrollee is a transgendec individual.
"" Liza Khan, Tronsg&nder I /f:nllh at tire
Crossrouds, 1 l Yale J. HL>t1lth Pol'v L. & Ethics 3?5,
:193 (2011).
.

recognized as outdated and not based on
current standards of care.2211
OCR proposed to apply basic
nondiscrimination principles in
evaluating whether a covered entity's
denial of a claim for coverage for
transition-related care is tbe product of
discrimination. We noted tJ1at based on
these principles. an explic.it, categorical
(or automatic) exclusion or limitation of
coverage for all health services related
to gender transilion is unlawful on its
face under paragraph (b)(4); in singling
out the entire category of gender
transition services, such an exclusion or
limitation systematically denies services
and treatments for transgender
individuals and is prohlbited
disc1imination on the basis of sex.
Moreover. we proposed in
§ 92.207(b)(5) to bar a covered entity
from denying or limiting coverage, or
denying a claim for coverage, for
specific 11ealth services related to gender
transitio.n where such a denial or
limitation results in discrimination
against a transgender inclividual. In
evaluating whether it js discriminatory
to deny or limit a request for coverage
for a pm1:icular service for an individual
seeking the service as part of transitionrelated care, we pTovided that OCR will
start by .inquiring whether a·nd to what
extent coverage is available when the
same service is not related to gender
transition. If, for example, an issuer or
State Medicaid agency denies a claim
for coverage for a hysterectomy that a
patient's provider says is medjcally
necessary to treat gender dysphoria,
OCR will evaluate the extent of the
covered entity's coverage _p olicy for
hysterectomies under other
circumstances. We noted that OCR will
also carefully scrutinize whether the
covered entity's explanation for the
denial or limitation of' coverage for
transition-related care is legitimate and
not a pretext for discrimination.
We noted that these provisions do
not, however, affirmatively require
covered entities to cover any particular
procedure or treatment for lransitioorelated care; nor do they preclude a
covered entity from applying neutral
standai·ds that govern Uie ciTcumstances
in which it will offe_r coverage to all its
enrnllees in a nondiscriminatory
manner.
We invited comment as to whethel'
the approach of§ 92.207(b)(1 )-(5) is
over- or underinclusive of the types of
potentially discriminatory claims
denials experienced by transgender
individuals in their attempts to access
coverage aud care, as well as on how
22" See infro aotu 263. Sec olso cllsmission in tho
propose<l rule ot 60 FR ~I 51\18!HIO.
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nondiscrimination principles apply in
this con text.
Paragraph (c) of§92.207 of the
proposed rule provided that the
enmneration of specific forms of
disc:rimi11ation in paragraph (bl does not
limit the general applicability of the
prohibition in paragraph (a) of this
section. Paragrapl1 (cl) of the proposed
rul.e provided that nothing in§ 92.207 is
intended to determine, or restrict a
covered entity from determining,
whether a particular health care service
is mecLically necessary or otherwise
meets applicable coverage requirements
in any individual case.
The comments and our responses
regarding§ 92.207 are set forth below.
Comment: Numerous commenters
requested clarification regarding the
rule's applicability to various health
programs or activities that are regulated
under other Federal requirements and
recommended that OCR deem health
programs and activities that comply
with existing Federal regulations as in
compliance with, or exempt from,
Section 1557. For examp.le, commenters
requested that compliance with CMS
regulations pertaining to qualified
health plans or insurance benefit design,
such as prescription drug formu laries
designed by a pharmacy and
therapeutics committee,rn1 be deemed
compliance with the final rule.
Numerous commenters also requested
that OCR harmonize its language access
requirements with existing CMS
regulations. Thisjs addressed in the
discussion of§ 92.201.
ln additiou, other commenters sought
clarification as to the applicability of the
rule to wellness programs 2a1 and valuebased insurance designs 232 that are
regulated by other Federal departments
and agencies, and simila_rly requested
that complia11ce with other Federal laws
regarding these prngrams be deemed
compliance with this nnaJ rule.
Conversely, regarding employer
, , 0 45 CFR 156.122(aj(.3) (for plan years beginning
on or aJlor Jan. 1, 2017).
231 U.S. Oep"t of tJ1e Treasury, U.S. Oep'l of Labor,
and U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Scrvs..
lnc:enlives for Nondiscrim inatory Wellness
Programs in Group Health Plans {Final Rulo), 76 PR
33150 Uune a. 201aJ.
" ' For a discussion of Value--Ila'Sed illb'UJ'ance.
Design, see Affordable Caro Act hnplomentatioo
FAQs Sot 5, Qt, lrttp;//wwiv.cms.gov/CC/10/

Resou,.ces!Foct-SJr11ets-cmd-F1lQslcwo
iJJ1pleme111r1fionJ11qs5.11tml (last visiti.J May 4,

2016); U.S, Dep'l of the Tueasury, Dep't of Labor,
and U.S. Dep't or Heallh & Hunton Servs., Coveroge
o[Corloin.Preveative Services Uucler the Afforclohle
Crue AcL, l' ino l l~uJe, 80 FR41318 , 41321 (July t,
2015): anti U.S. Oep't. of Health & Humnn Snrvs.,
Cen ter for Medicare & Medicaid Servs .. Medic:nre
Advantage Vnlne-Based lnsnronce Design Model
(Sept. 1, 2015), hllps:ll www.cms.gov/Newsrooml
ModiaRoltwseDatoba~'tl/Foct-slwets/2015·Foct

sheels·ilmns/2015-09-U1 .ht ml.
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wellness programs, one commenter
wanted OCR to expressly prohibit
covered entities from implementing
outcomes-based employee wellness
programs that base financial rewards or
penalties on outcome standards that are
coextensive with or directly related to a
disability, such as an outcome standard
related to high glucose levels, which are
directly related to diabetes.
Response: For the same reasons
discussed in connection with the
General Comments above, 233 we reject
the recommendation to deem health
programs or activities that comply with
other Federal regulations as
automatically in compliance with, or
exempt from, the final rule. As a general
matter, OCR does not view a covered
entity's compliance with other Federal
regulations, adopted with different
requirements and for different purposes,
as determinative of a covered entity's
compliance with Section 1557 or other
Federal civil rights laws that we enforce.
Moreover, deeming compliance in this
context must be considered in light of
the potential harmful consequences to
consumers' health that may occur if
covered entities do not adhere to civil
rights obligations.
While we reject deeming, OCR will
consider a covered entity's compliance
with other applicable Federal laws in
evaluating a covered entity's
compliance with this final rule, and will
continue to coordinate with other
Federal agencies to promote consistency
and avoid duplication in enforcement
efforts.
Further, we clarify that evidencebased insurance designs and wellness
programs offered through covered
entities, such as a health insurance
issuer or a group health plan that
receives Federal financial assistance, are
health programs or activities that are
subject to the final rule. We decline to
expressly prohibit a particular type of
practice by wellness programs in the
final rule, as complaints will be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. We
note that CMS has made clear that
covered entities are responsible for
ensuring compliance with other
applicable Federal and State laws,
including nondiscrimination obligations
under Federal laws. 234 We remind
covered entities that employersponsored wellness programs are
considered an employee health benefit
2n See supra discossio11 on deeming compliance
with other laws in the General Comments section .
" 4 78 FR at 33168; U.S. Dep't of Health & Human
Servs., Center for Medicare & Medicaid Servs.,
Affordable Care Act Implementation FAQs Set 2,
Q5, https://www.cms.gov/CC/lO/Rcsources/FoctSlieets·Ond-FAQslaco_implementationJoqs2.html
(last visited May 4, 2016).

program and that employers will be
subject to liability for discrimination in
such programs under the circumstances
identified in § 92.208.
Comment: Several commenters
expressed concern that covered entities
would not be able to revise their health
insurance coverage or other health
coverage to comply with the regulation
within 60 days after publication, and
requested that the effective date of the
final rule, in particular§ 92.207, be
delayed until January 1, 2017 or
2018.235 These commenters explained
that health insurance plans are filed for
review with CMS and State insurance
regulators during the year before the
calendar year in which the plan is
offered for sale. Thus, depending on the
publication date of the final rule, the
commenters suggested that delaying the
effective date to plan years (in the
individual market, policy years)
beginning in 2017 or 2018 would be
necessary for issuers to avoid the
administrative challenges associated
with applying the final rule's
requirements in the middle of a plan
year or policy year, including amending
benefit designs, revising premium rates
if applicable, and refiling the products
for review with CMS and State
insurance regulators. In addition, the
commenters noted that issuers are not
permitted to adjust rates mid-year for
some insurance products.
By contrast, one commenter
supported maintaining the proposed
effective date, arguing that the benefits
of more immediate implementation of
the final rule outweigh any expenses or
confusion associated with mid-year
policy revisions.
Response: We appreciate the concerns
expressed by the commenters but we are
maintaining the effective date as 60 days
after the date of publication of the final
rule, except in the limited
circumstances described below. Section
1557 has been in effect since its passage
as part of the ACA in March 2010, and
covered entities have been subject to its
requirements since that time. To delay
implementation of the final rule would
delay the existing and ongoing
protections that Section 1557 currently
provides and has provided since
enactment. 2 :ia
"'The comments addressed in this section
pertain to comments related to the implementation
date of§ 92.207. OCR also received comments
requesting a delayed effective date for the rule in
general. which are discussed supm under§ 92. t of
this preamble.
"'•We note that issuers have been provided
notice that they are s11bject to Section 1557 in other
Departmental regulations (HHS's Notice of' Benefit
and Payment Parameters for 2017, Final Rule, 80 FR
12204, 12312 (Mar. 8, 2016): HHS's Notice of
Benefit and Payment Parameters for 2017, Proposed

That said, we recognize that some
covered entities will have to make
changes to their health insurance
coverage or other health coverage to
bring that coverage into compliance
with this final rule. We are sensitive to
the difficulties that making changes in
the middle of a plan year could pose for
some covered entities and are
committed to working with covered
entities to ensure that they can comply
with the final rule without causing
excessive disruption for the current plan
year.
Consequently, to the extent that
provisions of this rule require changes
to health insurance or group health plan
benefit design (including covered
benefits, benefits limitations or
restrictions, and cost-sharing
mechanisms, such as coinsurance,
copayments, and deductibles), such
provisions, as they apply to health
insurance or group health plan benefit
design, have an applicability date of the
first day of the first plan year (in the
individual market, policy year)
beginning on or after January 1, 2017.
Comment: Several commenters
representing issuers and large
employers recommended that the rule
exempt from Section 1557 benefits that
constitute excepted benefits under
section 2791(c) of the Public Health
Service Act (codified at 42 U.S.C.
300gg-91(c)), which generally are
exempt from market reforms under the
ACA and HIPAA portability
requirements. Excepted benefits
include, but are not limited to: limited
scope dental and vision plans; coverage
only for a specified disease or illness;
and Medicare supplemental health
insurance (also known as Medigap).23 7
Commenters suggested that being
excepted from the ACA market reforms
and HIPAA portability requirements
should result in exemption from Section
1557. Others stated that covering
excepted benefits under the rule would
serve as a disincentive to employers to
provide these benefits due to increased
litigation risk.
Response: We are not exempting
benefits excepted from ACA market
reforms and HIPAA portability
requirements from the final rule. If an
issuer providing these benefits receives
Federal financial assistance and is
principally engaged in providing health
benefits, all of its operations will be
covered by the rule; if it is not
principally engaged, we will apply the
rule to its federally funded health
Ruic, 80 FR 75468, 75553 (Dec. 2, 2015); HHS's
Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters for 2016,
Final Rule, 80 FR 10750, 10823 (Feb. 27, 2015)).
"'" 42 u.s.c. 300gg-91(c).
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prog,rams and activities. Many of the
issuers. Absent a11y aUegation that a
benefits excepted from tlie ACA market covered entity has discrim inated on a
reforms and H1PAA portability rules
basis prohibited by Sectio111557, OCR
wil 1 meet the definition of "health
lacks autho'rily to address the terms of
program and activity." 2~a
these CMS regulations.
Nothing in the text of Section 1557
Comment: Several commenters asked
limits its coverage only to health
that OCR exercise more stringent and
programs and activities created or
consistent oversight over consumer
regulated by other provisions of the
access to a wide range of specialists and
ACA. Indeed, Section 1557's
subspecialists. Commenters pointed out
incorporation of the four civil rights
that many qualified health plans in the
laws to which it refers, as those laws
Marketplace!lM offer network-based
were amendecl by the CRRA,
plans, and enroUee cosl"sharing can be
conclusively suggests otherwise.
substantially lower wJ1en care ts
Moreover, Title VI, Section 504, and the delivered by an in-network provider.
Age Act independently appJ.y to these
The commenters e>..1Jressed concern that
benefits, 2 aa and other civil rights laws,
s·ome issuers appear to systematically
such as Title VII, apply to these benefits exclude from their provider networks
when they are provided as a fringe
high-cost providers or those in certain
benefit of employment by employers
high-cost specialties. The commenters
covered by U1at Jaw.
suggested that narrow networks could
There are several statutorily-defined
potentially be discriminatory if fuey
categories of excepted benefits that are
deprive patients of reasonable access to
exempt from the ACA market reforms
a specialty provider o:r if they
and HIP AA portability requirements if
discourage enrollment by individuals
certain conditions are satisfied. such as
with specific health needs.
when medical benefits are 'incidental ot
Response: OCR agrees that provider
secondary to other insurance benefits,
networks with a wide range of
when the benefits are limited in scope
speciaJists and subspecialists are
or supplemental, or when the benefits
beneficial for consumers and
a re provided as independent. nonappreciates the concerns expressed
coo:rdinated benefits.24 0 Excepted
about the effect of the exclusion. of
benefits do not provide comprehensive
certain specialists from an iss'lrn1·'s
medical coverage and do not satisfy the network. We clarify, however, that it is
individual or employer responsibility
beyond the scope of this regulation to
provisions under the ACA. But these
establisl1 uniform or minimum network
characteristics do not justify an
adequacy standards. Qualified health
exemption from the requirnments of
plan issuers al'e subject to network
Section 1557. which reflects the
adequacy requirements under CMS
fundamental policy tl1at entities that
reguJ.ati ons. 2 •11
operate health programs an<l activities,
Commell'l: Some commente:rs asked
any part or which receives Federal
OCR lo clarify that issuers cannot
funds , cannot use those funds to
discriminate against providers based on
discriminate-however broad or narrow a provider's protected status. Thal is,
the scope of those health programs and
these commenters recommended that
activities may be.
OCR make clear that Section 1557's
Comment: Some commenters
prohibition of discrimination is not
requestl,'ld that OCR address a number of lirnited in scope to tl1e J1ealtl1 care
issttes that are not witJJi.n the purview
consumer and extends to other entities
of OCR or Section 1557, including ·the
that may be engaged in health programs
scope of essential health benefit
and activities.
coverage and establishing minjmum
Response: OCR clarifies ·that cove1'ed
network adequacy requirements.
entities providing or administering
Response: OCR appreciates the
health-related insurance or other bealthcommenters' suggestions. but ll1e
related coverage may not discriminate
comn'lenters' requests are beyond the
against or excJude health care providers
scope of this regulation. CMS is
they contract with on the basis of the
statutorily responsible for establishing
provider's race, color, national origin,
and regulating the l!Cope of essential
sex, age, or disabi.lity . OCR reminds
health benefits and network adequacy
cove!'ed entities that they may have
.requirements for health insurance
obligations 11ncler other Federal laws
prohibiting discrimination against
'"" Wo noto that non·heallh-relatetl excepted
providers i'1z or against emp loyees. 2 •1 :~
bcnafits would be covered under the ruin if offered
by a covorcd entity I.hat is principally a ngaged in
providin.g hHa lth c:Mu or nea lth covorugo.
;:,o Title lX upplies \o these banonts lo the extant
they nre provided iu conncclion with federully
ftmdod eclucalion:il programs or aclivilios.
' '" 1 42 U.S.C. 300gg-!ll (c").

2<11

4.5 CFR 156.230.

''"Seo, u.g, 42 U,S.C. 300gg-S(u); 42 CFR
422,205(n).

,.,. Sea, e.g .• Tille VII of thu Civ11 Rlght1> ''CLof'
196<1 (42 U.S.C. 2000e--2000e-l 7). 1ho AOA (42
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Comment: A few commenters asked
OCR to amen d § 92.207(a) so that it
more clearly describes tlrn various
activities tlrnt a covered entity may
pel'form that aTe considered
"administering" health-related
insurance 01· otl10r health-related
coverage. Specifically, these
commenters asked that OCR add
language to§ 92,207(a) expla\ning that
administering health-related insurance
or other health-related covernge may
include claims processing, rental of a
provider network, designing plan
benefits or policies, drafting plan
documents, processing or adjudicating
appeals, administering disease
management services, and pharmacy
benefit management.
Response: We appreciate "1]10
commenters' suggestion, but we believe
the regulatory text is clear as wrilten
and does not require further
clarification. The term "administering"
is broad enough to encapsulate a variety
of activities related to the
administration of health-related
insura11ce or other l1ealth-related
coverage.
Comment: We received a number of
comments related to the proper
handling of claims alleging
discrimination i11 employee health
benefit plans tJiat are covered by both
this rule and other Federal laws and
reg11lations. For example, several
commente1·s rncommended that the rule
not apply to the services of third paTty
administrators providing administrntive
services to self-insured group heaJ.th
plans. Tbese commenters asserted that
Congress did not intend for third party
a_d ministrators to be covered by Sectio11
1557 and asseFted that 'third party
administra.tors do not design plans, are
not responsible for determining the
benefits covernd under the p lan, and are
Tequfred by ER!SA 24 ~ to administer
plans as they are written. Commenters
also asserted that coverage of third party
administrators would indlrncUy subject
self-insured group heaJ.th pJaos to
Section 1557 and create an unlevel
playing field betwMn third party
administrators operated by issuers that
receive Federal financial assistance and
those that do not, thereby creating a
disincentive for self-insured group
health plans to contract with third party
administrators that participate a.s iss\lers
in th.e MarketplaceSM and a ,resulting
U,S.C. 12101 el seq,), tbo Ago Discrimination In
E:mploymen\ Act (20 U.S.C. 621-634); 8xe.~utivo
Order 11246 (30 PR 12319, 12935, J C:FR, 19541g55, os muended), Secliou 503 ol' the
Roihnbililnlion Act of 1973 (20 U.S.C. Sec. 793), and
the Vielna m Veterans' Headjustmenl Assislance Ad
Of1974 (36 U.S.C. Sue. 42121.
1
""' 29 U.S.C.1001 et.~l!q.
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Federal statute u 1 with offering FEHB
plans as a fringe benefit ofFederal
employment and, in that role, approves
benefit designs and premium rates, sets
rules generally applicable to FEHB
carriers, adjudicates and orders payment
of disputed l1ealth claims, and adjusts
policies as necessary to ensure
compliance with nondiscrimination
standards. As a result, OCR will refer to
OPM complaints that allege
discrimination in the FEHB Program
where OPM is the entity with decisionmaking anthority over the challenged
action; OPM will treat these claims as
complaints filed against OPM and will
seek relief comparable to that available
were these claims to be processed by
OCR under Section 1557.
In response to the comments
l'equesting addHional clarification on
footnote 73 in the proposed rnle, we
reiterate that we will engage in a caseby-case inquiry to evaluate whether a
third party administrator is
appropriately subject to Section 155 7 as
a recipientln situations in which the
third party administrator is legally
separnte from an issuer that receives
Federal financial assis tance fo:t lts
insurance plans. This analysis will rely
on principles developed in longstanding
civil.rights case law, such as tiie degree
of common ownership and control
belween the two entities,2s2 and will
also examine whether the purpose of the
legal separation is a subterfuge for
discrimination-that is, intended to
allow the entity to continue to
administer discrinlinato.ry health-related
insmance or other health-related
coverage.z5s But we note that a third
party administrator is unlikely to be
covered by this final rule where it is a
legal entity that is lJ•uly independent of
an issuer's other, federally funded,
activities.
Comment: Commenters requested
clru·ification on OCR's approach when
evaluating whether a prohibited
discriminalory action occurred under
§ 92.207(b).
Response: We clarify that OCR's
approach in applying basic
nondiscrimination principles. as
discussed in the proposed rnle u1H.ler
§ 92.207(b)(5P~"1 relating to covt:1rage for
specific henlth services related to gender
transition. is tho same general approach
that OCR will take when eva luating
denials or limitations of coverage for
,., 5 U.S.C. 6901 el seq.

""See, e.g., Papa v. Katy Indus .. Im;., 1(;6 F.3<l
037, 939 (7th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 528 U.S. 10l!J
(l!l!J!J) (/\Di\, i\DE/\h Arrowsmith v. Shr:Jbaun10,
Inc., 69F.3<l1235, 1 240-42 (2d Cir. l!lOS) (Tille
VU).

.,.,. Papa v. Katy l11dus., lnc.. L66 F.3<l ol 041.
"-•• 80 FR at 54190.

o the r types of health services. In oilier
words, OCR will evaluate whether a
covered entity utilized. in a
nondiscriminatory mr-mner, u neutral
rule or principle whe11 deciding to
adop l lhe design lealure o r take the
challenged action or whether the reason
for its coverage decision is a pretext for
discrimination. For example, if a plan
limils or denies coverage for certain
services ur treatment for a specific
condition. OCR will evaluate whether
coverage for the same or a sim ilar
service or treatment is available to
indh•iduals outside of tha t protected
class or those with different health
conditions and will evaluate lhe reasons
for any tlifferences in coverage. Covered
enlities will be expected to provide ;a
neutral, nondiscriminatory reason for
lhe denial or limitation that is not a
pretext for discrimination.
Comment: One commenter asked OCR
to clarify that targeted marketing
practices designed to reach certain
populations to increase enrollment,
such as speci.Eic segments of those who
are uninsused or underserved, arn not
considered discriminatory. 'This
commenter pointed out that some
issuers sometimes launcl1 targeted
campaigns to reach a high number of
uninsured in their service areas. In so
doing, issuers may study the profile of
uninsured populations, and based on
the results of that study, may
concentrate their marketing efforts on
certain demographic groups that are
disproportio11ately un:insmed or
m1derserved. The commenter cited a
Gallup Poll that indicated that roughly
one-third of Hispanics Temain
uninsured, which the commenter stated
creates a particular need for issuers to
help educate and expand coverage for
U1is community. The commenter sought
reassurance that OCR will not consider
it discriminatory to target enrollment
efforts where they will make the most
difference.
Response: Congress intended the ACA
to he]p uninsured and un<lerserved
populations gain access to care. Nothing
in tbis regulation is intended to limit
targeted outreach efforts to reach
underserved racial or etJinic
populations or other underserv.e d
populations. Indeed, it is OCR's
intentfan that this regnlation will
increase access for uninsured and
underserved populations, much as otl1er
Departmental regulations implementing
the ACA have strived to do.zi;n
m See. e.g .. 45 CPR l 55.210(b)(2J(i) (requiring
IJ:;<chnnges tu 1hivelop ru1d pubUc;ally disseminate
Nnvigalor training slamlards that e nsures experLise
in Lhe needs ofunderservud and vulnerable
populotions); 81 FR '12204, 12338 (Mor. 6, 2016)
(estnhlishing new requiroment ut 45 C:FR

31433

Comment: Several comnienters
recommended that we define
"marketing practices" in the regulatory
text of§ 92.207(b)(2). These commenters
suggested tiiat the inclusion of a precise
definition for "marketing practices"
would serve to clarify the scope of
§ 92.207(b)(2).
Response: We decline to define
"marketing practices" in the final rule
because to do so would be overly
prescriptive. We emphasize, however,
that we intend to interpret the term
"marketing practices" broadly; such
practices wou.ld include, for example,
any activity of a covered entity that is
designed to encourage individuals to
participate or enroll in the covered
entity's programs or services or to
discourage them from dofog so. and
activities that steer or attempt to steer
individuals towards or away from a
particular plan or certain types of plans.
We remind covered entities that other
Departments I regulations address
marketing practices,2r.o and covered
entities are obligated lo comply with all
applicable Federal and State laws
regarding such practices.
Comment: Many commenters
recommended that we define "benefit
design" in the regulatory text of the
final rule. These commenters suggested
that tl1e inclusion of a precise definition
of "benefit design" would serve to
clarify the scope of§ 92.207(b)(2). ln
addition, Tlumerous coi;nmenters
requ ested that we codify or provide
examples of benefit designs that
discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, age. or disability. A
number of commenters urg.ed OCR to
consider specific types of benefit
~lesigns as constituting per se
discrimination under § 92.207(b)(2) of
the fina l rule.
Response: We appreciate commenters'
requests for guidance and clarification
regarding, potentially discriminatory
benefit designs and suggestions for
scenai'ios that constitute per se
discrimination. However, we decline to
155.210(0)(8) to ruq1Lire Navigators to provid.e
targeted 11ssistance to servo m1dersorvecl or
vulnerable popu lations).
2"6 45 CJIR 156.225(b) (prohibiting qualifie<l
health plans from -employing marketing praclices or
benent d esigns Lhat will have the effect of
discouraging the onrollroent of individunls with
significnnl health needs); 45
147.l04(e)
(prohibiting A henllh insmanco iss11er from
employing marketing prnr.lir.es or benefit <lesigns
that have the effect of discouraging the enrollment
of individuals with significant health needs in
hoalth insurdllce coverage or discriminate bt1sed on
no individunl's ruco, oolor, natJonnl origl11, prosenl
or pretlicted disubiUty, ;igo, sex. gendor iduntity,
sexual u1·ientnllon. e.xpm;terl leJJgth oJ'lifo, d egree qf
medical dependency, qun lily or JiJe, or other boailJ1
conditions); 42 CF.R 422 .2260-422.2615
(cslnhlishing Purl 0 markoting requiromcnts).

cm
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define "benefit design" in the final rule
because to do so would be overly
prescriptive. 257 We also decline to
codify examples of discriminatory
benefit designs because dete rmining
whether a particular benefit design
results in discrimination will be a factspecific inquiry that OCR will conduct
through its enforcement of Section 1557.
For the same reason, we avoid
characterizing specific benefit design
practices as per se discriminatory in the
[in al rule. zfis
OCR will analyze whether a design
feature is discriminatory on a case-bycase basis using tJrn framework
discussed above. We reiterate that ou1•
determination of whether a practice
constitutes d iscrimination will depend
on our careful analysis of the facts and
circumstances of a given scenario. OCR
recognizes that covered entities have
discretion in developing benefit designs
and determining what specific h ealth
services will be covered in their healtJ1
insurance coverage or other health
coverage. The final rnle does not
prevent covered entities from utilizing
reasonable medical management
techniques; nor does it require covered
entities to cover any particular
procedure or treatment. It also does not
preclude a covered entity from applying
neutral, nondiscriminatory standards
that govern the circumstances in which
it will offer coverage to all its enrollees
in a nondiscriminatory manner. The
rule prohibits a covered entity from
employi ng beneFit design or program
,., We note that " beneGt design" is o tonn of art
used in other .Deparlmentol nnd Foil era I rogu lntions
govorning the private 11eallh insurance industry.
See o.g., 42 CF'R 422.100(0(3); 45 CFR 156.225(b);
45 CPR '147.104(e): 29 CFR 2510.3-40(c)(1)(iv)(A).
••• CMS has identified bene fit design features that
might be discriminatory. For oxnmple. plac ing most
or oil presc ription medications lhnt orn usod lo !real
a specific condition on tho highest cost formu lary
tiers (U.S. Dop't of Health & Human Sorvs.. Co11tor.;
for Medicare & Medicare Sorvs .. Pall enl Protot lion
and Affordable C'•ire Acl: HHS Notice of Benont and
Payme nt Parnmclcrs Rule. (Final Ru le). 80 FR
10750 , 10622 (Feb. 27. 2015): y.s. Oep't of Health
& Human Servs., Ce nters for Medicare and
Medicaid Servs., Final 2016 Lotter lo Issuers in tho
Federally-facilitated Marketplnco, :\7 (Feb. 20,
2015)); app lying age limits lo s orvicos thnt hove
hcnn found c linically offoctivu nt all agus (~O FR at
10622 (Fub. 27, 20151: Fin al 2016 Lett~r to Issuer.;
in the Federnlly-focililnted Mnrl<etptoco. :\6- 37
(Feb. 20, 2015)): ond requiring prior authorization
on d/or s tep therapy for most or all modicotions i11
drug classes s uch ns anti-HIV prolcusr. inhibitors.
nnd/nr immune suppressants rcHnrtJJo~i.; of mudka l

ovicleuco (Centers for Medicare and Medfo,.id
Sorvs., QuaJified Health Plan M.~stor Review Tool.
No11·0iscrimiuotion in Benefit Design (2017),

h11ps:llwww.c111s.gov/CCTJO/Pmgroms·o11dlniliatives/Hea/1h-lnsuro11ce·Marketµlacesl
Downloads/Master-Review-1'00/_vi· 1_03.902016.zip
(opon "Moster Review Tool_2017vl.O.xlsm"
document; lhon open "Non-Discrhninolion
Guldnnce" tab)).

administration practices that operate in
a discrim inatory manner.
Comment: We received a number of
comments requesting that OCR add
language to§ 92.207(b) clarifying that
categorical exclusions of certain
conditions, such as coverage related to
developmental disabilities or maternity
care, are prohibited.
Respo11se: While categorical
exclusions of all coverage related to
certain conditions could raise
significant compliance concerns under
Section 1557. OCH believes that existing
regulatory language is sufficienl to
address tJ1is scenario. For example, the
law }ias long recognized that
discriminalion based on pregnancy is a
form of sex discrimination,2 511 and OCR
bas interpreted Section 1557 in the
same manner by defining the term "on
lhe basis of sex" in this regulation to
include "discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy, false pregnancy, termination
of pregnancy, or recovery therefrom,
childbfrth or related medical
conditions." As a result, it is
unnecessary lo add language in
response to commenters' concerns.
We note that some products known as
excepted benefits. which are subject to
this final rule as discussed supra,
provide limited scope benefits or
coverage only for a specified disease or
illness.2no It would not be
discriminatory for such products to
include exclusions of coverage for
cond itions that are outside the scope of
the benefits provided in those products.
Accordingly. the purpose and scope of
the coverage provided under healtJ1related insurance or health-related
coverage are factors that OCR will
consider in determining whether an
exclusion of all coverage for a certain
condition is discriminator under this
final rule.
Comment: ln Hght of OCR's statement
in the preamble to tJ1e proposed rule
tliat " [t)he proposed mle does not
require plans to cover any particular
benefit or service, but a covered entity
cannot have a coverage policy that
operates in a discrimiJ1atory
manner," 2e1 a few commenters asked
OCR 10 clarify tJiat the solution to a
potentially discriminatory benefit
250 Titlo Vll prohibits discrimination in
employment practicas "becau se of sex," 42 U.S.C.
2000e--2(a), which is defined to include " because
ur on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or relaled
medical conditions.. . . " 42 U.S.C. 2000c(k);
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Ca. v.
EEOC, 462 U.S. 669, 684 (t 983) ("discrimirrnlion
based on a woma n's prognancy is, on its race.
d iscrim inatio n because of ber sex.").
""' 42 l l.S.C. :100g1!-!l tlt)
2111 80 FR ut 54169.

or

design cou ld be add ition of coverage for
a benefit or service.
Response: OCH agrees that tJ1e
solution to a potentially discriminatory
benefit design could be coverage, or
added coverage, of a benefit or service.
Comment: The proposed rule invited
comment as to whether the approach of
§ 92.207(b)(l)- (5) is over- or underinclusive of ilie types of potentially
discriminatory claim denials
experienced by transgender individuals
in their attempts to access coverage and
care, as well as on bow
nondiscrimination principles apply in
this contex1.2s2 Many commenters
supported OCR's approach in
prohibiting a range of practices that
discriminate against transgender
individuals by denying or limiting
coverage for medically necessary and
medically appropriate health services.
Numerous commenters asserted that ilie
protections at§ 92.207(b)(3)-(5) are vital
to ensuring that transgender individuals
are able to access the health coverage
and care they need and urged OCR to
preserve lbese provisions in the final
rule.
For instance, many commenters
strongly supported the proposed rule's
prohibition against categorical or
automatic excl usions of coverage for all
health services related to gender
transition. These commenters further
supported U1e proposed rule's
prohibition against otherwise denying
or limiting coverage, or denying a clain,,
for health services related to gender
transition if such a deni.al or limitatfon
results in discrimination against a
transgender individual. These
commenters expressed hope that these
prohibitions will serve to eliminate the
significant barriers that transgender
individuals have faced in accessing
coverage for tTansition-related care, such
as counseling, hormone therapy, and
surgical procedures that they said had
previously been denied to iliem because
they have been viewed as cosmetic or
experimental. Many commenters also
favored the prohibiUon against denying,
limiting, or otJ1erwise restricting
coverage for health services that are
ordinarily or exclusively available to
individuals of one sex based on an
individual's gender identity.
Commenters indicated that the
proposed ru le's protections will help to
resolve various health care disparities
suffered by transgender individuals.
Several commenters, however,
opposed the protections tJ1at the
proposed rule affords to transgender
iJ1divid11als. Some commenters
suggested that covered entities should
••• 60 FR nt 54 l91 .
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
45 CFR Parts 147, 155, and 156
[CMS-9980-F]
RIN 0938-AR03

Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act; Standards Related to Essential
Health Benefits, Actuarial Value, and
Accreditation
AGENCY: Department of Health and
Human Services.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: This final rule sets forth
standards for health insurance issuers
consistent with title I of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, as
amended by the Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act of 20 10,
referred to collectively as the Affordable
Care Act. Specifically, this final rule
outlines Exchange and issuer standards
related to coverage of essential health
benefits and actuarial value. This rule
also finalizes a timeline for qualified
health plans to be accredited in
Federally-facilitated Exchanges and
amends regulations providing an
application process for the recognition
of additional accrediting entities for
purposes of certification of qualified
health plans.
DATES: Effective April 26, 2013.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Leigha Basini at (301) 492-4307, for

general information.
Adam Block at (410) 786-1698, for
matters related to essential health
benefits, actuarial value, and
minimum value.
Tara Oakman at (301) 492-4253, for
matters related to accreditation.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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1. Subpart B- Requirements Helating to
Health Care Access
a. Coverage ofEHB (§ 147.150)
B. Part 155- Exchange Establishment
Standards and Other Related Standards
Under the Affordable Care Act StateRequired Benefits
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Sta11dards Under the Affordable Care
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Exchanges
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(§ 156.110)
d. Provision of EHB (§ 156.115)
e. Prescription Drug Benefits(§ 156.122)
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g. Cost-Sharing Requirements(§ 156.130)
h. AV Calculation for Determining Level of
Coverage (§156.135)
i. Levels of Coverage (§156.140)
j. Determination of Minimum Value
(§ 156.145)
k. Application to Stand-Alone Dental Plans
Inside the Exchange(§ 156.150)
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insurance coverage in the individual
and small group markets, Medicaid
benchmark and benchmark-equivalent
plans, and Basic Health Programs (if
applicable) will cover essential health
benefits (EHB). which include items and
services in 10 statutory benefit
categories, such as hospitalization,
prescription drugs, and maternity and
newborn care, and are equal in scope to
a typical employer health plan. In
addition to offering EHB, nongrandfathered health insurance plans
will meet specific actuarial values
(A Vs): 60 percent for a bronze p lan, 70
percent for a silver plan, 80 percent for
a gold plan, and 90 percent for a
platinum plan. These AVs, called
"metal levels," will assist consumers in
comparing and selecting health plans by
allowing a potential enrollee to compare
the relative payment generosity of
available plans. Taken together, EHB
and AV will significantly increase
Acr onym List:
consumers' ability to compare and make
Because of the many organizations
an informed choice about health plans.
and terms to which we refer by acronym
The Department of Health and Human
in this final rule, we are listing these
Services (HHS) has provided
acronyms and their corresponding terms information on EHB and AV standards
in alphabetical order below:
in several phases. On December 16,
AV Actuarial Value
2011, HHS released a bulletin 1 (the EHB
CHIP Children's Health Insurance Program
Bulletin) following a report from the
CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) 2
Services
describing the scope of benefits
DOL U.S. Department of Labor
typically covered under employerEHB Essential Health Benefits
sponsored coverage and an HHS- .
EHISA Employee Retirement Income
commissioned study from the Institute
Security Act (29 U.S.C. section 1001, et
of Medici ne (IOM) 3 recommending the
seq.)
criteria and methods for determining
FDA U.S. Food and Drug Administration
and updating the EHB. The EHB
FIIDVIP Federal Employees Dental and
Vision Insurance Program
Bulletin outlined an intended regulatory
FEHBP Federal Employees Health Benefits
approach for defining EHB, including a
Program
benchmark-based framework. Shortly
FSA Flexible Spending Arrangement
thereafter, on January 25, 2012, HHS
HEDJS Healthcare Effectiveness Data and
released an illustrative list of the largest
Information Set
HHS U.S. Department of Health and Human three small group market products by
state, which was updated on July 2,
Services
201 2. 4 HHS further clarified the
HIOS Health Insurance Oversight System
HMO Health Maintenance Organization
approach described in the EHB Bulletin
HRA Health Reimbursement Arrangement
through a series of Frequently Asked
HSA Health Savings Account
Questions (FAQs),s released on

IOM Institute of Medicine
ICR Information Collection Requirements
IRS Internal Revenue Service
MV Minimum Value
NAIC National Association of Insurance
Commissioners
OMB Office of Management and Budget
OPM U.S. Office of Personnel Management
PHSAct Public Health Service Act
PRA Paperwork Reduction Act
QHP Qualified Health Plan
SHOP Small Business Health Options
Program
SSA Social Security Administration
The Act Social Security Act
The Code Internal Revenue Code of 1986
USP United States Pharmacopeia

Executive Summa1y : Beginning in
all non-grandfathered health

2014,

1 " Essential Health Benefits Bulletin." December
16. 2011. Available at: bttp://cciio.cms.gov/
resources/files/ Filcs2/ 12 l 62011 I
essentiol_Ileolth_ benefits_bulletin.pd[.
z "Selected Medical Benefits: A repor t from the
Department of Labor to the Department of J:leahh
and Human Services." April 15, 2011. Available at:
http:/Jwww.bls.gov/J1cs/ebs!sp!
selmedbensreport.pdf.
'Institute of Medicine. "Essential Health
Benefits: Balancing Coverage and Cost." October 6 ,
2011. Available at: hllp://www.iom.edu/Reportsl
2011/ Esse11tial-Healtb-Be11efits-Bala11ci11g-Covemgea11d-Cost.aspx.
• .. Essential Health Benefits: List of the Largest
Three Small Group Products by State. " July 3, 2012.
Available nt: http://cciio. cms.gov/resou1·ces!filesl
Iargest-smgroup-prod ucts-7-2·2012.pdf PDF.
•"Frequently Asked Questions on Essential
Health Benefits Bulletin ." February 17. 2012.
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prior to the covel'age year would be used
to determine plan ~mollment. HHS also
made available beoefit data for the
single largest Federal Employees Dental
and Vision Tnsurnnce Program (FEDV!P)
dental and vision plans respectively,
based on enrollment.
Section 156.lOO(a)(l) would reflect a
typical plan in tlie state's smaJJ group
market and provides state flexibility as
recommeodetl by tJie IOM in its
report. 20 The .remafai.ug proposed
benchmark plan options. in
§ 156.100(a)(2) through (a)(4), would
reflect the benchmark approach used 111
Medicaid, as defined ill 42 CFR 440.3301
and in the Chi1dren's Heallh Insurance
Plan (CHIP), as defined io 42 CFR
457.410and 457.420.
Because the PRS Act defines "state"
to include the U.S. territories (Puerto
Rico, Guam. the U.S. Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, and the Northern
Mariana Islands), the PHS Act
requirements rela ted to EHB, as
establishecl by section 1302 of the
Affordable Care Act, apply to the
territories.
At§ 156,100(b), we proposed the
standard for approval of a state-selected
EHB-benchmark plan.
We proposed that the state's
benchmark plan selection in 2012
w ould be applicable for al least the 2014
and 2015 benefit years and stated that
we intend to revisit this policy for
subsequent years. This two year
transitional pe.riod accommodates
current market offerings and limits
market disruption in tllB fi.rst years of
the ExcJ1anges.
Jn§ 156.lOO(c), we proposed tl1at if a
state did not 01aki;i a be11chmark plan
selection, the default base-bencbmm·k
plan would be the largest plan by
enrollment iii the largest product by
eul'OIJment in the state's small group
market. Each state's benchmark is
specified in Appendix A wilh a detailed
set of benefits available at
www.cciio.cms.gov.
T]10 comments and our responses to
§ 156.100 are set fortl1 below.
Comment: Some commenters
preferred a different benc}1mark plan
than tl1e selection proposed in
Appendix A of the proposed .rule.
Comn1enters suggested that the
proposed benchmark was inconsistent
witb lh.e typical employer plan in tl10
state, :.md/or the scope of benefits was
not sufficiently comprehensive. Several
commenters recommended that HHS
have a single. 'llllifonn federa l mrn
' " JnsUlule o[ Meclici110, "Essentia l. Hcoltl1
Deneflls: Ualondng Covcr:ige a nd Cost" (20tt).
i\vailablo nl: /1lll':l/w11rw.iom.er/11/R11ports/201 1/

Esse11tinl·N1wlllr·8Rncfil.~../Jnln11r.ing·Co1mmge·m1rl

Cost.11spx.

package because they a.re concerned that
the proposed benchmark options have a
lru-ge degree of variation in covered
benefits wl1ich may lead to inconsistent
EHB packages from state to state. We
also received several comments
indicating that the "top three small
group products in each state" approach
to the benchmark selection was nol tbe
best option for the default benchmark
plan, and that FEHBP would have been
a bett&r alte-rnative. Several commenters
believed that offering plan benefit
packages created for adults or fami lies
may not be considered sufficient to meet
lhe requirement to p.rov.i de child-only
coverage and that we should provid.e
child-specific benchmark plans such as
states' CHIP plans as a more appropriate
child-only p lan option.
Response: The benchmark approach
for defining EHB sought to balance the
statutory ten benefit categories and
affordabiJity while providing states-t11e
primru·y regu.lalors of health insurance
markets- with nexibility. The
benchmark p Ian options for each state
reflect the scope of benefits and services
typically offered ln the employer ma.rket
in that state. This epp.roach meets the
statutory requirement tha t EHB reflect a
typical employer plan as well as the
recommendation provided by the JOM
on the approach lo defining EHB. Prior
to the release of the proposed role and
during the comment period prior to the
release of the fioal rnle, HHS held
multiple d iscussions with states
regarding specific details of their EHBbenchmark recommendations and t11ese
selections are reflected in the finalized
selectfons available in Appenclix A.
Fill'thermore. we believe that our
general EHB requirements. along with
regulatory prohibitions on benefit
discrimination. ensure that plans
include an appropriate range of benefits
for adults and children. We will mon itor
these and other benefit packages to
ensure regulatol'y compliance and assess
the need for future program changes.
Comment: We received numerous
comments that the largest plan in the
largest product in the state was not
among tlie options provided by HHS.
HHS did not propose lhe largest plan in
tl10 largest product due to technical
concerns with the methodology used ill
determining enro11ment data for the list
ofl argest plans in the largest products.
Response: The three largest products
in each state's small group market were
identified using enrollnient data
collected by L-lealthCru·e.g.ov, The largest
plan for each of the three largest
products l11 tJ1e small group market in
eacJ1 state was identified using
enrollment data from the plans in each
st<1te. We recognize that thete are several

12841

different methodologies for counting
enrolJment that we could have chosen,
and we selected the one that is most
u njform across states and best
represents for all states tlie largest plan
in the largest productin Uie small group
market. Prior to the release o[ the largest
three products list, HHS confirmed the
methodology wit11 each stale.
Comment: We received comments
recommending which one of the four
types of health plan benchmark options
would be the most appropriate default
base-benchmark plan for lerritories. A
few commenters recommended that the
territories follow the same standard as
states for the default base-benchmark
plan; however, t11ere was also concern
that the territories' rua.rkets are loo small
and unique, compared to those in the
states, to use the largest small group
market p lan. Some commenters
recommended using one consistent set
of benefits, such as FEHBP. to ensure a
comprehensive EHB package. Other
commenters discussed that the small
group market in Puerto. Rico is more
similar to the small gl'Oup markets jn the
50 states than to those in tbe ofl10r
territories given the much la-rger size of
its population and suggestt'!d tbat Puerto
Rico should 11ave the largest small group
plan il1 the mm·ket as the default
benchmark.
Response: In Jight of comments
received, HHS has selected the largest
FEHBP plan as the defuult basebenchma.rk plan for all U.S. terl'itories,
except for Puerto Rico. Benchmarks for
Puerto Rico and the other territories are
listed in Appe.ndix A along with the
state benchmark plans.
Comment: Several cornroenters
expressed concern over providing
enforcement authority to slates and
recommended A more prescriptive
approach lo monito ri ng and
enforcement of U1is regulation. Some
requested that the federa l gove.rn ment
exercise strong oversight of state efforts
in monitoring and enforcing this area.
Commenlers also urged HHS to use
2014 and 2015 as transitional years.
during which we w0t1ld collect data on
tbe plans then use those data to help
update EHB annually, starting in 2016.
Recommended criteria for review
inclnded but were not limited to plan
comprehensiveness. affordability. and
continuity of coverage. Moreover,
commenters recommended that, starting
in 2016, HHS adopt a comprehensive,
Federal El{8 standard.
Response: Enforcement of the
11equiremeut to cover EHB is govemed
by section 2723 of the PHS Act. wbicb
looks first to states fo r eoforceme.nl,
then t:o U1e Secretary where a state l1as
failed to substantially enforce.
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Therefore, we expect states 1·0 en force
the requirement that plans must offor
EHB. We are currently reviewing all
options for updating EHB in 201 Ci and
anticipate releasing additional guidance
in the future on enforcement of EHB
requirements and updating EHB.

EHB-beuchmark plan, in paragraph (a)
we proposed that ilia EBB-benchmark
plan provide coverage of at least t11e
fo llowing categories of benefits
described in section 1302(b)(l) of the
Affordable Care Acl: (l) Ambulatory
patient services; (2) emergency services:
(3) hospitalization; (4) maternity and
Summary of Regulatory Cfomges
newborn care; (5) mental health and
For the reasons described in the
substance use disorder services,
proposed rule and considering the
including behavioral health treatment;
comments received, we are finalizing
(6) prescription drugs; (7) rehabilitative
the provisions proposed i11 § ·1 sa.100 of and habilitative services and devices; (8)
the proposed rule, with the following
laboratory services; (9) preventive and
wellness services and chronic disease
modification: while continu ing to be
management; and (10) pediatric
recognized as states, as defined under
services, including oral and vision care.
the PHS Act, the U.S. territories
We proposed to interpret ''pediatric
including Guam, Ame1·ican Samoa, the
services" to mean services for
U.S. Virgin Islands and the Northern
indlviduals under tlle age of l!J yeru·s.
Mariana Islands, with exception af
We noted iliat states have the flexibility
Puerto Rico, will use the largest FEHBP
to extend pediatric coverage beyond the
plan as the default base-benchmark
:t 9-year age baseline.
plan. Like the otl1er 50 s tates and the
For those base-benchmark plan
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico will
use the largest plan by eorollmeul in 1110 options that would not cover one or
more of the 10 statutorily required EHB
largest p.rotluct by enrollment in its
categories, in paragraph (b), we
sma LL group mru·ket as its default baseproposed standards for supplementing.
bencbmark plan. This is reflected in
lt1 pa:(ag1·aph (b)(l), we proposed
Appendix A.
requiring that if a base-benchmark plan
b. Determination of EHB fo1· Multi-State option does not cover any items and
Plans(§ 156:105)
services within an EHB category, tlrn
base-benchmark plan would be
In§ 156.105, we proposed bow IJ1e
supplemented by adding Llrnt particular
EHB determination would be made for
Multi-State Plans offered under contract category in its entirety from another
base-benchmark RJau optio11. The
with OPM plli'suant lo secUon 1334 of
resulting plan, which would then cover
lbe Affordable Care Acl. We proposed
all 1 U statulory EHB categories, must
iliat M11lli-Stale Plans must meet
also meel standards for nonbenchmark stai1dards set by OPM.21
discrimination and balance defined in
The comments ancl our responses lo
paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section.
§ 156.105 are set forth below.
After meeting all of these standards, it
Comment: We received several
would be considered the EHBcomments requesting more information
on ilie GHB requirement with respect to bencbmark plan.
Proposed paragraphs (b)(2) and (3)
Multi-Stale Plans.
discuss two categories of benefits that
Response: OPM w ill be releasing
may not currently be included in some
1•egulations and guidance on the
application of EHB to Multi-State Plans. mnjor rnedical beneOt plans but that
were included in the EHB as defined in
Therefore, we are nol addressing IJ1ese
proposed§ 156.llO(a) and section
comments in this rule.
1302(b)(1) of the Affordable Care Act.
Summary 0£ Regulatory Changes
Our review of research on employersponsored plan benefits, including
For lhe reasons described in the
small employerproducts, found t11a:t
proposed rule ai1d considering the
pediotric oral and vision services were
comments received, we are finalizin g
the provisions proposed in§ 156.105 of not covered under the benefit packages
of a number of potential benchmarks,
the proposed rule without
but, rather, were often covered under
modifications.
stand-alone policies. We vroposed
c. EMU-Benchmark Plan Standard~
targeted policy options for each of these
(§] 56.110)
benefit categories.
In proposed paragraph (b)(2). we
To clarify the relati011ship between
proposed to provide states with lwo
the 10 s tatutory EHB categories and the
options for supplementing base21 OPM h as propose<l itlandatd~ for tho Mullibenchmark plans that do not include
Slalo Plan Program in "Estnbli~ltmenl nfth u Mullibenefits for pediatric oral care coverage.
Sta\o Plan Program for tho i\ffortlabll1 h1$ur~nco
The fll"st option, described in paragraph
llxcl11111ges" 77 FR 72562 (Ducumbor 5, ZOlZ).
(b)L2)(i), was to supplement with
Avuilnble nt: http:llwww.gpo,govlftl.<y.~lpk,g/PR
:wr 2-12.astpdf12012.:w·11 n.pdf.
pediatric coverage inolutletl. in the

FEDVlP dental plan wilJ1 the largest
enrollment. The second option,
described in paragraph (bJ(2)(ii), was to
supplement witl1 the benefits available
llDcler iliat state's separate CHTP
prngram, if one exists, lo the eligibility
group with the highest enrollment.
Similarly, in proposed paragraph
(b)(3), we proposed to provide two
options for states to supplement a basebenchmark plan that does not include
pediatric vision services. The first
option. described in (b)(3)(i), fa to
supplement with the pediatric vision
coverage included in the FEDVIP vision
plan with the largest national
enrollment offered to federa l employees
under 5 U.S.C. 8982. The second option,
described in (b)(3)(ii), is to supplement
pediatric vision coverage with L11e
state's separate CHIP p lan, if applicable,
ln proposed paragraph (c), we
proposed the process by which HHS
will supplement a default basebenclunark plan, where necessary.
Specifically, HHS would supplement
IJie category of benefits in the default
base-benchmark plan with the first of
the following options that offers benefits
in that pruticulru· EHB q1 tegory: (1) The
largest plan by enrollment in the second
largest product by enrollment in the
state's small group market as de tined in
§ 155.20; (2) tbe Largest plan by
emollment in the iliird largest product
by enrollment in U1e state's small group
market as defined in § 155.20; (3) the
largest national FEHBP ~ J an by
enrollment across states that is
described in and offered to Federal
employees under 5 U.S.C. 8903i (4) tlJe
plan described in paragraph (b)(2)(i) to
cover pediatric oral care benefits; (5) the
plan described in (b)(3)(i) to cover
pediatric vision care benefits; and (6)
habilitative services as described in
§ 156.llO(t) or§ 156.115(a)(4).
fn proposed paragraph (d), we state
that tlrn EHB-benchmnrk. plan must not
include discriminatory benefit designs.
As set forth in pTOposed § 156.125,
issuers would be prohibited from us ing
benefit uesigns lhat uiscriminale on the
basis of an individual's age, expected
length of life. present or preJicled
disability. degree of medical
depenuency. quali ty of )jfe or other
heal th condition. Issuers wouldaJso
have to comply-with non-discrimination
standards applicable to QHPs under the
Excl1ru1ge ruJes. These slanuards would
apply both to benflfit designs that limit
enrollment. and !hose that prohibit
access lo care fo 1rollees.
In proposed paragnrph (e), we
proposed lo implement section
1302(b)(4 )(A) of t110 Affordable Care Act
by proposing lo l'equ.i.re that the EHBbenchmarl< p lan ensure an appropriate
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benefits, from EHB, the majority of
commenters agreed with the exclusion
of these services because they amuol
typically illcluded in medical plans
offered by a typical employer.
Response: The Affordable Care Act
requires EHB to be based on benefits
typically offered by a typical employer
plan. [n contrast with the benefits
covered by a typical employer health
plan, these particular benefits often
qualify as excepted benefits.2a However,
plan offerings are not restricted to EHD,
so plans may offer additional benefits.
Comme11t: vVe received comments
requesting that HHS change the
reference to "cosmelic orthodontia" and
defiJ1e the excluded service as "nonmed ically necessary orthodontia" to
reflect the standard that issuers
typically use and to be consistent with
the EI-TB Bulletin.
Response: Based on comments, we
have ch anged tJ1e language in
§ 156.115(cl.) to refer to non-medically
necessary orthodontia and deleted the
reference to cosmetic orthodontia.
Summary of Regulatory Changes
We are finalizing the p rovisions
proposed in§ 156.115 of the pl'Oposed
rul&, with the following modifications:
In paragraph (a) we added subparagraph
(2) to clarify that an EHB plan cannot ·
exclude an enrollee from any EHB
category except pediatrjc servfoes. In
paragraph (b), we have added regulation
text explicitly reflecting our adoption in
this final tule of our proposal that states
be permitted to limit or prohibit benefit
substitutions that would otherwise be
permissible under our regulations, and
we recodified subparagraph (3) as
(2)(iv). We changed the language in
§ 156.115(d) to use the term "nonrnedicalJy necessary'' ins tead of
"cosmetic'' or thodontia.
e. Prescription Prug Benefits(§ 156.122)
This subsection appeared as§ 156.120
in the pt'oposed rule, however, for
technical reasons this subsection will be
renumbered as§ 156.122 in the final
rule.
Jn paragraph (a)(1), we proposed that
in order to comply with the requirement
to cover E l-IB, a plan would cover at
least the greater of: (l) One drug in
every USP category and class; or (2) the
same number of drugs in each category
and class as the EBB-benchmark plan.
In paragraph (a)(2) we proposed that a
QHP would have to report its drug list
to tho Excl1ange, an EHB plan ope1·ating
outside of the Exchange must 1·eport its
"' For morn.informntion on exL-eptecl benefits. sea
21$ crR 54.!lO:U-1 , 29 CPR 2590.732. '15 CFR
l4lL145.. nnd 45 CrR 148.220.

clsug list to the state, and a multi-state
phm.must repmt its c:l.l'ug list to OPM.
In paragtapb (b) we proposed lo clarify
that a health plan does not fail to
provide EHB prescription drug benefits
so1e1y because it does not offer drugs
that are§ 156.280(d) services.
We proposed using the most recent
version of the United States
Pbatmacopeia's (USP) Model Guidelines
as a coIDJnon organizational tool for
plans to report drug coverage. We slated
that we would work with issuers, states
and the NAIC to facilitate use of the
USP classification system and we would
provide a tool for states and issuers to
count clinicaJly distinct clrugs and
categorize them into the USP system.24
We a.Isa proposed that drugs wo uld be
counted toward these rnquirements if
they arn chemically distinct.25 Fm
example, offering two dosage forms or
strengths of the same drug wou Id not be
offering drugs that are chemically
distinct. Similarly, a brand name drug
and its generic equivalent are not
chemically distinct.
In paragrapl1 (c), we proposed that a
plan offering EHB have procedures in
p lace to ensure that enrollees have
access to clinically appropriate dtugs
that are prescribed by a provider but me
not included on the plan's drug list,
which is generally consistent with
private plan practice today.
The comments and our responses lo
§ 156.122 are set forth below.
Comment: Several commenters noted
that the proposed TUle requires plans to
meet a target number of drugs within a
specific class without regard to which
dwgs are covered. Those commeuters
expressed concern regarding absence of
a system to review the adequacy and
quality of each p lan drug list.
Response: Section 156.125, regardiug
discrimination, applies to all EHB
including prescription drug benefits.
Under the prohibit ion on discrimination
regnlatioh we are finalizing at§ 156.125
of this part, an issuer's benefi I design.
or the implementation of its benefit
design, may not discriminate based on
an individual's age, expected length of
life, present or p redicted disRbility.
degree of medical dependency, quality
of life, or other health conditions.
fo:;ucr:; may continue to use roosonublc
medical management techniques that
••The requirement to use USP classiflcn1io1}
applie.s only to submission of formuJary for i·cyiew/
certification. PJans may continue to use a ny
clessifii;ntion scyslam they chooso in marketing amt
other plan mnterials.
•• The concept orohcmic:olly distinct is o l ~n
cle~cribed in the Mlldicara Pat t D Monuol. Chnplor
6 , Section 30.2.1. More Information is ava ilnblc ot:
/1ttps://1v1v1v.cm.~.go1'//\lledfoare/Prescriptlon-Drug·

Covcm1ge/Proscrlptia11DmgCovContro/down/oods//
Chaµt er6.pdf.
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are evidence-based in accordance with
§ 156. I 25. The states and the Exchanges
will bo responsible for monitoring drug

lists for such complianc:.e as pal't of U1eir
enforcement and certification
responsibilities.
Comment: Some commenters noted
that the proposed rule does not discuss
how plans must address new drugs that
come onto the market diiring the course
of a plan year.
.Response: While plans must offer at
least the greater of one drug for each
USP category and class or th.e number
of drugs in the EBB-benchmark plan,
p lans a1·e permitted to go beyond the
number of drugs offered by the
benchmark without exceeding EHB.
Comment: Some commenters
recommended th.at HHS should not
require coverage of at least one drug in
each USP category and class, because
such coverage is not similar to a typical
employer plan and that certain
categories and classes have limited drug
optio-ns. Some commenters raised
concerns about cost and that covering a
drug in each USP category and class is
arbitrary. Instead, they suggested HHS
delete the requfrement to match a
specific number of drugs pe.r benchmark
plan category and class, antl allow plans
to determine the specific drugs covered.
Response: In response, we internally
analyzed and carefully reviewed
prescription dJ'Ug coverage in the EHB·
benchmark {llans listed in Appendix A,
and found that the majority of the
benchmark plans already meet the El-IB
standard or would only have to cover
one or two additional dmgs to meet the
standard. Therefore, we believe that,
given current coverage under
benchmark p lans, the policy of
requi.ri.ng at least one clrng per category
and cla.ss reflects drug coverage in a
typical employer plan and will have a
negligible effect on premiums. We also
note that this section does not require
that drngs be covered on a particular
tier. Additionally, we are finalizing
§ 156.122(a)(1) as proposed as a
transition policy for the fu·st two plan or
policy years beginning in 2014 and will
study and take into consideration the
effects this policy, if any, have on
changing typical drug coverage in the
ru.axket.
Comment; Many commenters
expressed concern over the use of USP
as the class and category clossification
system.
Response; For consistency and to
minimize admiaistrntive burden a nd
baniers to m.arket entry for health plans,
specifically for issuers offering products
.in multiple states, we believe it is
important to use only 011e classification
system. WJ1ile there was concern among
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commenters on lbe use of USP as the
system, there was no uujversal system
identified as a potential aJter.native. We
chose the current version USP Model
Guid11llnes (ve1·sion 5) because it is
publicly ava:Oable and many J;Jharmacy
benefit managers areJamlliar witll it.
We believe the USP model best Cits the
ueeds tbr lhe years 20l4 and 2015
during the transitional EHB policy and
we have tleveloped a crosswalk too l to
count tha number of drugs available io
each USP category and class, We intend
lo work with issuers, states and the
NAIC to facilitate stale use of the USP
Model Guidelines Version 5,0 as a
olassiUcalion systetn and as a
comparison tool.
Comment: Several commentm·s
requested additional detail rega:rd'iug the
requirement that that a plan "musl have
proceduJ'es in place that aJ low .an
eOJ'ollee to reques t clinically
appropriate drugs not covered by tl1e
h(la lth plan,.''
Response ~ Additional guidonce
regonli ng our expectations for the
required exceptions process is
t'ort11comi11g in sub-reg\alato ry guldnnce.
We note tl1e i111pottance of U1is option
for those wl10se medical needs require
a very nafl!ow ra.oge of pJ1a1miiaeuticals,
and emphasize that our research has
shown llrnt a large number of plana
a l1'eacly offer this optfon in the market
today, H is expected lhal plans lliat
currently have such a process in place
wil'I not be expected to modify lheir
existing process.
Comment: Many commentars
SHggested that HblS should clarily in
§ 156. I 20(c} (as explainad above, now
Tenumbe-red as § 156.122(t)) of the Ona]
regulalion tha t plans m ust have
P'rocedures in place Urnl ensure
enrollees have access to clinically
appropriate drugs, n ot just allow the
enrollee to n'lqllest such a drug. Wbile
lbe preamble of the proposed rule
incl-udes a s talemen t of Lhis standard,
I be proposed rule does not.
Response: We have added language
from the proposed l'ule p1·eamlJJe to
§ 156.122(cJ directing plans to have
procadu1•es to a llow an enro llees l'o gain
access to cli nicully appropriate drugs.
Cornmenl: Commenters lu·ged HHS to
provide guidance as to which d11ugs are
covered hy § 156.!tBO(d) so that lhe final
1•ule is clear as to wMch d1·ugs are
iiotually exempted.
Response: We J1ave -revised the
language lo spedfy lhut we are referring
to drngs npprovecl by Lhe U.S. Pootl al:lu
Dl'l1g Adminfatratlon (PDA) as }l
~ 156.:rnu(d) service.

Suruma1•y a[ Regulatory Changes

nolinducle "cove)'age decisions.
deLe1•mine re imbUl'semenl rales,
establish incentive progtams, or design
benefits iil ways that discriminate
agaimt individuals because of their age,
di~abnfty , or expected Tenglh of life.''
We believe U1at this range of prohibited
disc ri1nination implicilly encompasses
not just th.a catogo,ries of benefits
included in the b epel1L desig~ but also
the implementation of that des.ign.
Comment: A numuer of commenters
recommended that we axpand tJiis
section to prohibit cUscrimination based
on sex, gender identity. se>t1.1al
orientation, having a particular medical
condition , and other factors,
f. Prohibition Oll Discrimination
Response: The regulation as written
(§ 156.125)
prohibits benefit di110-riminarion on Ille
Section 1302(b)(4) of Iha, Affordable
gro1tnds ar1ioulated by Congress in
Oare Act d irer.ls the Sec-.relary to address section 1302(b)(4) of the Affordable Cara
certain standards in defining
Act, as well as lhose in 45 CFR
inclucHng elements rela.led lo bQ\ance,
'156.200(0), which inclucie race, color,
d iscrimi11ati9n, the needs of diverse
naUonal origin, d isab.ili ty, age, sex,
sections of the population, and denial of gender identity a11d sexual orientation,
benefits. The proposed regulations
Commenti Many comnienters
would provitle an approach lo
requested that we add more detail to l'br1
add:ressing discrimina.lion thal wouJd
regulation_regardlog standards of
allow states to mo ni tor and Identify
nond(scdminalion, the framework for
discriminatory benefit designs, or t11e
monitoring and enfo:rcement, as well as
implementation !hereof.
cl aril'ica tion of U1e roles of the st.ates anu
To address potentially discrimitrntory the federal go vernment. Sevr.ral
practices, we proposed i_n paragrapb (a)
commenters expressad cooi:;ern thal
that an issuer does not provide EHB if
enrollees with oevtain healtb conditions
Its benefit design, or U10 implementation might by discriminated against by ;in
of its be,uefiL design, d iscrim in ates based issuer's fo.iltu·e to include appropriate
on an individual's age. expected length
speciaJists i.n their network.
of life, or presenl or predicted disability.
Response: ,~nforce m enl oft11e PHS
degree of med ical dependency, qua lHy
Act provisions codified in this rule is
of life, or 0U10r hea lth r.ontlitions, lo
governed by section 2723 of the PHS
paragra ph (bJ. we proposed that
Act, wli ich fiTst looks lo slates and then
§§ 156,200 011tlHiti.:!ZS a lsu applv Ip all
to the Secreta1•y where-a state has tloes
Issuers reriui1·eJ lu providt> covurttg11 uf'
nol substantially enforce. The app1·oach
El-18, pro llibiling discrimi11al11J11 b11sud
to nondiscrimination w ill reserve
on fAc:tors induding but nnt llrnileu lo
flexib ility for botb HHS and the states
race, gandQr, Jlsn hilily . t1ncl uge as wull
lo respond lo new developments ill
as nrnf'letlng praL.tkes lll he11al11 designs benefit slTUcture and impleroentotion
tha t wi ll have the effect of discoul'aging and to be responsive lo varying
the em ullrnen t ol individuu ls wi th
circum:>tauces aa wss the sfates. We
s1gnificaJJl henlth noocJs.
agree witl1 Lhe commenter$ that network
Those provisions wmd d p1ovicJe fl
adequacy is an important parlof plru1
fra me work 1111d l~g11I std11dard lrom
coverage. Com,Pliauce with netwnrk
wllic h to t.IPvehip ou alyl !c lout:< tu tes t
adequacy rectuiremenls is outside of the
IOJ' Jlscrl minatory plan tmnelil!i. Such
scope of this regulation.
analyses could include ~valu aliQns to
Comment: Several commenters
identify significnnl deviation from
e:-<pressed concern over stale
typical p lan offerings includiog suoh as
benchmA1'ks that they bel ieved
limitDtions for benefits wilh specific
con1ai11ed disurhninatory benefit
characteristics.
Jesigns and worried that Issuers in
The comments and 0\11' responses to
those s lates would be requited lo copy
§ 156.125 are set forth below.
those desighs.
Comment: Several comJnenters
Response: To the extent tbal a slate
indicated Iheir beUef tbal section
IJenchmark plan includes a
discriminatory benefit des ign. non130;!CbJl4) of tlie AffoTrlable Ga.rs Ac l
disc ri min111ion regulations al
does not prohibit discrimination in
be nefit impleme1Jlation i11 the s tandards § '156.1 JU(cl) and§ 156.125 requ ire
issuers to meet the benchmark
for providing EHDs.
Response: Sec1ion 1302(())(4) of the
requirements in u nonmscrimim1IOI'
Affo rdable Care Act 'S')Jec:H1as ,lhal EHB
molte r.
We are fina lizing Jhe provisions in
§ J56.120 of lhe proposed 1ule
(1•011 umbered llS ~ 15(). J 22 i.n the tluaJ
rule), with the following modifications:
We have added lang_uage lo §156.122[c)
based on the proposed rule's preamble
taxt clirecUrig plans lo have procedures
to allow an enroll ees lo gain access lo
cllnicaJly apptopriale drugs. We have
revised the language in subparagraph (b)
lo specify U1at we are referti11g to drugs
approved by the U.S. Pood and Drug
Admi'11istration (FDA) as a § 156.2BO(d)
service.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -

II ls enllrely flttlng lhal we lake lhls lime to
honor Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. The
story or Ju.slice O'Connor's ascent to Iha
United Stq_tes Supreme Court is an inspirational one that reaffirms the power of hard
work, determination, and fidelity to core values. Her servlce on the Court helped make
our country better and fairer. Most importantly,
through her successful career, she paved the
way lot female leaders lhroughout the arena
of public ~ervice. And ii is significant to note
lhat Sandra Day O'Connor achieved all of this
while helping raise three children. Her refusal
to make Iha unfair choice belween family and
career is another teason Why she has become
a role model tor women throughout the country.
Madam Speaker, I urge my colleagues to
join me in supporting H. Res. 1141 .
HONORING THE 25TH
ANNIVERSARY OF WAQP- TV 49

HON. DALE E. KILDEE
OP MJOillGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESl!lN'l'A'l'IVES

Tuesday, March 23, 2010
Mr. KILDEE. Madam Speaker, please join
me In recognizing the achievements of
WAOP-TV 49 as It celebrates 25 years broad·
casting the Gospel of Jesus Christ in the Flint,
Saginaw, Bay City, Midland and Lansing
areas. WAOP-TV will celebrate this anniversary on March 251h at the station in Saginaw
Michigan.
WAQP- TV 49 ls part of TCT, Total Christian
Television founded by Ors. Garth and Tina
Coonce. The station broadcasts Christian pro·
gramming 24 hours a day to give Inspiration lo
those In need, and maintains an 800 Prayer
Line. The volunteers manning lhis line pray
with the callers and provide hope, encourage·
merit a11d strength to the most vulnerable.
Both callers and volunteers experience the joy
lhat comes from parlnering with the Lord. As
part of the TCT family, the station and its
viewers oan connect with Christians around
the globe, forming a prayer chain that reaches
lhroughoul the world.
Madam Speaker, I ask the House ot Representatives to join me in commending
WAOP-TV 49 for Its commitment to preaching
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Their dedication,
enthusiasm and prayers are a blessing to the
community and the countless people that encounter Our Lord. Jesus Christ, through their
ministry.

RECONCILIATION ACT OF 2010
SPEECKOF

HON. BILL PASCRELL, JR.
OF NlilW JERSnlY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRES.tJ:N'l' A'l'lV.E S

Strndat1. Mct1·ch 21, 2010
Mr. PASCRELL. Mr. Speaker, In my capacity as co-chair of the Congressional Brain In·
jury Tasll Force, I would llke to share my understanding of the intent of the provisions or
H.R. 3590, the Patient Protection and Afford·
able Care Act regarding coverage of the treatment continuum for persons with brain injury.
I believe that health care reform should ad·
Clress the unique heallh care need's or indlvid-

Extensions of Remarks

uals with brain Injury by recognizing that brain
injury is the start of a lifelong disease process
requiring access to a lull continuum of medi·
cally necessary treatment, including rehabillla·
lion and chronic disease management, furnished by accredited programs in the most ap·
propriate lreatment setting as determined In
accordance. with the choices and aspirations
of the patient and family, in concert with an
Interdisciplinary team of qualified and special·
lzed clinicians.
News reports of returning veterans and recent high profile brain injury stories indicate
what researchers have been reporting for
years-brain injury is a leading public health
problem in U.S. military and civilian popu·
rations. Brain injury is not an event or an outcome but is the beginning of a lifelong diseas.e
process that impacts brain and body functions
resulting in diflicullies in physical, communica·
lion. cognitive, emotional. and psychological
performance that undermines health, runction,
community Integration and produclfve living.
Brain Injury is also disease causative and dis·
ease accelerative in that ii predisposes indivld·
uals to re-injury and the onset of other condi·
lions (e.g., braln injury impacts neurologic dis·
orders such as epilepsy, vision and hearing
impairments, psychiatric disorders, and orthopedic, gastrointestinal, urologtc, sexual,
neuroendocrine, cardiovascular and musculo·
skeletal dysfunction).
The Brain Injury Association of America,
BIAA, has developed a series Of guiding prln·
ciples for assessing any heallh reform bill trom
a braln Injury perspective. I am pleased to
conclude that the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act reflects and is consistent
with these principles.
One principle identified by BCIAA is that an
individual with brain injury should have access
to the run treatment continuum to manage th e
disease that includes early, acute treatment to
stabilize the condition followed by acu\e and
specialized post-acute brain lnfury treatment
and rehabilitation, including inpatient, outpatient, day treatment and home health programs, lo minimize and/or prevent medical
complication. recover function and cope with
remaining physical or mental disabilities, and
achieve durable outcomes that maintain an
optimal level of health, funcllon and ln,depend·
ence following brain ln]ury, The Patient Protec·
tion and Affordable Care Act authorizes the
Secretary of Health and Human Services to
define the details and limits of the essential
health benefits package but establishes certain general categories of benefits that must
be covered. The bill specifically lists, among
olher things, hospitalization, outpatient hospital
and outpatient clinic services, professional
services of physicians and other health proles·
sionals, and prescription drugs. In addition, I
am pleased that the. list includes the following
benefits that are of particular Importance to
persons with brain injury:
Rehabilitative and habililalive services and
devices,
Mental health and substance use disorder
services, including behavioral treatment, and
Chronic disease management.
I believe that for individuals with disabilities
such as braJn injury, rehabilitation and habili·
talion is equivalent to the provision or antibiotics to a person wilh an inteclion-both are
essential· medical interventions. The term "re·
habilitative and habllitative services" includes
items and services used to restore functional
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capacity, minimize limitations on physical and
cognitive functions, and maintain or prevent
deterioration of functioning as a result. of an Ill·
ness, injury, disorder or other health condition.
Such services also include training of individ·
uals with mental and physical disabililies to
enhance functional development.
The term "rehab1tilative and hab11itative devices" includes durable medical equipment,
prosthetics, ortholics. and related supplies. II
is my understanding that the Patient Protec·
lion and Affordable Care Act requires the Secretary of HHS lo develop, through regulation,
standard definitions or many terms, including
durable medical equipment for purposes of
comparing benefit categories from one private
health plan to another. II is my expectation
"prosthetics, orthollcs, and related supplies"
will be defined separately from "durable medical equipment" and the Secretary is not to de·
fine durable medical equipment lor purposes
of "in-home" use only.
I defining !he list of categories of essential
health benefils, I am parlicularly pleased that
the bfll states that lhe Secretary shall:
Ensure that such benefits reflect an appropriate balance among the categories so that
benefits are not unduly weighted toward any
category;
Nol make coverage decisions, determine reimbursemenl rates. establish incentive programs. or design benefits in ways that discriminate against individuals because of their
age, disability. or expected length of life;
Take Into account the health care needs of
diverse segments of the population, including
women, children, persons wilh disabilities, and
other groups; and
Ensure lhat essential benefits not be subject
to denial on the basis of the individual's
present or predicted disability, degree of med·
ical dependency, or quality of life.
Taken together, these are strong proleclions
that will help ensure that Iha essential health
benefits packag&-that must be offered by all
health plans that participate in the new Health
Insurance Exchange&-will take into account
the needs or people with brain injury and other
disabilities and chronic conditions and not impose value judgments about disability and
quality of lile. This legislative language makes
clear that Congress understands the subtle
discrimination that can occur against people
w11h brain iniury and other disabilities 1n Iha
area of benefit design.
A provision in the bill allows insurance com·
panies to sell insurance prodUcls across State
lines. II is my understanding that the new fed·
erat standards regarding essential benefits are
meant to act as a floor, not a celling, for these
essential benefits, giving room for plans within
states to offer more generous coverage to
their constituents. Thus, ii is also my under·
standing that all state benefit and consumer
protection laws will be accorded full loroe and
effect when multi-slate compacts are organized under one slate's laws but sell insur·
ance across state lines.
A second principle identified by BIAA is lhat
an Individual wilh a brain injury should have
an Individualized medical treatment plan that
documents specific diagnosis-related goats
when the person has a reasonable expecla·
lion of achieving measurable luncllonal Im·
provemenls in a predictable period of lime
through the provision of treatment of sull1cient
scope, duration and intensity. As described
above, I am pleased to report 'lhat under the
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Hl854
Wllitfleld
Wilson (SC)

Young(AK)
Young (FJ,)

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE

The SPEAKER pro tempore (during
the vote). 'l'here are 2 minutes remaining in this vote.
0 1829
So the resolution was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.

RECOGNIZING
MILITARY
AVIATORS WHO ESCAPED CAPTURE
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The unfinished business is the vote on the motion to suspend the rules and agree to
the resolution, H. Res. 925, as amended,
on which the yeas and nays were ordered.
The Clerl{ read the title of the resolution.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
question is on the motion offered by
the gentlewoman from Guam (Ms.
BORDALLO) that the House suspend the
rules and agree to the resolution, H.
Res. 925, as amended.
This will be a 5-minute vote.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-yeas 426, nays 0,
not voting 4, as follows:
(Roll No. 164]
YEAS-426
Ackerman
Aderhon
Adler (NJ)
Akin
Alexander
Altmire
Andrews
Arcu1·1
Austria
Baca
Bachmann

Bachus
Baird
Baldwin
Ba1·1·ett (SC)
Bal'l'ow
Bartlett
Barton (TX)
Bean
Becerra.
Berkley
Be1•man
Berry
Biggert
Bil bray
Blllrakis
Bishop (GA)
Bishop (NY)
Bishop <UT}
Blackburn
Blumenauer
Blunt
Bocoieri
Bonner
Bono Mack
Boozmnn

Boren
Boswell
Boucher
Boust.'l.ny
Boyd
Brady (PA)
Bmdy(TX)
Braley (IA}
Biight
Broun (GA)
Brown (SC)
Brown. Cm·rine

Brown-Waite,
Ginny
nuchanan
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Wittman
Wolf

Burgess
Burton (IN}
Butterfield
Buyer
Calvert

Camp
Campbell
Cantor
Cao
Capito
Cap1>S
Capuano
ca1·doza
Carnahan
Carney
Carson (IN)
Ca1•ter
Cassidy
Castle
Castor (FL)
Chaffetz
Chandler
Childers
Chu
Clarke
Clay
Cleaver
Clyburn
Coble
Coffman <CO)
Cohen
Cole
Conawa.y

Connolly (VA)
Conyers
Cooper
Cost.'\
Costello
Courtney
Crenshaw
Crowley
Cuellar
Culberson
Cummings
Dahlkemper
Davis (AL)
Davis (CA)
D:wls (IL)
Davis <KY)
Davls (TNJ
Deal <GM

DeFailo
DeGette
Delahunt
DeLauro
Dent
Diaz-Balart, L.
Dlaz-Balart. M.
Dicks
Dingell
Doggett
Donnelly (IN)
Doyle
Dreier

Driehaus
Duncan

Edwards (MD)
Edwards (TX}
Ehlers
Ellison

Ellsworth
Eme1-son
Engel
Eshoo
Etheridge
Fallin
Farr
Fattall
Ftlner
Flake
Fleming
Forbes
Fortenbe1·ry
Foster
F1·ank (MA)
Fi·anks (AZ)
Frelinghuysen
Fudge
Gallegly
Gru·a memlt
Garrett (NJ)
Gerlach
GlfCOl'dS
Glngrey (GA)
Gohmert
Gonzalez
Goodlatte
Gordon (TN)

Green. Gene
Griffith
Grijalva
Guthrie
Gutierrei
Hall(NY)
Hall (TX)
Hl\lvorson
Hare

Marchant
Markey <CO)
Markey(MA)
Marsha.II
Matheson
Mo.tsui
McCarthy (CAJ
McCarthy (NY)
Mccaul
H_arma.n
McCllntock
Harper
McCollum
Hastings (FL)
McCotte1·
Hastings (IVA)
McDermott
Heinrich
McGovern
Helle1•
McHem·y
Mcintyre
Hensarling
MoKeon
Henrer
Herseth Sandltn
McMahon
Higgins
McMorris
Hill
Rodgers
McNerney
Himes
Meek(FL)
Hinchey
Meeks (NY)
Hinojosa.
Melancon
Hirono
Mica
Hodes
Michaud
Hoekstra
Mtller (FL)
Holden
Miiier (Ml)
Holt
Miiier <NC)
Honda.
Hoyer
Mtller. Gary
Miiier, George
Hunter
Inglis
Minnick
Mitchell
Inslee
Mollohan
Tsra.el
Moore (KS)
Issa
Jackson (IL)
Moore (\VI)
Moran (KS)
Jackson Lee
Moran (VA)
(TX)
Jonktns
Murphy (CT)
Johnson (GA)
Murphy (NY)
Johnson (IL)
Murphy, Patrick
Johnson, E. B.
Murphy, Tim
Myrick
Johnson. Sam
Nadler (NY)
Jones
Napolitano
Jordan <OHJ
Neal (MAJ
Kagen
Ka.njorski
Neugebauer
Kaptur
Nunes
Nye
Kennedy
Oberstar
Klldee
Kilroy
Obey
Olson
Kind
King (!A)
Olver
King(NY)
Ortli
Kingston
Owens
Pallone
Kirk
Kirkpatrick (AZ) Pascreli
Pastor (AZ}
Kissell
Paul
Klein (FL)
Kltne (MNJ
Paulsen
Payne
Kosmas
Pence
Kratovll
Perlmutter
Kucinich
Perriello
L11mborn
Lance
Peters
Langevin
Peterson
Larsen (WA)
Petri
Pingree (ME)
Larson (CT)
Pitts
Latham
1.•aT01irctte
Platts
Latta
Poe (TX)
Lee(CA)
Polis (CO)
Pomeroy
Lee (NY)
Posey
Levin
Price (GA)
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)
Price (NC)
Putnam
Linder
Quigley
Lipinski
LoBlondo
Rad:>.nov!oh
I.oebsack
Rah:>.11
Lofgren, Zoe
Rangel
Rehberg
Lowey
Reichert
Lucas
Luetkemeyer
Reyes
Richardson
Luian
Rodriguei
Lummis
Luug1·en. Daniel Roe (TN)
Rogers (AL)
E.
Lynch
Rogers <KY)
Rogers (Ml)
Mack
Roh1·abacher
Maffei
Rooney
Maloney
Ros-Lehtlneu
Maniullo

Granger

Gmves
Grayson
Green, Al

NOT VOTING--<!
Boehner
Foxx

Ktlpatrick (Ml)
Smlth(TX)

Roskam
Ross
Rothman (NJ)
Roybal-Allard
Royce
Ruppersberger
Rush
Ryan (OH)
Ryan (IV!J
Salaiar
Sanchez. Linda
T.
Sanchez, Loretta
Sarbanes
Scalise
Schakowsky
Schauer
Schiff
Schmidt
Schock
Schrader
Scbwarti
Scott (GA)
Scott (VA)
Sensenbrenner
Serrano
Sessions
Sestak
Shad egg
Shea-Porter
Sherman
Shimkus
Shuler
Shuster
Simpson
Sires
Skelton
Slaughter
Smith <NE)
Smlth(NJ)
Smith (WA}
Snyder
Souder
Space
Speier
Spratt
Stark
Stearns
Stupak
Sullivan
Sutton
Ta.nnel'
Taylor
Teague
Terry
Thompson (CA)
Thompson (MS)
Thompson (PA)
Thornberry
Tiahrt
Tiberi
Tierney
Titus
Tonko
Towns
Tsongas
Turner
Upton
Van Hollen
Velaiquez
Vlsclosky
Walden
Walz
\Vamp
Wasserman
Schultz
Waters
Watson
Watt
Waxman

Woiner
Welch
Westmoreland
Whitfield
Wtlson (OH)
Wilson (SC)
Wlttm>1.n
Wolf
Woolsey
Wu
Yarmuth
Youn11 (AK)
Young (FL)

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Ms. EDof Maryland) (during the vote).
Two minutes remain in the vote.
0 1841
So (two-thirds being in the affirmative) the rules were suspended and the
resolution, as amended, was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
The title of the resolution was
amended so as to read: "Expressing the
sense of the House of Representatives
regarding t he meritorious service performed by aviators in the United
States Armed Forces who, as a result
of hostile action, mechanical failures,
or other problems, were forced to evade
or escape enemy capture, were captured but subsequently escaped, or
were compelled to endure arduous confinement, retaliation, and even death
as a result of their efforts to evade capture or escape.".
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
WARDS

SENATE AMENDMENTS TO H.R.
3590, SERVICE MEMBERS HOME
OWNERSHIP TAX ACT OF 2009,
AND R.R. 4872, HEALTH CARE
RECONCILIAND
EDUCATION
ATION ACT OF 2010
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to House Resolution 1203, it is now
in order to debate the topics addressed
by the Senate amendments to the bill
(H.R. 3590) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the firsttime homebuyers credit in the case of
members of the Armed Forces and certain other Federal employees, a nd for
other purposes, and the topics addressed by the bill (H.R. 4872) to provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 202 of the concurrent resolution on
the budget for fiscal year 2010.
'rhe gentleman from Maryland (Mr.
HOYER) and the gentleman from Ohio
(Mr. BOEHNER), or their designees, each
will control 60 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from California (Mr. WAXMAN) for 15
minutes as a designee of the majority
leader.
Gl~NERAL

LEAVE

Mr. WAXMAN. I would like to ask
unanimous consent that all Members
have 5 days in which to revise and extend their remarks and insert extraneous material in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman from CaliJornia?
There was no objection.
Mr. WAXMAN. Madam Speaker, I
yield l minute to the majority leader
of the House of Representatives, the
gentleman from Maryland (Mr. HOYER).
Mr. HOYER. I thank my friend for
yielding.
Today is March 21, 2010. On March 21,
1965, Martin Luther King, Jr., led a
march across the Edmund Pettus
Bridge. It was a march across that
bridg·e for the vote in this democracy.
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1t was a march towards a grea.tel' freedom for many Americans. It was a.
mat•ch for a better quality of li(e for
many Ame1·ica.ns. Indeed, lt was a.
ma1·ch across the EclmWld :Pettus
Bridge for freedom ru1d a better .reuJlza.tlon of the promise of onr democra.-0y.
Toc;lay, March 21, 2010, we will cross
another brlclge. It is not a physical
beidge, bub it is a bridge that too many
Ame1'icall,s !ind that they cannot c~·oss;
a river that sep;:wates them from the
secw·ity of having available the best
health care that is available in t11e
world avatlable to them.
We are 11ere to conclude a day or debate, which concludes months of debate, in a nationa.I. conversation thA.t
began more than a centmy ago.
D 1045
But this much is beyond debate.
American 11ealth care Is on a n
uns11stainable course. By the end of
this del)ate, another family will 11ave
ranen into bankruptcy because someone had the bad fortune sim.PlY to bo
sick.. More families will have joined
them in paying more and more Ior less
lllld less health coverage. More businesses will have weighted bankruptcy
agai nst cutting their workers' care and
their workers will have l ost.
We have before ns a bill lio change au
unsustainable conrse. That is onr
choice this evening. It is a historic
choice. It's a choice that all of u.s volun teered to be put l.n tbe position to
make. It is a choice that we will be
bo.nored to make this evening. We
stood In this Chamber tonight with
,JffliN DfNGl!lLL, JOHN DINGELJ,, who
stood at that rostrum with the gavel
that the Speaker w111 use tonight to
gavel througll Medicare, that ensured
that millions and m11lions and millions
of seniors would not be c1·us:tlecl by poverty and put jnto bankruptcy bS' the
cost of health care.
Incleed. they will have been given the
opporttmity for a longer, better quality
of life in America w:neu JOJrN DINGELL
brought that gavel tlown on that clesk
anti. notecl the passa.ge o! Medicare in
1965.

For more than 3,000 disttict events,
more than 100 hearings, and almost 2
years of public debate, health insurM!Ce reform has stood up to the s01·utiny, to criticism, incleed, to falsehoods. But this purpose is older than
that. Bet'o1·e we wei·e born, the task or
bringing aITordable health care to
every American was on our Nation's
agenda, watti:ng for this day. At the beginning· of th1s (:lecade in 2002, George
W. Bush said, "Al1.Amel'icans should be
able to choose a health care plan that
meets their needs ab affordable prices."
George Bush was right.
In 1976, Gerald Ford spoke or "our effort to npg1•ado and perpetuate oul'
total health care system so no indivldual in this country will lack help
whenever 01· wherever be needs it."
Gei·ald Ford was i·i~ht.
And Ricl11i1·d Nixon said this, "Let us
act now." That was in 1971, when there

were w fewer J\mer!cans who did not
!lave hea1th insw·ance and where
l1ealth care was less costly. Richard
NLxon was right in 1974 on this issue.
Let us In 2010, in a bipartisan wo.y, perhaps not a bipartisan vote. but recogn1zing that this has been a bipartisan
objecLive, a bipartisan vision. for those
Republican Presiden bs and Democratic
Presidents whom I have not c1uoted but
whom, as all of yo u know, were equally
committed to that vision and that objective, affordable health care !or all,
fo1· all Americans. It was embraced by
both parties' nominees in the last campaign, Senalior Obama alld Sena.tor
McC,uN.
Eut what a campaign of fear thi.S bill
has faced this last year. Its critics call
it, withont justification, and we will
hear it tonight, a "govemment takeover." That's not true, but if you believe it's true, perhaps you think we
011.ght to re1)eal veterans health care,
which is clearly government-run healtl1
ca.re. Perhaps we ought to repeal Medicare, government participated but private sector providers. P erhaps you believe l\lleclice.re should be repealed. 1
don't think you do; I hope you don't.
lt is mor·e control, however, for
whom? For consumers, and less for insurance companies_It is tbe encl of discrimination against Americans with
preexisting comllLluns, anti the entl of
medical bankruptcy ancl cn.ps on benefits. It Is coverage you can rely 011
wbether you lose your job or become
your own boss, coverage that reaches
95 percent oJ' all Americans. It;s critlcs
call it cyranny. There is none.
It is a n·ee, competitive, tr&,nsparenl;
marketplace where lncllvldua1s and
small businesses oan .P ool togetl1er to
buy private insurance at low rates. It
is lowe1' cost rot· the middle class and
an end to the prescription drug doughnut hole that has faced too many
strugglin g seniors. Its criti cs mock
this as "out-of-control government."
In truth, it is the biggest defi ni te-reduction bill any or us Will have an opportunity to vote on tn t1lis Congress
and. indeed, in other Congresses as
well. Indeed, it's t11e deepest clefini te
reduction since tile Clinton budget of
the 1990s that ushered in a budget slU'plus and historic pi·osperlt9.
According to the noupartisan OBO,
this b111 is $143 biUion in savings in the
first decade and more than $1 trillion
or savings in the second dec<1ode. We cii.n
add to those deficit savings real cost
contl'ols that bring down the price of
the world's most expensive llealth care.
Tal<e those into account, says leading
l'.lealtb care economlst David Cutler,
and America saves an additional $600
b!llion tn the first 10 years and even
moxe in the second 10 years.
Yet the.re are some who hope fol' t;l1e
bill's defeat. They would see that, I
thlnk, as the defeat oI one party. One
Senator macle that observation and
said t.his migllt be the President's Waterloo. If this bill fails, the Wat.erlco
will be that of the people wbo a.re w1 thou·t health care insun.nce. the pe ople
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who are struggling to make su1·e that
their children a1•e healthy and well and
safe. But it would be a defeat for them
and for om· country, !or a healthy
America is a st1·onge1' America.
Tbey saw the same thing in 1993, my
Republican colleagues, when to a pe1'son, as I lJelleve will happen tonight,
unfortunately, In 1993, to a person tbey
did the same tbing. My RepubHca.n
frlends voted without a single excetJtlon !1-gainst tbe 1993 economic reform
plan or the Clinton administration.
Congl'essman BOEHNE.R asked, "Who
does this spending st]mulatre except
maybe the llbe1•a1 faculty at Harvard or
Berkeley?''
Congressman lCa,sjcb said, "If it was
to worlc, then t'd have to become a
Democrat.•·
It. did work, and he rudn't change. It
was a partisan vote, Mr. Speaker, a
partisan vote that helped create 22.7
million new jobs, contra1·y to what so
many of my Republican friends said
that bill would do, and a t'ecord budget
surplus of $5.6 trillion. contrary to the
assertion of Mr. Armey tllat it woulcl
create cleep debt.
That bill passed through a gatmtleli
of slw·s, hyperbole, and untruths, and
so did Medicat·e, which Republicans
call eel " brazen socialism," l:\nd BO did
Social Security, which a RepulJlican
Congressman ca.llecl the "lash of tJ10
dicta.tor."
I don't know whether there are any
Republicans in this body ~on1gbt that
beijeve that Social Security is the lash
of the dictator. l hope not.
Those slut's were false in 1935, they
were false in 1965, and, ladies and gentlemen oI this House, they a.re false in
2010. Ladies and gentlemen of this
House, tb!s bill, this bill will stand in
the same company. for the rni.sguldecl
outre,ge of its opposition ancl for its
le,sting accomplishment of the American people.
In closing. Mr. Speaker, I want to
11onor some of tlle "little punk sta.Uers" who gave so much to help us 1.Jrb1g
tbis bill to the floor. I say to my
fl'iends on the other side or t)le aisle
who dl.d BO much to bring your prescription ti.rug 1)111 to the floor. they
need to be llonoNd. 'rhey need to be
thanked. They neecl to be respected for
the work they do for this House, for
each of us but, moro importantly, fo1•
America.
From the Legiiilative Counsel's Office, Eel G1•ossman, Jess1ca Shapiro,
Mega,n Renn·ew, Wal're.i1 Blll'ke, La.rry
Johnston, Heru•y Cbrlstrup. Wade
Ballou 11;ud Scott Probst.
I also wa,nt ~o honor, Mr. Speaker,
t he tireless staffs of the House Committees on Ways and Means, Energy
and Commerce, Education and Labor.
Ru~es, and the Bu(lget, as weU as the
staff of the CBO, Doug Elmendorf,
Holly Harvey, Phll Ellis, Kate Massey,
Pete Fontaine and the whole CBO
hea.ltl1 cat·e team, a long with '11om
Barthold, and everyone or the staff on
the Joint Cammi ttee on Taxation, who
conti•ibuted to their estimates.
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House of Representatives
The House was not in session today. Its next meeting will be held on Tuesday, January 5, 2010, at 12 noon.

Senate
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 2009
The Senate met at 6:45 a.m. and was decision into a season of vision and incalled to order by the Vice President.
spiration. Continue to show our lawmakers Your mercy as You shed light
PRAYER
on their thoughts and offer them Your
The Chaplain, Dr. Barry C. Black, of- salvation. Lord, give them strength,
understanding, and humility as they
fered the following prayer:
Let us pray.
seek to honor You by serving their NaO Lord our Heavenly Father, source tion. Provide them with the power to
of light, truth, and goodness, on tl1is match great needs with great deeds.
Christmas Eve, transform this time of Today, tune their hearts to the infinite

that perplexity may be removed by
Your wisdom and peace. As You protect them from vanity and pride, give
them the strength to concentrate, to
think objectively, and to see Your will
clearly. Remind us all this is the day
that You have made so we should rejoice and be glad in it. We pray in Your
great Name. Amen.

NOTICE
If the 111 th Congress, 1st Session, adjourns sine die on or before December 26, 2009, a final issue of the Congressional Record for the 111 th Congress, 1st Session, will be published on Thursday, December 31, 2009, to permit Members
to insert statements.
All material for insertion must be signed by the Member and delivered to the respective offices of the Official Reporters
of Debates (Room HT-59 or S- 123 of the Capitol), Monday through Friday, between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. through Wednesday, December 30. The final issue will be dated Thursday, December 31, 2009, and will be delivered
on Monday, January 4, 2010.
None of the material printed in the final issue of the Congressional Record may contain subject matter, or relate to
any event, that occurred after the sine die date.
Senators' statements should also be formatted according to the instructions at http://webster/secretary/cong_record.pdf,
and submitted electronically, either on a disk to accompany the signed statement, or by e-mail to the Official Reporters
of Debates at "Record@Sec.Senate.gov".
Members of the House of Representatives' statements may also be submitted electronically by e-mail, to accompany
the signed statement, and formatted according to the instructions for the Extensions of Remarks template at http://
clerk.house.gov/forms. The Official Reporters will transmit to GPO the template formatted electronic file only after receipt
of, and authentication with, the hard copy, and signed manuscript. Deliver statements to the Official Reporters in Room
HT- 59.
Members of Congress desiring to purchase reprints of material submitted for inclusion in the Congressional Record
may do so by contacting the Office of Congressional Publishing Services, at the Government Printing Office, on 512-0224,
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. daily.
By order of the Joint Committee on Printing.
CHARLES E. SCHUMER, Chairman.

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions w h ich are nm spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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RESlllRV A'l'ION OF LEADER TIMID
work witll. Even though sometimes
The VICE PRESIDENT. Unde1· the tllls place beco1nes very partisan, the
previous order, the leadership t.ime is worlt done by Lula Davis and David
Sc.blfl.Ppa ls never partisan as it apreserved.
pears to the Ame1·ican public.
Finally. Mr. P1·esident. I wish to say
SERVICE MEMBERS HOME
a word about the people who work in
OWNJ!"lR.SHIP TAX ACT OF 2009
.tl1e cloakroo:i::ns. They are the people
The VICE PRESIDENT. Under the who are unseen but u1strumental to
previous 01·det', the Senate will resume tbe operaclon of the Senate. I say ficonsideration of H.R. 35.90 which the nally. but I have to say with a. lot of
pri.de, having been one of them, bow
clerk will report.
The legislative olei·lc i·eacl as follows: much I a.ppreciate and acknowledge the
A bill (F!.R. 359-0) to amend the lnternal attention and the (?roliection of the
Revenue Code or 1986 to modify the first-time Ca\)i tol Police. They are t hroughout
homebuyers crecllt in tl\e cnse uf members of this building. Some are 1n uniform.
the Armed Forces a.ncl oerta.ln o't her Feclernl some aren' t. But with all of the evil in
employees, and for other purposes.
the world, they have a very difficul t
The VICE PRESIDElNT. The majority job and they do extremely well.
leader is 1•ecognfZed.
Mr. President, we a.re .happy to see
Ivlr. REID. Mr. President, first let me the Vice President of the United States
take a minute to express my appl'ecia- 11ere iil his capacity as P r esident of the
tion on behalf of the entire Senate to a U.S. Senate. For 36 years you have
number of people, not t11e least of graced the.so h!Llls with yom· brilliance
watch ls ADM Bany Black who every and I think it ls fair to say that we
morning l eads this instltntion in pray- miss you very much, but we are glad
er. His prayers arc meaningful. They you a.re where you are.
a.re beautifuJ . He is a brilliant man a11d
Mr. P1·oslclent, following any leader
remarks, the time llntil we finis.n OtlI'
adds so mucl1 to the Senate faml!y.
I wish to offer my appreciation to the .rernai'ks will be divided between my
Parliamentarians who have been cotmterpa1•t a.nd rny friend from Kenthrough a very intense, difficult deci- t ucky, the senior Sena,tor from Kensionmal<il:1g time the last several ~ucky, and after we complete our: remonths.
Alan Frumin. Elizabeth marks. we will proceed to a series of
Ma·c Donough. Pete1' Rol>inson, and two i·ollcall votes in relati on to the folLeigh Hildebrand, we all appreciato lowing items: passage of H .R. 3590, the
you very 1nnch.
llealth care rnform legislation; and pasTo the joµ.r nal clerl<s led by Scott sa.ge of H.R. 4314, all act to pe1•1nJt conSanborn, we appreciate your work. The rurned !'inancing of government operlegislative clerk, Kathie Alvan1z, and ations.
all or her assistants; very dHficrtle,
The VICEl PRlilSIDENT. T he Repubtense times, and we appreciate what lioMI leader is recog,n:izetl.
Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. P1·esident, I
.vou do for us every day. ·
1 also wisll to express my apprecia- want to associate myself wJ tb tbe ention to tl1e court l'0porters, the door- tirely app.1.'opriate re.marks tbe majorkeepers, and the Sergeant at Arms. ity leader bas made about all o;[ the
Chief Gainer is a good person. :tte does people who work here at the Capitol at
a wonderful job with the many 1·espon- tbls dit:flcult and intense time that we
sibiljtles he 110,s. But 1 do say this-a.nd have been through. We thank you very
there is ~~lot of personal pl'ide in tMs- much for youi· outsta.nding service.
lt is early ai1d 1 will be brief. T he
n.s good as he is, he is better as a result
of one of my former s·t affers, Drew most obvious problem with the bill beWillison, who we all know is the As- fore us is that !t doesn't do wha.t it was
sistant Sergeant at Arms and does a re- supposed to do. The one test for any
marl<able job at protecting this insti- bill Ls whetbe1· it will lower costs. This
bill fails that test. lt is also cl ear that
tn tion.
Nancy Erickson, a wonderful perso11, even many of the peopl e on this side
ls the Secretary of the Sena.te. She 1s who are going to sup1Jort this bill don'·t
someone I have great li\.dminition and like i t; otherwise, the Democratic lead1·espect fol'. But a.gain, with some per- e1·s wouldn' t have had such a. tough
sonal pride, I suggest that one i·eason time rotU1ding up the votes; otherwise,
she has done such a good job is because Dem ocratic leaders would not have bad
of her assist,ant. the Assistant Sec- to have votes in the middle of the night
i·etary of the Senate, Sheila Dwyru', or at the c.rack of dawn 01· over the
who again ts one of my proteges.
weekend or even during a blizzard; otb.I say with p1•tde the tremendous, ter- erwise, they wouldn't be rush.tug 1t
ril.fo, powerful work that has been do110 through Congress on Chl:istma.s Ev.a,
by Lilla Davis, tho Secretary of the tile fi.t'st time chis body has had a vote
Majority. There have been. as wjth a.ll tlrn da.y before Christmas in more than
of us. a lot or diffioul t times, and she a. century.
This debate wa,s supposed to p1·odi:ice
has held up -contarlrnbly well, giving me
and the entire Senate tbe information a. bill that .refonned heal th ca.re l.n
they ask ror constantly. She is assisted America.. Jn.stead. we ai:e left witb
by Tim Mitchell. Of course, thts place party-line votes in the midtlle of the
would not run as well without hei- night, A. conple or sweetheart deals to
wo1•king with the Secreta1•y of tbe Mi- get it over the finish line, a.ncl a ti•uly
nority, David Sc11iaJlpa a.nu his entire outraged JJUblic. A problem they were
nrew. They ru!e wo.n<lerfnl people to t,olct would oe Iixect wasn't. I guarantee
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you that t he people who voted foi- this
b11l are going to get an earful when
they finally get home tor tbe first time
since Thanksgiving. They know there
is wldesl)rea.d opposition to bh\s monskosity.
I want to assure you, Mr. -President.
this fight isn't over. In fact, this fight
ls long from over. My colleagues and I
will work to stop this bill from becoming law. Tl1at Is tbe cleai· wm of the
Amel'ica.n people and we are going to
co.o tinue to Ilght on tl10ir behalf.
The VIOE PRESIDENT. The majority
leader is i·ecognized.
Mr. REID. Mr. Presicl<:mt, like so
many endeiwors that have benefited so
man y Americans, making health. insurance more afforclable and health insm'ance companies more accountable is a
process. It is one that bas i·eqttired us
to find common ground, as we should.
That is Why we have a piece of legislaition that over the next decade will l'ecluce the deficit by S132 billion and,
over the next decade, as much as Sl.3
trill1on .
Everyone knows we have lia.d votes in
the middle of tbe night and on Clu•ifitmas Eve because tbe Republicans
wouldn' t allow us to h ave votes at any
other hour. It is true when we go 11ome
we are going tq hear an earful. I am
going to heat• an earful I bet fl'om
young Caleb, a boy wbo was born with
legs that stopped here, right a.bove his
ltnees, wllo has needed a set of new
pr osthetic devices because the rest of
his body is growing, but the insu.1·ance
company says no because he had a preexisting disaJ)ilitY. twill get an earful
from Caleb and eapecia.lly Ilia parentsan earful of joy and 11appiness. Because. you see, rrom ~his lln.y forwar(l,
insura.nco compn.nies will not be n.hle to
cleny coverage bcc••nse or <\ preexisting
clisabili ty. For people such as Caleb and
pa1·ents wllo have chi!(:lren with diabetes ancl other problems, it is over. So,
yes, we will hefl.r a.n earful, but it ·is
gotng to be an earful or wondermen t
and happiness that people have wai ted
for for a long time.
This morning is not the end of tbe
proces.s. It is mel'ely the beginning. We
will continue to builcl on this snccess
to improve ou.r health system even
more and. to f111·ther ease the terrible
burdens on American families and businesses.
But tl1at process cannot begin unless
we start today. Tlle Americau people
a.nd the American economy cannot n.fJord foi· us to wait for the next time because. you see. there may not be a next
time.
Nearly 65 years ago, Harry Trnma.n
condemned a system that condenms i ts
ci tizens to t he devastating economic
side effects or sickness. Neatly 65 years
later, we still suffer from the same.
Just months after World War IT came
to a close, Pre.s ident Ha1·ry s, T n1rna.n
wrote in a letter to Congress to tWs
body:
We sl1oulcl re.<;olve now tliat tlui health or
this Nat.Ion is a nationlll conce:t•n: t hat f111ru1clal l)ruTlers in tile Wl\Y of ntta.ining llefll ~11
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HHS.gov

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

Civil Rights

Section 1557: Frequently Asked Questions
FreguentlY. Asked Questions on the Estimates for the Top 15

Languag~poken

bY. Individuals with

Limited English ProficiencY.
FreguentlY. Asked Questions on Aggrngation for the Tagline
General Questions about Section 1557
Frequently Asked Questions on the Estimates for the Top 15 Languages Spoken by Individuals with
Limited English Proficiency
As a resource for covered entities, OCR has made available a table displaying OCR's list of the top 15
languages spoken by individuals with limited English proficiency (LEP) in each State, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico and each U.S. Territory.
Read the FAQs on the Top 15

Languag~

(A .pdffile version of the FAQs on the Top 15 languages is available here - PDFJ

Frequently Asked Questions on Aggregation for the Tagline
Read the FAQs on Aggregation for the Tagline for further information on aRP-lY.ing the reguirements to
covered entities that operate health programs or activities in more than one state.
(A .pdf file version of the FAQs on the Aggregation for the Tagline is available here - PDE)

General Questions about Section 1557
On December 31, 2016, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas issued an opinion in
Franciscan Alliance, Inc. et al v. Burwell, enjoining the Section 1557 regulation's prohibitions against
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and termination of pregnancy on a nationwide basis.
Accordingly, HHS' Office for Civil Rights (HHS OCR) may not enforce these two provisions of the
regulation implementing these same provisions, while the injunction remains in place. Consistent with the
court's order, HHS OCR will continue to enforce important protections against discrimination on the basis
of race, color, national origin, age, or disability, as well as other sex discrimination provisions that are not
impacted by the court's order.

1. What is Section 1557?
Section 1557 is the nondiscrimination provision of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The law prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability in health programs or
activities that receive Federal financial assistance or are administered by an Executive agency or any
F-2
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required to post taglines in the top 15 languages spoken by individuals with LEP in the states in which the
covered entity operates, advising consumers of the availability of free language assistance services
To minimize burden on covered entities, OCR has prepared a model notice and model nondiscrimination
statement that covered entities can use if they choose to do so; covered entities are free to create their
own notices or statements if they wish. For more information about translated notices and taglines,
visit www.hhs.gov/civi!-rights/for-individ uals/section-1557/translated-resources/index. html.

11. What does the final rule require for individuals with limited English proficiency (LEP)?
The final rule adopts the longstanding civil rights principle that covered entitles must take reasonable
steps to provide meaningful access to each individual with LEP. The standards incorporated into the final
rule are flexible and context-specific, taking into account factors such as the nature and importance of the
health program and the communication at issue and other relevant considerations, such as whether an
entity has developed and implemented an effective language access plan appropriate to its
cl rcumstances.

12. What does the final rule require concerning individuals with disabilities?
The final rule is consistent with existing directives implementing the requirements under the Americans
with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. It requires effective communication,
including through the provision of auxiliary aids and services; establishes standards for accessibility of
buildings and facilities ; requires that health programs provided through electronic and information
technology be accessible; and requires covered entities to make reasonable modifications to their policies,
procedures, and practices to provide individuals with disabilities access to a covered entity's health
programs and activities.

13. What types of discrimination constitute discrimination on the basis of sex?
Under the final rule, sex discrimination includes, but is not limited to, discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy.
Pursuant to court order, OCR is enjoined from enforcing the Section 1557 regulation's prohibitions against
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and termination of pregnancy on a nationwide basis. For
ihformation about the court order, P-lease see above.

14. Why did OCR choose to include provisions that specifically address equal program access on
the basis of sex in health programs and activities?

h llps :l/www.l1hs.gov/civll-righls/for-ind lviduals/section-1557/1557faqs/index. html#General%20Queslions
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law and thus will be familiar to entities governed by the final rule. The final rule provides additional
guidance in areas for which a1wlication of these principles may not be as fami liar. Because Section 1557
is the first Federal civil rights law that broadly prohibits sex discrimination in all federally funded health
care programs and activities, the final rule contains provisions designed to educate consumers and
covered entities specifically about sex discrimination in the health care context. OCR is also providing
additional information about the application of nondiscrimination principles to health insurance and other
health coverage

15. What does the provision that specifically addresses equal program access on the basis of sex
in health programs and activities require?
The final rule requires covered entities to provide individuals equal access to health programs and
activities without discrimination on the basis of sex. This provision applies to all health programs and
activities, including with regard to access to facilities, administered by the covered entity.
Pursuant to court order, OCR is enjoined from enforcing the Section 1557 regulation's prohibitions against
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and termination of pregnancy on a nationwide basis. For
information about the court order, please see above.

16. What does the provision regarding nondiscrimination in health insurance and other health
coverage prohibit?
The final rule prohibits covered entities from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
age or disability when providing or administering health-related insurance or other health-related
coverage. This prohibition applies to all health insurance issuers that are recipients of Federal financial
assistance, which includes premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions associated with coverage
offered through the Health Insurance Marketplaces or Medicare Parts A, C and D payments.
Under the final rule, a covered entity cannot: deny, cancel, limit, or refuse to issue or renew a healthrelated insurance policy or other health-related coverage; deny or limit coverage of a claim, or impose
additional cost sharing or other limitations or restrictions; or employ marketing practices or benefit designs
that discriminate on the basis of race , color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. The final rule does not
require plans to cover any particular benefit or service or prohibit issuers from determining whether a
particular health service is medically necessary, but a covered entity cannot have a coverage policy that

Pursuant to court order, OCR is enjoined from enforcing the Section 1557 regulation's prohibitions against
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and termination of pregnancy on a nationwide basis. For
information about the court order, please see above.

https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/lor-individuals/seolion-1557/ 1557faqs/i ndex.html#General%20Queslions
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research, are allowed only where a covered entity can show an exceedingly persuasive justification for the
limitation to one sex. To establish an exceedingly persuasive justification, a covered entity must show that
the sex-based classification is substantially related to the achievement of an important health-related or
scientific objective. A covered entity must supply objective evidence, and empirical data if available, to
justify the need to restrict participation in a health program to only one sex. Justifications that rely on
overly broad generalizations about the sexes are not acceptable.
Health researchers will typically be able to show an exceedingly persuasive justification for a sex-specific
clinical trial based on research protocols. These include protocols that target or exclude certain
populations in order to account for the health or safety of the subjects, the study design, or the purpose of
the research. For example, certain psychotropic drugs are known to affect women and men differently;
men's kidneys tend to filter certain antianxiety medication more rapidly than women. Based on this
scientific knowledge, a medical research institution that is a covered entity and that runs a clinical trial to
test a modified release mechanism to slow the drug filtration and excretion in men's kidneys may
permissibly exclude women from the trial under the standards set forth above.
44. Is it prohibited under Section 1557 to treat married men differently than married women?

Section 1557 prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in health programs or activities. Thus, a covered
entity may not apply a rule concerning marital status that treats individuals differently on the basis of sex.
For example, a hospital may not have a policy or practice that automatically assigns a male spouse as the
sole financially responsible party for a female spouse's health care, but does not also automatically assign
a female spouse as the sole financially responsible party for a male spouse's medical services.
Health Insurance

45. Does Section 1557 prohibit discrimination in health insurance and other health coverage?
Section 1557 and the Department's implementing regulation prohibit discrimination on the basis of race ,
color, national origin, sex, age, or disability in the provision or administration of health-related insurance or
other health-related coverage offered by recipients of Federal financial assistance or the Health Insurance
Marketplaces or provided by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS or the Department)[15].
In addition, covered entities are prohibited from having or using marketing practices or benefit designs that
unlawfully discriminate[1 6]. Although Section 1557 does not require an issuer to cover a particular type of
care or service, covered entities must use neutral, nondiscriminatory criteria in making decisions as to
which benefits and services to cover, and their health coverage cannot operate in a discriminatory
manner.[17]

46. What constitutes "Federal financial assistance" under Section 1557?

hltps://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/ror-1ndivfduals/seclion-1557/1557faqs/index.html#General%20Queslions
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to a health program or activity. The covered entity should analyze the facts in light of the factors set forth
in the question above. For instance, if a small clinic discharges an individual with LEP who speaks
Tagalog (a language rarely encountered by the clinic) after providing treatment for a sprained ankle and
the individual requests a translated brochure on healthy eating, the covered entity would not be required
to translate the brochure for that individual primarily because the subject of the brochure is unrelated to
the condition for which the patiet was seeking treatment and the clinic rarely serves individuals with LEP
who speak Tagalog. However, the entity would be required to take other reasonable steps to provide
meaningful access to the individual. Such steps could include, depending on the facts, using a telephonic
interpretation service to orally walk the individual with limited English proficiency through the information in
the brochure in Tagalog.
65. Does Section 1557 require covered entities to have a language access plan?
Section 1557 does not require covered entities to have a language access plan. Nonetheless, the
regulation encourages covered entities to develop and implement an effective written language access
plan, appropriate to its circumstances, that addresses the needs of the limited English proficient
population in the service area of its health programs or activities. A written language access plan has long
been recognized as a helpful tool to ensure adequate and timely provision of language assistance
services and often may be necessary to meet the requirements of the law in a timely manner. A language
access plan need not be long, complex, or burdensome.
The nature and extent of the voluntary planning in which a covered entity may choose to engage will vary
depending on the entity's particular health programs and activities, its size, its geographic location, and
other factors. Effective language access plans often, among other components, address how the entity
will determine an individual's primary language, particularly if the language is an unfamiliar one; identify a
telephonic oral interpretation service to be able to access qualified interpreters when the need arises;
identify a translation service to be able to access qualifie.d translators when the need arises; identify the
types of language assistance services that may be required under particular circumstances; and identify
any documents for which written translations should be routinely available.
66. When is it permissible to treat people differently on the basis of age?
Under the Section 1557 regulation , the general rule prohibiting the denial or limitation of access based on
age is limited by the following exception: A covered entity may reasonably take age into account if it is a
factor necessary to the normal operation or achievement of a statutory objective of a health program or
activity. Even then, the entity is only permitted to consider age as one factor as part of its overall decisionmaking.

https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-lndividuals/section-1557/ 155 7faqs/index.html#General%20Questions
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beginning at age 50 and continuing until age 75. If a 25 year old requests screening for colon cancer, a
medical practice should conduct an individualized assessment of the patient, including whether the patient
presents any risk factors, such as family history, the presence of symptoms or other medical conditions, or
lifestyle factors that might make the patient an appropriate candidate for this screening. If the assessment
demonstrates that the screening is not medically appropriate, the practice may decline to conduct the
screening, even if the practice would have conducted the assessment, based on the Task Force
guidelines, had the patient been 50 years old or older. This approach would be permissible since the
entity reasonably took age into account as one factor, among other factors that it considered.
Furthermore, waiving cost sharing only for individuals age 50 to 75 in accordance with the preventive
service requirements of the Affordable Care Act would be permissible, because age distinctions contained
in Federal statutes which describe intended beneficiaries or target groups in age-related terms are not
covered by the Section 1557 regulation.
On the other hand, suppose an organ transplant center has a policy that automatically disallows heart
transplants to all individuals aged 65 or older. While it wou ld be permissible for the transplant center to
consider age as one factor in assessing the allocation of transplants, the entity's blanket exclusion of
individuals based solely on age is discriminatory.
67. How does the regulation apply to age rating in health insurance?
Under the regulation, any age distinction contained in a regulation issued by HHS is presumed to be
necessary to the achievement of a statutory objective of the program. For example, regulations issued by
HHS implementing the Affordable Care Act permit health insurance issuers in the individual and small
group markets to charge premiums based on age, within a 3:1 ratio. Thus, age rating within these
parameters is permissible under the Section 1557 regulation .
68. May a State have age limits on certain benefits provided by issuers?
The regulation does not apply to age distinctions contained in State or local statutes that were adopted by
an elected, general purpose legislative body. For instance, some State statutes permit health insurance
issuers to limit coverage of hearing aids to individuals of a certain age. This age limit would not violate
Section 1557 because it is authorized under State law.
However, covered entities should be mindful of other legal requirements, including those issued by the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services that prohibit age limits and distinctions. [44],

[1] 45 C.F.R. § 92.8(b)(1), (d)(1). The notice and taglines must also be posted in conspicuous physical
locations where the entity interacts with the public and in a conspicuous location of the covered entity's
website, accessible from the home page. § 92.8(f)(1 )(ii)-(iii).
https:l/wwW.hhs.gov/civll-rightslfor-indlviduals/sectlon-1557/1557faqsfindex.html#General%20Questions
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Department of Health & Human Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center for Consumer lnfonnation & Insurance Oversight
200 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20201

--~

CENTERS FOi! MEDICARE & MEDICAIO SERVICES

CENTER FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION
& INSURANCE OVERSIGHT

Date: February 17, 2017
From: Centers for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO), Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Title: Addendum to 2018 Letter to Issuers in the Federally-facilitated Marketplaces
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Serv ices (CMS) released the fina l 2018 Letter to Issuers
in the Federally-facilitated Marketplaces (2018 Letter to Issuers) on December 16, 2016, which
detailed key dates with respect to QHP certification for Plan Year 2018. As noted in the 2018
Letter to Issuers, dates for the QHP certification timeline are subject to change.
This Addendum to the 2018 Letter to Issuers changes the dates for the QHP certification timeline
by replacing Table 1.1 Timelinefor QHP Certification in the FFMs on pages 7-8 of the 2018
Letter to Issuers with the below: Table 1.1 (b) Revised Timelinefor QHP Certification in the
FFMs. The dates in Table 1.1 (b) also supersede al I other references to corresponding dates
within the text of the 2018 Letter to Issuers, as well as any applicable guidance. All other parts
of the 2018 Letter to Issuers remain unchanged by this document. 1 Please note that CMS is
separately releasing for comment a draft buJ letin: Timing ofSubmission and Posting of Rate
Filing Justifications for the 2017 Filing Year for Single Risk Pool Coverage 2, which proposes
revisions to the rate review subm ission and posting deadlines.

1

CMS has proposed certain changes to the network adequacy and essential community provider (ECP) QHP certification
standards as pait of the Market Stabilization Proposed Rule published at
hltps://www. federal register. gov/documents/2017/02/ I7/2017-03027/patient-protection-and-affordable-care-act-marketstabilization. lf these proposals are finalized and made applicable to the 2018 plan year, CMS intends to issue further guidance as
necessary.
2

Draft Bulletin: Revised Timing of Submission and Posting of Rate Filing Justifications for the 2017 Filing Year:
https://www.cms.gov/CCII 0/Resources/Regu lations-and-Guidance/Downloads/Revised-2017-filing-timeline-bulletin-2-1717 .pdf; Key Dates in 2017 Issuer Timeline: https://www.cms.gov/CC110/Resources/ Regulations-andGuidance/Downloads/Revised-Key-Dates-for-Calendar-Year-2017-2-17-17 .pdf

1
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Table 1.l (b) Revised Timeline for QHP Certification in the FFMs 3

QHP
Application
Submission
and Review
Process

QHP
Agreement/
Final
Certification

6/22/17 - 7 /25/17
CMS sends First Correction Notice
Deadline for Service Area Petition

8/1/17-8/2/17
8/4/17

Final deadline for issuer changes to QI-IP Application
CMS reviews Final QHP submissions as of 8/16/17

8/16/17
8/17 /17 - 9111117

CMS sends Final Correction Notice to issuers with
Agreements for signature and plan lists for
confirmation

9/14/17 - 9/15/17

States send CMS Final Plan Recommendations

9/27/17 5

Issuers send signed Agreements, confirmed plan lists
and final Plan Crosswalks to CMS
CMS sends Certification Notices with countersigned
Agreements and final plan lists to issuers6
Limited data correction window: Outreach to issuers
with CMS or State identified data errors; issuers
submit corrections; CMS reviews and finalizes data
for Open Enrollment

Open Enroll ment

3

9/16/17 - 9/27/17
10/11/17 - 10/12/17

9/15/2017 10/7/2017
Begins on 11/1/2017

Includes QHPs in FFMs where States perform plan management functions.

4

Unified Rate Review Template (URRT) and Form Filing submissions to CMS in States in which CMS is either the Effective
Rate Reviewer or direct enforcer of the Affordable Care Act federal reforms follow the same Initial Submission Window and
Deadline as the QHP Initial FFM QHP Application Submission Window. This submission deadline applies to URRT and Form
Filing submissions for single risk pool coverage (including QHPs and non-QHPs).
5

Separate from Correction Notices, CMS will send plan lists for confirmation to States with an FFM, including FFMs in States
performing plan management functions, and to States with SBM-FPs. CMS requires responses to that State outreach by
September 27, 2017, including notification of any plans transferred in error or a State otherwise recommends against (for FFMs)
or denies (SBM-FPs) certification of a plan. States must communicate that infomiation to CMS in order for the information to be
incorporated into certification decisions and Certification Notices, as applicable.
CMS plans to send countersigned agreements with the Certification Notices for plan year 20 I 8 (CMS will not send Validation
Notices, as was done in previous ce1tification cycles).

6

2
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Department of Health & Human Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center for Consumer lnfom1ation & Jnsurance Oversight
200 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20201

CNIS

CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDlCAIO SERVICES

CENTER FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION
& INSURANCE OVERSIGHT

Date: December 16, 2016
From: Center for Consumer Infor mation and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO),
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Title: 2018 Letter to Issuers in the Federa lly-facilitated Marketplaces
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is releasing this fina l 2018 Letter to
Issuers in the Federally-facilitated Marketplaces (Letter). This Letter provides issuers seeking to
offer qualified health plans (QHPs), including stand-alone dental plans (SADPs), in the
Federally-facilitated Marketplaces (FFMs) or the Federally-facilitated Small Business Health
Options Programs (FF-SHOPs) with operational and technical guidance to help them
successfu lly participate in any such MarketplacesM 7 in 2018. Unless otherwise specified,
references to the FFMs include the FF-SHOPs.
Throughout this Letter, CMS identifies the areas in which States performing plan management
functions in the FFMs have flexibility to follow an approach different from that articulated in
this guidance. CMS also describes how parts of th is Letter apply to issuers in State-based
Marketp laces on the Federal Platform (SBM-FPs). CMS notes that the policies a1ticulated in this
Letter apply to the certification process for plan years beginning in 2018. 8
Previously published rules concerning market-wide and QHP certification standards, eligibility
and enrollment procedures, and other Marketplace-related topics are set out in 45 CFR Subtitle
A, Subchapter B. CMS provided additional standards in the final rule titled, "Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act; HHS Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters for 2018; Final Rule"

7

Health Insurance MarketplaceSM and Marketplace5M are service marks of the U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services.
8

Plan years in the FF-SHOPs will not always align with calendar year 2018.

1
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(final 2018 Payment Notice), CMS 9934-F, published on December 16, 2016. 9 CMS expects
issuers to consult all applicable regulations and guidance, in conjunction with the final version of
this Letter, to ensure full compliance with the requirements of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
While certain parts of the Letter explain certain associated regulatory requirements, the Letter is
not a complete list of regulatory requirements for issuers, and issuers need to comply with all
regulatory requirements and guidance even if they are not explicitly discussed in the Letter.
Unless otherwise indicated, regulatory references in this Letter are to Title 45 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR).

9

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; HHS Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters for 2018; Final Rule
(December 16, 2016). Unless otherwise noted, the provisions of the final 2018 Payment Notice will not take effect
until 30 days after its display on the website of the Federal Register.
2
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single risk pool product that includes a plan with a rate increase that is subject t0 review
under 45 CFR 154.200.
CMS does not plan to duplicate reviews by States to enforce State law, and will integrate State
and other rate reviews performed by CMS fo r direct enforcement States into its QHP
certification process, provided that States provide informatio1i to CMS consistent with Federal
standards and agreed-upon timelines. CMS will post the in formation contained in Parts 1, 11, and
II.I of each Rate Filing Justification that is not a trade secret or confidential comtnercial or
financial information, consistent with HHS Freedom of lnformation Act (FOIA) regulations. 48
The information will be posted on www.raterev iew.healthcare.gov.
Section I 0. Discri minatory Benefit Design
Tb is section addtesses how CMS will rev iew health plans applying to be QHPs or SADPs in the
FFMs fo r compliance with non-d iscrim ination standards. States performing plan management
functions may use a sim ilar approach.
i.

EHB Discriminatmy Benefit Design

Non-discrimination in benefit design with respect to EHB is a market-wide consumer protection
that applies inside and outside of Marketplaces fo r non-grandfathered health insurance plans
offered in the indiv idual and small group markets. As stated in 45 CFR l56. l 25(a), an iss
does not provide EHB if its benefit design, or the imQlementation of its benefit design,
discriminates based on an individual's age, expected len gth of life, present or predicted disability,
degree of medical dependency_, quality of life, or other health conditions ..
Issuers must use the 2017 benchmark plans, 49 which are based on 20 14 plans, when designing
their p lans. CMS reiterates our cautions from the 2017 Letter to lssuers regard ing potentially
discriminatory age limits, inappropriately labeling benefits as " pediatric services," and
potentially discrim inatory formulary exclusions and/or tier structures.
The enforcement of this standard is largely conducted by States. CMS encourages States that are
en forci ng the ACA to consider a number of strategies for assessing compliance with this
standard including, but not lim ited to, analysis of information entered in the "explanations" and
"excl usions" sections of t he QHP Plans and Benefits Template.

48

45 CFR 5.31 (d).

49

More information on the benchmark plans is available at: https://www.cms.gov/cciio/resources/dataresources/ehb.html.

43
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Because the nondiscrimination provisions are related to many requirements under the joint
interpretive jurisdiction of the Departments of HHS, Labor, and the Treasury (tbe Departments),
HHS will consu lt with relevant F'ederal agencies, such as the Departments of Labor and the
Treasury, as necessary in developing new guidance related to discriminatory benefit designs.
ii.

QHP Discriminatory Bene.fit Design

CMS gu idance with regard to HP Discriminatory Benefit Design is unchanged from the 20 17
Letter to lssuers. CMS will continue to assess compliance with the discriminatory benefit design
standards outlined in 45 CFR 156.200(e). CMS will continue to collect issuer attestations
affirm ing Ql-JPs wi ll not discriminate against individuals on the basis of health status, race, color,
national origin, disability, age, sex, gender identity or sexual orientation. Additionally throughout
the plan year, CMS will conduct ongoi ng assessments of non-discrimination standards through
issuer monitoring and compliance reviews.
Pursuant to 45 CFR 156.225, QHP issuers may not employ markctingj)ractices or benefit
designs that will have the effectofdiscouraoing the enrol lment of individuals with significant
hea lth needs in HPs. Issuers are expected to impose limitations and exclusions, if any, based on
clinical guidelines and medical evidence and are expected to use reasonable medicalj dgrnent.
In accordance with the standards set in plan year 20 J7, CMS wiII continue to perform outl ier
analysis on QHP benefits and cost sharing (e.g., co-payments and co-insurance) in order to
uncover plans with potentially discriminatory benefit and cost-sharing structures. CMS will also
analyze information contained in the Plans and Benefits Template to identify discriminatory
featu res or wording. CMS will also continue to identify QHP outliers for estimated out-of-pocket
costs associated with standard treatment protocols for medical services and drug regimens.
Issuers may be asked to provide clinical evidence to support plan designs which have less
generous benefits for subsets of individuals. CMS cautions that the existence of other plans with
simi lar features within a market does not ensure that a benefit design is not discrim inatory. CMS
may use additional ev idence prov ided by issuers to determine if plan designs are discriminatory.
iii.

Treatment Protocol Calculator

CMS will conduct a review of each QHP to identify outliers based on estimated out-of-pocket
costs associated with the standard treatment protocols for medical services and drug regimens
needed to treat certain commonly diagnosed, chronic, and J1igh cost medical conditions. These
protocols are based upon nationally recognized clinical gu idelines. Medical cond itions
considered for plan year 2018 review include: bipolar disorder, diabetes, Hepatitis C, HIV,
multiple sclerosis, opioid dependence, rheumatoid arthritis, and schizophrenia. QHPs with
unusually high estimated out-of-pocket costs associated with accessi ng tbese required benefits,
when compared to simi lar type plans, at the State and national level, will be flagged as outl iers.
In addition, CMS cautions issuers that the mere fact that a benefit design is simi lar to other
44
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State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
C.L. " BUTCH" OTTEU

Govelilor

700 West State Street, 3rd Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0043
PJ1one (208)334-4250
Fax (208)33 4-4398
Website: https://doi.idaho.gov

DEAN L. CAMERON

Director

BULLETIN NO. 18-02
DATE:

Apri l 2, 20 18

TO:

Disability/Health Insurance Carriers offering Health Benefit P lans, Self-funded Plans

FROM:

Dean L. Cameron, Director

SUBJECT:

Clarification Regarding Coverage of Treatments for Autism Spectrum Disorder

Due to the cunently inconsistent coverage of treatments for autism spectrum disorder by Idaho health
plans, the Department oflnsurance is clarifying that such treatments cannot be excluded from
coverage if rehabilitative or habilitative services are covered. All health benefit plans (as defined in
l daho Code section 4 1-5203(12)) 1 regu lated by the Department and subject to the Mental Health
Parity and Addiction Equity Act of2008 (MHPAEA) and Section l 557 of the Affordable Care Act
including the individua l, small group, and large group u1sw·ed markets and self-funded health benefit
plans subject to Idaho Code, title 41 , chapters 40 or 4 l , must follow the guidance in this bulletin for
,plan years starting on or after January I, 20 19.
The Department understands that if a group health plan or health insurance coverage includes
medical/surgical benefits allCI mental heallh/substance use disorder benefits, under the MI-IP AEA an
applicable health plan cannot impose limitations on a numerical basis, e.g. financial, visit lituits or
day limits (quantitative); or other basis, e.g., medical management, (non-quantitative); unless, under
the terms of the plan any such limitation of MH/SUD benefits such as treatments for autism is
comparable to, and is applied no more stringently than, the standards and factors used in applying the
limitation with respect to medical surgical/benefits under the plan. (See, 78 F.R. 68240 (November
13, 2013)). 1n addition, Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act prohibits insurers from
discriminating in the provision of healthcare benefits on the basis of disabi lity such as autism,
including ado ting or implementing discriminatory benefit designs. 42 U.S.C. § 18116; see 45 C.F.R.
Part 92. Based on the foregoing laws, the Department will consider an exclusion of treatments for
autism spectrum disorder as discriminatory and prohibited when a plan includes coverage of
rehabilitative or habilitative se1vices such as coverage of occupational therapy or speech therapy.
Treatments for autism spectrum disorder are to be considered part of!dabo's Essential Health
Benefits (EHB) package under mental health services including behavioral health treatment; and
therefore the coverage of such treatments must be: consistent with other menta l health services
(including applicable ded11ctibles, copayments, or coinsurance), not subj ect to any separate dollar
limits or visit limits, and in parity with medical and surgical benefits. Nothing in this bulletin should
1

See also, section 41-2221 (2)(a), Idaho Code, (largt: employers (5 I+ employees); and, section 4 1-4703(12), Idaho
Code (smaU employers (2 to 50 employees).

!Jq11a/ Oppor1u11i1y Employer
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be construed to limit a carrier from evaluating and determining the medical necessity of treatments
for autism spectrum disorder. Carriers may establish a policy to periodically review the medical
necessity of continuing autism spectrum disorder related treatments.
When applying this bulletin, "autism spectrum disorder" means any of the pervasive developmental
disorders or autism spectrum disorders as defined by the most recent edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). 2 In accordance with this guidance, "treatments for
autism spectrum disorder" means evidence-based care and related equipment prescribed or ordered
for an individual diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder by a licensed physician or a licensed
psychologist who determines the care to be medically necessary, including but not limited to
behavioral health treatment, pharmacy care, psychiatric care, psychological care, and therapeutic
care.

2 https://www .psych iat1y. org/psychiatrists/practice/dsm

2
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
MIKE. KREIDLER
STATE INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

OLYMPIA OFFICE:
INSURANCE BUILDING
P.O. BOX 40255
OLYMP IA, WA 98504-0255

Pl)one: (360) 725-7000

June 25, 2014
To Health Insurance Carriers in Washington State:
The purpose of this letter is to clarify prohibitions in Washington State against discrimination in
insurance coverage on the basis of gender identity or gender dysphoria.1
Recent changes in policy at the federal and the state level relating to transgender health care services,
coupled with the potential harm to consumers arising from the denial or exclusion of services on the
basis of gender identity and related medical conditions, has prompted a review of transgender health
care service exclusions and denials in plans licensed or regulated by the Insurance Commissioner's
Office.
As described in further detail below, broad exclusions of coverage on the basis of gender identity are
prohibited under Wash ington state law. Additionally, denial of a medically necessary service on the basis
of gender Identity is prohibited under Washington state law.
Section 1557 of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) 2 provides t hat an individual
shall not be "excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under, any health program or activity, any part of which is receiving Federal financial assistance,
including credits, subsidies, or contracts of insurance, or under any prograrn or activity that is
administered by an Executive Agency or any entity established under [Title I of the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act.)" on any of the grounds prohibited under various federal discrirninatioh
provisions.
The Department of Health and Human Services Office of Civil Rights (OCR) is responsible for some
enforcement of Section 1557 of the ACA. In a July 12, 2012 letter 3 to the National Center for Lesbian
Rights, OCR clarified that sex-based discrirnination includes discrimination on the basis of gender
identity and sex stereotypes under Section 1557 of the ACA. OCR agreed that Section 1557's sex
discrimination prohibition extended to claims of discrimination based on gender identity or failure to
conform to stereotypical notions of rnasculinity and femininity. The section also prohibits discrimination
regardless of actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity ofthe individuals involved.
At the state level, Washington state's Law Against Discrimination, codified at Chapter 49.60 RCW,
prohibits discrimination based upon sexual orientation, which includes "gender expression or identity,"
1

Gender dyspboria (formerly known as gender identity 'lisorder) is a condition based on the gender identity m·
expression of the insured. See, e.g., Diagnostic and Statistical M anual ofMental Disorders, Fitlh Edition, Code
302.85 (gender dyspboria is a "marked incongruence bet\veen one's experiencecVexpressed gender and 11ssigned
gender, of at least 6 months ' duration," as manifested by certain criterion).
2

42 U.S.C.§18116.

3

HHS, Office of Civil Rights letter dated July 12, 201 2 http://www.naebe.com/client//OCRLetretJuJY20J2.pdf
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Letter to Health Insurance Carriers in Washington State
Transgender health issues and discrimination
June 25, 2014
Page 2
defined as "having or being perceived to have a gender identity1 self -image, appearance, behavior, or
expression, whether or not that gender identity, self-image, appearance, behavior, or expression is
different from that traditiona lly associated with the sex assigned to that person at birth .'' RCW
49.60.040(26).
Washington state law expressly prohibits discrimination based on the "sex, marital stat us, or sexl!al
orientation as defined in RCW 49.60.040, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical handicap
of the insured or prospective insured." RCW 48.30.300. This prohibit ion applies in the issuance,
cancellation, or renewal of any contract of insurance, as well as amount of benefits payable, or any
term, rate, condit ion, or type of coverage offered. RCW 48.30.300. While discrimination based on
certain classifications Is permissible "when bona fide statistica l differences in risk or exposu re have been
substantiated," sexual orientation, including gender identity, is not one of those permitted
classifications of discrimination ..
The prohibition in state law against discrimination applies "notwithstanding any provision contained in
Title 48 RCW to the contrary." RCW 48.30.300. This phrase indicates that the nondiscrimination
requirement applies throughout state law. As such, provisions of Title 48 RCW that could otherwise be
seen as permitting broad exclusions of hea lth care services related to gender identity should not be used
for this purpose.
Reading the provisions of state law in conjunction with the definitions contained in Washington state's
Law Against Discrimination, and the requirements of the federal Affordable Care Act, it is clear that
exclusions, prohibitions, and other forms of discrimination by issuers against policy holders who identify
as transgender is prohibited.
The Insurance Commissioner's Office will review filings and coverage for prohibited exclusions and for
whether medically necessary services for transgender individuals are covered to the same extent that
those services are covered for non-transgender individuals enrolled in the same plan. Additionally, those
affected by exclusions and denials of service will be encou raged to contact the agency so that specific
issues can be investigated and addressed .
This letter serves as a reminder that Washington state law affords policyholders who identify as
t ransgender the full measure of benefits under health insurance policies as individuals seeking medically
necessary treatment for non-gender identity related conditions.
Questions about this letter should be directed to Jason Siems, Deputy Commissioner for Polley and
Legislative Affairs, jasons@oic.wa.gov or (360) 725-7037.
Sincerely,

Mike Kreidler
Insurance Commissioner
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Health Insurance Bulletin 2015-3

Effective November 23, 2015
Guidance Regarding Prohibited Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identity or Expression.
Background and Purpose. This Bulletin is issued by the Office of the Health Insurance
Commissioner ("OffiC") for the purpose of advising health insurers 1, health care providers and
consumers of health insurance that discrimination against an individual in the context of health
insurance because of the individual's gender identity or expression constitutes sex discrimination
prohibited by Rhode Island law. This prohibition extends both to the availability of health
insurance coverage and to the provision of health insurance benefits, including medically necessary
trans gender surgery and gender identity or gender dysphoria related health care services.
Authority. The Commissioner hereby issues this Bulletin in accordance with RIGL §§42-14.5-1 et
seq., RIGL §42-14-5, RIGL §§27-29- L et seq., and OHIC Regulation 2.

Applicability and Scope. This bulletin is intended to advise the state's health insurers, health care
providers and consumers of health insurance oftbe prohibitions in Rhode Island and federal law on
discrimination in the context of health insurance based on an individual's gender identity or
expression.

Analysis. Recent changes in policy at the federal and state levels relating to gender identity related
health care services, combined with a growing body of scientific and clinical evidence regarding the
potential hann to consumers arising from the denial or exclusiot1 of services on the basis of gender
identity or expression and i-elated medical conditions2 , have prompted an examination of state and
federal law on the topic of gender identity related health care service exclusions and denials in
health insurance regulated by OHIC. 3
On the federal level, Section l 557 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ("ACA")
provides that an individual shall not be excluded from patticipation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination on the grounds prohibited under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, 42 U.S.C . 2000d et seg. (race, color national origin , Title IX of the Education Amendments
1

"Health Insurer" is defined in OHlC Regulation 2(3)(e) as "any entity subject to the insurance laws and
regulations of th.is state, or subject to the jurisdiction of the Commissioner, that contracts or offers to contract
to provide, deliver, arrange for, pay for, or reimburse any of the costs ofhealth care services, including,
without limitation. an insurance company offering accident and sickness insurance, a health maintenance
organization, a non-profit hospital service corporation, a non-profit medical service corporation, a non-profit
dental service corporation, a non-profit optometric service corporation, a domestic insurance company
subject to chapter 1 of title 27 of the General Laws that offers or provides health ins-urance coverage in the
state and a foreign insmance company subject to chapter 2 of title 27 of the General Laws that offers or
provides health insurance coverage in the state." RI ADC 32-1-2:3(e).
2 See~. discussion by the Health and Human Services Departmental Appeals Board in NCD 140.3,
Transsexual Smgery, HHS, Dep 't Appeals Bd., App. Div., Docket No. 14 A-13-87, Decision No. 2575 (May
30, 2014).
3 In recent years, several States, including Colorado, Connecticut, lllinois, Massachusetts, New York,
Oregon, Vermont and Washington, and the District of Columbia have issued insurance bulletins or guidance
letters on the application of anti-discrimination provisio11s to health insurance coverage for the treatment of
gender dysphoria.
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of 10072, 20 U.S.C. I 681 et se~. (sex), the Age Discrimination Act of1975, 42 U.S.C. 6101 et seq.
age), or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 794 (disability}, under any health
program or activity, any part of whicl1 is receiving federal financial assistance, or under any
program or activity that is administered by an Executive Agency or any entity established under
Title J of the Affordable Care Act or its amendments. 4 Significantly, the federal Department of
Health and Human Services' Office for Civil Rights ("OCR"), tl1e agency charged with enforcing
this civil rights guarantee, bas detennined that "Section l 55?1s sex discrimination prohibition
extends to claims of discrimination based on gender identity or failure to confo1m to stereotypical
notions of masculinity or femininity .. . [and] that discrimination against trans gender l'eople in
federal health programs or health programs that receive federal funds is specifically prohibited
under the ACA." 5 Several federal courts.and other federal executive agencies have simi1arly
concluded tha.t discrimination on the basis of gender identity constitutes sex discrimination. 6
At the state level, the Rhode Island General Assembly enacted legislation in 2001 entitled "An Act
Relating to Civil llights," 2001 Rhode Island Laws Cb. 01-340 (0 1- H 5920A). Thjs law added
"gend er identity or expression" as an additional protected characte1istic to Rhode Island's Fair
Employment Practices Act (RIGL §28-5- 1, et seq .); Fair Housing Practices Act (RIGL §34-37-1, et
seq.); public accommodations law (RIGL §11-24-1, et seq.); and credit disc1imination law (RIGL
§34-37-4.3). 7 The General Assembly defined "gender identity or expression" to include a person's
actual or perceived gender, as well as a person 's gender identity, gender-related self-image, genderrelated appearance, or gender-related expression; whether or not that gender identity, gender related
self-image, gender-related appearance or gender-related expression is different from that
traditionally associated wit11 the person's birth sex. In enacting this legislation, the General
Assembly expressed that discrimination on the basis of gender identity or expression is a matter of
state concern and threatens the public welfare. 8

4

42 u.s.c. §18116.

s See Letter from Leon Rodriguez, Director of Office of CivH Rights, Department of Health and Human
Services ("HHS), to Maya Rupert, Federal Policy Director, National Center for Lesbian Rights, dated July
12 1 2012, Office of Civil Rights letter dated July 12, 2012, available at
http://www.scribd.com/doc/101981113/Response-on-LGBT-People-in-Sec-1557-in-tbe-Affordable-CareAct-from-the-U-S-Dept-of-Health-and-Human-Services#scribd; See also I-IBS.gov website page entitled
"OCR Enforcemeilt under Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act Sex Discrimination Cases" available at
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/civilrights/1mderstanding/sectionl 557/casesum.html.
6
See e.g., Macy v. Eric Holder, Atty. General, U.S. Dept. of fostice, EEOC Appeal No. 0120120821, 201 2
WL 1435995, at *11 (April 20, 2012) (wherein the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
ruled that gender identity discrimination is, by definition, discrirrtination "based on ... sex." and that such
discrimination therefore violates Title VII); and Glenn v. Brumby, 663 F.3d 1312, 1317 (11th Cir. 2011)
(holding "discrimination agaillSt a transgender individual because of Iler gender-nonconfonnity is sex
discrimination, whether it's described as being on the basis of sex or gender. Indeed, several circuits have so
held.").
7 Prior to the 2001 amendments, these laws provided protection against discrimination with respect to several
other characteristics such as race, color, religion, sex, etc.
8
For example, RIGL §28-5-2 was amended to state "Tt1e practice or policy of discrimination against
individuals because of their race or color, religion, sex, sexual orieotation, gender identity or express.ion,
disability, age, or country of ancestral origin. is a matler of state concern. Suell discrimination foments
!
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Although the 2001 legislation did not specifically amend any Jaws in the area of health insurance,
state law specific to the business of insurance prohibits 'making or permitting any unfair
discrimination between individuals of the same c1ass and of essentially the same hazard in the
amount of premium, policy fees, or rates charged for any policy or contract of accident or health
ins-urance or in the benefits payable under any policy or contract or in any of the tenns or conditions
of that policy, or in any other mrumer," (RfGL §27-29-4(7)(ii)), as well as prohibits, on the basis of
an individual's sex, refusing to insure, refusing to continue to insure, or limiting the amount of
coverage available to an individual (RlGL §27-29-4(7)(v)).

Conclusion. OHIC has considered the above factors, specifically Rhode Island's strong
prohibitions in the context of health insurance against unfair discrimination generally ru1d
discrimination on the basis of sex; our General Assembly's broad prohibitions against
discrimination on the basis of sex and gender identity; and recent federal guidance on the sco e of
prohibited "discrimination on the basis of sex " Moreover, OHIC has considered these factors in
the context ofOHIC's statutory responsibility pursuant to RIGL § 42-14.5-2 to "protect the interests
of conswners," and "encourage and direct insurers towards policies that advance the welfare of the
public through overall efficiency, improved health care qua1ity, and appropriate access." OHIC has
concluded that discrimination on the basis of gender identity or expression in the context of health
insurance is sex di scrimination rohibited by state law and constitutes an unfair trade nractice
pursuant tu state law. 9
Accordingly, denial, exclusion or other limitations of coverage by a health insurer fo r medically
necessary treatment otherwise covered by a health insurance policy or contract based solely on an
individual's gender identity, ex ression or gender dY,s horia is sex discrimination prohibited under
Rhode Island Jaw.

Kathleen C. Hittner, MD, Commissioner

domestic strife and wu-est, threatens the rights and privileges of the inhabitants of the state, and undermines
the foundations of a free democratic state. The denial of equal employment opportunities because of such
discrimination and the consequent failure to utilize the productive capacities of individuals to tbelr fullest
extent deprive large segments of the population of the state of earnings necessary to maintain decent
standards of living, necessitates their resort to public relief, and intensifies group conflicts, thereby resu.Jting
in grave injury to the public safety~ health, and welfare."
9 This analysis is similar, in patt, to that conducted by the Division of Insurance for tbe Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in their Bulletin 20 I 4-03 Re: Guidance Regarding Prohibited Disc1iminatio11 on the Basis of
Gender Identity or Gender Dysphoria Including Medically Necessary Transgender Surgery and Related
Health Care Services (June 20, 2014), wherein the Division concluded that "the strong prohibition in
Massachusetts against sex discrimination in all areas including with respect to health insurance, must
likewise be jnterpreted as prohibiting discrimination in healthcare coverage on the basis of gender identity or
gender dysphoria."
.,
)
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NOTICES
Notice Regarding Nondiscrimination · Notice 2016-05
146 Pa.B. 2251)
[Saturday, April 30, 2016]
Questions have been raised regarding the Insurance Department's (Department) expectations
concerning health insmance policy form language relating to noncliscrimination. Both State and
Federal law rohibit discrimination against individuals in the terms, conditions and benefits covered
by a policy, Section 626 of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. § 761) and section 5(a)
(7)(i) of the Unfair Insurance Practices Act (40 P.S. § l l 71.5(a)(7)(ii)) prohibit discrimination
generally among individuals "of the same class." Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act, as
explained by the proposed rnle promulgated by the Department of Health and Human Services,
Office of Civil Rights (OCR Proposed Rule) published at 80 FR 54 172 (September 8, 20 15), more
specifically prohibits discrimination on the basis of "race, color, national origin, sex, age or
disabili ty," where "on the basis of sex" includes "sex stereot ing" and "gender identity," and may
also inc lude "sexual orientation." The OCR Proposed Rule proposes to add regulatory language in
45 CFR Part 92 (relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age,

or disability in health programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance a11d health
programs or activities administered by the Department of Health and Human Services or entities
established under Title I of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act), including 45 CFR
92.206- 92.303.
As recently announced by Governor Tom Wolf, it is the policy of the Commonwealth to treat all
residents of this Commonwealth with dignity and respect, regardless of race, gender, creed, color,
sexual orientation or gender identity or expression, and di scrimination on any grounds shouJd be
prohibited. Accordingly, and consistent with that announcement, the Department by this notice
informs its regulated entities that it expects that all health insurance policy forms under its
jurisdiction will not contain any discriminatory terms, conditions or benefit provisions contrary to
these State and Federal laws, including the OCR Proposed Rule, and further, that all health
insmance policy forms affirmatively will include nondiscriminatory terms, conclitions and benefit
provisions consistent with these State and Federal laws, including the OCR Proposed Rule. Thus. it
is anticipated that a policy wi ll not ex clude services based on gender identity and will not conta in a
categorical exclusion of coverage fo r all health services related to gender transition, as described in
the OCR Prop_osed Rule, and also will affitmatively provide that medically necessary covered
services will be available to a policyholder regardless of their gender identity.
The Department prov ides the following guidance to insurance entities seeking to demonstrate
compliance with these State and Federal laws, including the OCR Proposed Rule, relative to
policies within the Department's jurisdiction offered, issued or renewed in this Commonwealth. The
Department will accept as evidence demonstrating compliance a notice, as proposed in the OCR
Proposed in Rule in 45 CFR 92.8 (relating to notice requirement), in each individual policy and
outline of coverage (for indiv idual policies), and in each group master policy and certificate of
coverage (for group po licies), that is "sufficiently conspicuous and v isible to beneficiaries, enrollees,
applicants or members of the public that they are able to become aware of the content of the notice."
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The Department views a notice containing the language provided in the text and Appendix A of the
OCR Proposed Rule as constituting a suitable notice, such as, by way of illush·ation:

"[Insert Insurer's name] complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex, including
sex stereotypes and gender identity. Coverage for medically necessary health services is
made available on the same te1ms for all individuals, regardless of sex assigned at birth,
gender identity, or recorded gender. [Insert Insurer's name] will not deny or limit
coverage to any health service based on the fact that an individual's sex assigned at
birth, gender identity, or recorded gender is different from the one to which such health
service is ordinarily available. [Insert Insurer's name] will not deny or limit coverage
for a specific health service related to gender transition if such denial or limitation
results in discriminating against a transgender individual."
Questions concerning this notice may be directed to Bureau of Life, Accident and Health, Office
ofinsurance Product Regulation, 1326 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, rarateform@pa.gov.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-762. Filed for public inspection April 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]

No part of the info1mation on this site may be reproduced for profit or sold for profit.
This material has been drawn directly from the official Pennsylvania Bulletin full text database. Due
to the limitations of HTML or differences in display capabilities of different browsers, this version
may differ slightly from the official printed version.

webmaster!@E.aB11 /leti11. com

https://www.pabulletin.com/secure/data/vol46/46-18/762.html
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~INNESOTA
& COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF

Administrative Bulletin 2015-5
Dat e:

November 24, 2015

To:

All insurance companies, fraternal benefit societies, hospital service
corporations, non-ERISA employer group plans, managed care organizations,
medical service corporations and health care centers that deliver or issue
individual and group health insurance policies in Minnesota

Subj ect:

Gender Identity Nondiscrimination Requirements

The purpose of this Bulletin is to advise entities delivering or issuing individual and group
health insurance policies in Minnesota that discrimination against an individual because of
the individual's gender identity or expression is prohibited. This prohibition extends to the
availability of health insurance coverage and the provision of health insurance benefits.
Section 1557(a} under tl1e Affordable Care Act (ACA) prohibits discrimination on the basis of
gender identity and sex stereoty ing in any health program receiving federal funds or by an
entity established under the ACA, including exchanges. Proposed guidance on th is topic has
recently been released by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
Minnesota Statutes sections 62A.02 and 620.07 authorize the Commissioners of
Commerce and Health to disapprove any policy of insurance or health maintenance
organization contract if it contains a provision that is unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading
or deceptive. Minnesot a Statutes section 363A.17 prohibits discrimination in any business
practice, including insurance, if it allows discrimination based on certain protected classes,
including sex and sexual orientation.
The Minnesota Departments of Commerce and Health are committed to ensuring that
Minnesotans do not face discrimination in accessing medically necessary health care
benefits, including those based on transsexualism, gender identity disorder, and gender
dysphoria. Commerce and Health currently disapprove policy forms fi led by insurers if there
are exclusions on coverage for medically necessary treatment for gender dysphoria and
related health conditions, including gender confirmation surgery (previously known as sex
reassignment surgery). Comm erce and Health wi ll also conti nue to conduct independent
1
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reviews for denials of coverage on the basis that services are not medically necessary via
the Departments' external review programs. Determination of medical necessity and prior
authorization protocols for gender dysphoria-related treatment must be based on the most
recent, published medical standards set forth by nationally recognized medical experts in
the transgender health field.
Questions
Questions on this bulletin may be directed to:
Lindsay Mclaughlin
Minnesota Department of Commerce
Health Policy Advisor
Insurance Division
85 East 7th Place, Suite 500
St. Paul, MN 55101

Tom Major
Minnesota Department of Health
Acting Director
Managed Care Division
85 East 7th Place, Suite 200
St. Paul, MN 55101

651-539-1747

651-201-5167

Lindsay.Mclaughlin@state.mn.us

Tom.Major@state.mn.us

Signed:

Edward P. Ehlinger, MD, MSPH
Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Health

Mike Rothman
Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Commerce

2
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation
DIVISION OF INSURANCE
1000 Washington Street, Suite 810 •Boston, MA 02118-6200
(617) 521-7794 •FAX (617) 521-7475
http:f/www.state.rna.us/dol

GREGORY BIALECKI

DEVALL. PATRICK
GOVERNOR

SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

BARBARA ANTHONY
UNDJ;RSECRETARY

JOSEPH G. MURPHY
COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

BULLETIN 2014-03
To:

All Insurers Licensed or Authorized to Operate in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Including Commercial He
Ins rers, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts,
rganizations (collectively, $'Carriers")
Inc. and Health(tajtena

From: Josep

G.~~i»(~onuni

Date:

Re:

uidance Regarding Prohibited Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identity or Gender
Dysphoria Including Medically Necessary Trausgender Smgery and Related Health Care
Services

The Division of Insurance issues this Bulletin regarding prohibited discrimination in
insurance coverage on the basis of gender identity or gender dysphoria, including medically
necessary transgender surgery and gender identity or gender dysphoria rel_!:lted health care
services. As set forth below, denial of coverage for medically necessary treatment based on an
individual's gender identity or gender dysphoria by any Carrier is sex discrimination that is
prohibited under Massachusetts law.
On November 23, 20 1 l, Governor Deval Patrick signed into law Chapter 199, An Act
Relative to Gender Identity. See Chapter 199 of the Acts of 2011 ("Chapter 199"). This law
added "ge11det identity" as a protected characteristic to Massachusetts' employment, housing,
credit and public education anti-discrimination Jaws and to Massachusetts' hate crimes laws. All
of these laws also provide protection against discrimination with respect to several other
characteristics, including sexual orientation, disability, sex, age, race, ancestry and re.ligion. The
law went into effect on July 1, 2012.
Chapter 199 defines t•_gender identity" as "a person's gender-related identity~ appearance or
behavior, whether or not that gender-related identity or behavior is different from that
traditionally associated with the person's physiology or assigned sex at birth." The Jaw allows a
person to demonstrate his/her gender identity by providing evjdence including: "medical history;
care or treatment of the gender identity; consistent and uniform assertion of the gender identity;
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or any other evidence that the gender identity is sincerely held as part of a person's core
identity."
Chapter 199, while fonnally amending various laws precluding discrimination in
employment, housing and other areas on the basis of one's "gender identity," did not specifically
amend any laws covering djscrimination in the areas of healtli insurance laws. Nevertheless, the
Division has determin.ed that the strong prohjbition in Massachusetts against sex discrimination
in all areas including with respect to health insurance, must likewise be- interpreted as prohibiting
discrimination in healthcare coverage on the basis of gender identity or gender dysphoria.
Section 1557(a) of the Affordable Care Act ("ACA") has been determined to prohibit
discrimination on the basis of gender identity and sex stereotyping in any health program
receiving federal funds or by an entity established under the ACA including exchanges. Health
insurers, hospitals, the health insurance exchanges, and any other entities that receive federal
funds are covered by this law. Section 1557 gives the federal Department of Health and Human
Services 1 Office for Civil Rights ("OCR") the authority to investigate potential v i olation~ of the
law and enforce this new civil rights guaran1e·e.
OCR l1as concluded that existing sex discrimination 1aws - including Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and Title ·IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 - also preclude
discrimination on the basis of gender identity or gender dysphoria. OCR bas stated that~ since
Section 1557 incorporates these same anti-discrimination laws, Section 1557 therefore also
prohibits discrimination based on gender identity or failure to conform to stereotypical notions of
masc1.iliillty or femininity. Thus, OCR bas concluded that discrimination against transgender
people in federal health programs or health programs that receive federal funds is specifically
prohibited undel' the ACA. See Letter from Leon Rodriguez, Director of Office of Civil Rights,
Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS"), to Maya Rupe1t, Federal Policy Director,
National Center for Lesbian Rights, dated July 121 2012, available at
http://www. washington blade. com/2012/0 8/07/hhs-affirms-trans-protecti ons-in-health-carereform/.
The U.S. Eq11al Employment Opporttmity Commission has also issued a for1nal ruling that
gender identity discrimination is per se "sex cliscrimination." See Macy v. Eric Holder> Atty
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice, EEOC Appeal No. 0120120821 (April 24, 20 12). Therefore, in
specifically addressing the scope of sex discrimination under federal law> tJ1ese two federal
agencies have found that sex discrimination precludes discrimination on the basis of gender
identity or gender dysphoria.
Massachusetts law prohibits sex discrimination in the business of insurance. Chapter 175, §
24A provides: "No company authorized to. issue policies of accident or sickness insurance,
policies providing coverage against disabi lity from injury or disease, or policies of life 01·
endowment insurance shall refuse to issue such a policy or limit the coverages normally
contained therein with respect to the risk of such loss solely because of the sex of the insured."
In addition, Chapter 175> §120F, provides that "[n]o company, officer or agent thereof shall
make or permit a distinction> classification or discrimination, or otherwise recognize a difference
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in life expectancy, on the basis of race, color, religion, se~. marital status or national origin in tbe
terms or conditions of a group or individual annuity ...." (Emphasis added). Also, Chapter
175> §4C, states that '<[n]o insmer licensed to write and engaged in the :writing of homeowners
insurance in this commonwealth ... shall take into consideration when deciding whether to
'p rovide, renew, or cancel homeowners insmance the race, color, religious creed, national origin,
sex, age, ancestry, sexllal orientation, children, marital status, veteran status, the receipt of public
assistance or disability of the applicant or insured." (Eniphasis added).
Massachusetts courts have found that the prohibition on sex discrimination extends to
situations where discrimination is based on gender nonconfortnance, where the discrimination is
based on ru1 employee's failure to conform to gender nonns, and where the discrimination is
based on stereotyped notions of apprnpriate gender behavior. Therefore, if a Carrier refuses to
cover medically necessary treatment because the insured failed to conform to the Carrier's idea
of how a man or woman sbouJd look and behave, then the insured bas been discriminated against
based on the instired's sex. Thus, denying medically necessary treatment based on an
individual's gender identity or gender dysphoria is prohibited sex discrimination under
Massachusetts law.
Therefore, the Division has concluded that excluding coverage for gender identity or gender
dysphoria-related lreatment will be considered prohlbited sex disc1fo1ination because it would be
a limitation on coverage based on the sex of the inslU'ed.
Any que&1ions regarding this Bulletin should be directed to Robert A. Whitney, Deputy
Commissioner and 9eneral Counsel 1 at (617) 521-7308 or, robert.a.whitney@state.ma.us.
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Comelalnt Resolution Agreement

is entered into as of Pnsert date) (the •Effective
Oate"), by the Insurance Commissionet of the state of Washington, acting pu~uant to the authoritv in
Chapter 48 Rew (·Insurance Commissioner"), and separately K.liser Foundation Health Plan of
This Complaint Resolution Agreement (•Agreement")

Washington, and Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Washington Options, Inc:. (collectivety ..the
companies").
Background
1. Two consumer complaints and a third-party complaint (•the Complaints• ) were filed with the
Insurance Commissioner regarding the Companies' denials of coverage for breast augmentation
surgeries for enrollees transitioning from male to female. The Companies' denials were based on
applitation of their dinical review criteria in effect prior lo February 6, 2018 ("the Original Criteria"),
which excluded breast augmentation services for all enrollees and all conditions on the basis that
the services were cosmetic.
2. The Insurance Commissione(s Investigations Unit investigated the Complaints. That investigation
included review of information provided by the complainants, provided by the Companies, and from
other available sources.

3. The companies modlfred the Original Criteria in the ordinary course. The Original Criteria have not
been in effect since February 6, 2018. The Companies adopted updated cUnical review criteria
pertaining to breast augmentation surgeries for enrollees transitioning from male to female, with an
effective date of June S, 2018 (the '"New Criteria•). The Companies and the Insurance Commissioner
mutualfy understand that the New Criteria may continue to be updated in the ordinary course,
based on the evolution of generally accepted medical standards and other factors pertaining to
medical necessity.

4. Representatives of the Insurance Commissioner and the Companies engaged in discussion about the
Original Criteria and applicable legal requirements. While perspectives differed on some points, the
Insurance Commissioner and the Cornpanies agreed that it was in the best interest of consumers to
resolve the Complaints expeditiously and assure clear processes and appropriate access to services
going forward; accordingly, the Insurance Commissioner and the Companies agree to enter into this
Agreement, without any finding of wrongdoing or violation, to fully and finally resolve the
Complaints.

Nireement
Based upon the above, and in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, the lnsur{lnce
COmmissioner and the Companies agree as follows as of the Effective Date:

1. The Companies agree to perform an individualized medical necessity review for any consumer who
meets all of the following conditions: (a) the consumer is currently enrolled in a health benefit plan
that is regulated by the Office of the Insurance Commissioner and issued by one or the Companies,
and (b) the consumer has obtained a presaiption from a licensed health care provider for breast

augmentation surgery for the treatment of gender dysphoria.

1
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2.

The Companies agree to re-review all of their denials or consumer requests for breast augmentation
surgery from January 1, 2016, until the Effective Date (this period shall be referred to as the ·Review
Period•), provided that all of the following conditions are met: (a) during the Review Period the
consumer was enrolled in a health benefit plan that was regulated by the Office of the Insurance
Commissioner and issued by one of the Companies; (b) thf! consumer is currentty enrolled in health
benefit plan that is regulated by the Office of the Insurance Commissioner and Issued by one of the
Companies; and (c) during the Review Period the consumer obtained a prescription from a licensed
health care provider for breast augmentation surgery for the treatment of gender dvsphoria. The
Companies will perfonn an individualized medical necessily review in performing ttie reviews
described within this Section 2. The Company will completl! this review within ninety (90) days of
the Effective Oate.

3.

In performing the individualized medical ne<essity reviews provided for in this Agreement, thl!
Companies will not categoric.ally deny coverage for breast augmentation as treatment for gender
dysphoria.

4.

The Companies and the Insurance Commissioner mutually agree that this Agreement will be
enforceable as an order of the Insurance Commissioner as to any actions by the Companies on or
after the Effective Date that are in violation of this Agreement.

S. The Companies and the Insurance Commissioner mutually agree that by virtue of this Agreement,
the Complaints are fully and finally resolved.
The Companies and the Insurance Commissioner have executed this Agreement
representatives, and this Agreement shall be effe<tive, as of the Effective Date.

KAISER

FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON

HEAl.TH

Printed Name: ~4~A.+

P>. Y-Ar£.S

Date:

PLAN

OF

by their duly authorited

KAISER FOUNOATION HEALTH PLAN OF
WASHINGTON OPTIONS, INC.

Printed Name: 5 .4 RA H

B. VAT£S

~ 2.? / ZPlfJ
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MIKE KREIDLER
Insurance Commissioner

::,an:z:?~ ~
Printed Nam11:

Titfe:
Date:

0Clfty\ (ol~'!i()
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ODI

Ohio Department

of Insurance
Qualified Health Plans - Frequently Asked Questions 2014

Quest ion

Answer

1.

What are the applicable
timelines for the
Qualified Health Plan
(QHP) applications?

QHP applications will continue to be submitted in SERFF using the
"Binder" filing functionality. In order for 001 to transfer approved
products to the Exchange, insurers need to submit Binders filings for
QHP/exchange products before June 30, 2014. updated 2113114

2.

Must insurers complete
all required templates
and attestations before
submitting its Binder to
ODI?

No, 001 strongly encourages insurers to submit binder filings well in
advance of the June 30, 2014 deadline. ODI staff can complete
reviews on attestations and other required templates while form and
rate review is ongoing. However, 001 will not review the Plans and
Benefits template or the Rate Data template until the review on the
applicable form and/or rate filing is complete. updated 2113114

3.

Do plan binders need to
be submitted
annually?

Yes, the SERFF binder contains the insurer's QHP application. The
federal rules require all plans (including stand-alone and embedded
dental plans) to submit QHP applications annually, regardless of
whether the plan was previously sold on the exchange. See also, 2015
Letter to Issuers, page 7.
updated 3125114

4.

When do the templates
need to be submitted?

In order to submit a template, the templates themselves must be
finalized by CMS and the ability to submit the templates for Plan Year
2015 and the Binder submission functionality must be available within
SERFF. To date these items are not complete and we have not
received specific information on availability. At this time we expect
both items to be available by mid-May. ODI has announced that the
application binders, which include the templates, must be submitted in
SERFF by June 30, 2014.
Please keep in mind that templates must reflect the final approved
forms. Accordingly, 001 will not begin reviewing template submissions
until the Form review for a product has been completed.
u dated 3125114

5.

Do policy forms need to
be associated with the
plan binders if there are
no changes from the
revious xear's filing?

Yes, insurers will need to associate the appropriate forms and rates
with the 2015 binder.
updated 3125114
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6.

Can you confirm the
accreditation standard
for year 2 QHP issuers
will be satisfied by a
commercial or Medicaid
health plan
accreditation for the
same state in which the
issuer is offering a
Marketplace plan?

7.

Has CMS recently
released additional
guidance to clarify nondiscriminatory
standards in benefit
design?

In the 2015 Letter to Issuers, Chapter 2, Section 5, CMS further
provides that "QHP issuers will be required to attest that the
administrative policies and procedures applicable to the Marketplace
products have been reviewed and approved by a recognized
accrediting in organization in compliance with 45 C.F.R. 155.1045
(b)(2)." updated 3125114

0

CMS provided guidance on benefit design compliance
with non-discrimination standards in its 2015 Letter to
Issuers, located at
htt1;1://www.cms.gov/CCllO/Resources/Regulationsand-Guidance/Downloads/2015-final-issuer-letter-3-142014.pdf. CMS also addressed the impermissibility of
imposing waiting periods on essential health benefits
(except on pediatric orthodontia) in an FAQ released
on May 16, 20 14.
In the QHP Master Review Tools for 2015, CMS
provides examples of potentially discriminatory benefit
designs. explains why each example is potentially
discriminatory, and suggests ways to minimize the
potential for discrimination for each example
provided. The examples cover a wide range of design
features including exclusions, cost sharing, the
definition of medically necessity, drug formularies, visit
limits , benefit substitution, and utilization
management. The 201 5 QHP Application Review
Tools can be found in the Issuer Community section of
zONE, https://zONE.cms.gov/. For your convenience,
a copy is attached. updated 6126114
2015 Non-Discriminator~ Benefit Design QHP
Standards
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Exclusions
Cost-sharing
Medical necessity definitions
Drug formularies
Visit limits
Benefit substirucion
Utilization manae:ement

Each of these features has the potential to be either discriminatory or an important element in a QHP' s quality and affordability, depending on how the
feature is designed and administered_ CMS has identified examp les of potentially discriminatory benefit design within each of these domains, as well as best
practices for minimizing the discriminatory potential ofthese features (see Table l). These examples are not definitively discriminatory. As potential
discrimination is assessed, issuers should c-0nsider the design of s ingular benefits in the context of the plan as a whole, taking into account all plan features,
including maximum out of pocket (MOOP) Iim its.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Affordable Care Act and implementing regulations prohibit discrimination through the design of benefits, but also state that issuers should not be
prevented from employing benefit designs that encourage efficient utilization and reasonable medical management techniques. A number of benefit design
features are utilized in the context of medical management, including but not limited to:

The Essential Health Benefits:
( 1) ambulatory patient services; (2) emergency services;(3) hospitalization; (4) maternity and newborn care;(5) mental health and substance use disorder
services including behavioral health treatment; (6) prescription drugs; (7) rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices;(8) laboratory services;(9)
preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management; and ( I 0) pectiatric services, including oral and vision care.

The Affordable Care Act enacted standards that protect consumers from discrimination based on age, expected length of life, present or predicted disability,
degree of medical dependency, quality of life, or health condition and prohibit issuers from designing benefits or marketing QHPs in a manner that would
discourage individuals with significant health care needs from enrolling in QHPs. In addition, The Public Health Service Act (PHS) Section 2711, generally
prohibits group health plans and health insurance issuers offering group insurance coverage from imposing lifetime or annual limits on the dollar value of
essential health benefits (listed below) offered under the plan or coverage. Furthermore. with respect to plans that must provide coverage of the essential
health benefit package, issuers may not impose benefit-specific waiting periods, except in covering pectiatric orthodontia, in which case any waiting periods
must be reasonable pursuant to §156.125 and prov idingEHB. Ct is also important to note that benefit designs must meet the Mental Health Parity and
Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA) requirements.

The intent of this guidance is to clarify non-discrimination standards and provide examples of benefit design that are potentially dis:riminatory under the
Affordable Care Acc. Ultimately, the regulator who reviews EHB and /or QHP non-discrimination will determine if a plan design is a discriminatory practice.

Non-Discrimination in Benefit Design
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Furthermore, issuers should note that EHB-benchmark plans are based on 2012 plan designs and do not necessarily reflect non-discrimination standards
effective for plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. When designing plans that are substantially equal to the EHB-benchmark plans, issuers should
therefore ensure that benefit design also complies with the aforementioned non-discrimination requirements.
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MedicaJ Necessicy Definitio ns

Cost-Sharing

Exclusions

. ---

Domains

-

I

Speech Therapy

Emergency Room Services

Transplant

- -

Example Benefit

- -~

Medical necessity for rehabilitative
speech therapy services that is
defined with the use of restrictive
phrases such as "recovery of lost
function" or "restoration to previous
levels of functioning" when
habilitative speech therapy is not
covered

Emergency room services with
significantly increasing cost-sharing
burden as the number of visits
increases

Bone marTO\\' transplants are
excluded from transplant coverage.
regardless of medical necessity

'

Potentially Discriminatory
Benefit Design ExamP.le

Exam ples of P otentially Discrimin atory Benefit Design
.Vote. I his 1s not an exhaustive list ot examples ot potentially C11scr1mmator / benet1t C1es11ms.

-

' .

-

.

Defining medical necessity for
rehabilitative speech therapy with
restrictive phrases may discriminate
against individuals with health
conditions that would benefit from
this therapy in order to improve
functionality that may have never
been present (e.g. individuals with
cerebral palsy) and/or to prevent
further deterioration of function
(e.g. multiple sclerosis)

Increasing the cost-sharing burden
with increasing emergency room
visits may discriminate against
individuals with certain medical
conditions that reasonably
necessitate more frequent
emergency room usage (for
example, but not limited to, asthma,
sickJe cell anemia, heart fai lure)

Medical necessity for rehabilitative
speech therapy services includes
coverage for all conditions in which
medical evidence supports the use
of speech therapy services,
regardless of whether this service is
used to recover lost function,
improve functionality that was
never present, or to prevent further
deterioration of function

Emergency room services costsharing design that is not contingent
on the frequency of service
utilization

Excluding bone marrow transplants Transplant coverage is dictated by
regardless of medical necessity may medical evidence and consideration
discriminate against individuals
of patient history
L_J
with specific conditions, including
certain cancers and immune
deficiency disorders, for which this
procedure is a medically necessary
treatment

.
Possible Method for Minimizing
Example .B'l;Defit Design ~the Potential for Discrimination
Potentially Disc_rtm~atory · . ·
f~i: the Examplt; Provided
-.
.- ·:: .
:
~son

.

I

II
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Consistency With Safety and Soundness
The Agencies also have determined
that the exceptions are consistent with
safety and soundness, provided that the
depository institution determines and
maintains appropriate documentation of
the following: (1) The transaction
involves real property located in the
Major Disaster Area; (2) there is a
binding commitment to fund the
transaction that was entered into on or
after August 14, 2016, but no later than
December 31, 2017; and (3) the value of
the real property supports the
institution's decision to enter into the
transaction. In addition, the transaction
must continue to be subject to review by
management and by the Agencies in the
course of examinations of the
institution.

Dated: October 19, 2016.
Thomas J. Curry,
Comptrolle1· of the Currency.
By order of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, October 21, 2016.
Margaret Mccloskey Shanks,
Deputy Secretary of the Board.

DATES:

Dated at Washington, DC, October 19,
2016.
By order of the Board of Directors.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Robert E. Feldman,

Effective date. These final regulations
are effective on December 30, 2016.
Applicability date. These final
regulations apply to group health plans
and health insurance issuers beginning
on the first clay of the first plan year (or,
in the individual market, the first day of
t11e first policy year) beginning on or
after January 1, 2017.

Executive Secretary.

Dated at Alexandria, VA, October 27, 2016.
By order of the Board of Directors.
National Credit Union Administration.
Gerard Poliquin,
Secretary of the Board.

Expiration Date
Exceptions made under section 1123
of FIRREA may be provided for no more
than three years after the President
determines that a major disaster exists
in the area. 4 The Agencies have
determined that the exceptions
provided for by this order shall expire
on December 31, 2017.

26 CFR Part 54

Order

[TD 9791]

In accordance with section 2 of
DIDRA, relief is hereby granted from the
provisions of Title XI of FIRREA and the
Agencies' appraisal regulations for any
real estate-related financial transaction
that requires the services of an appraiser
under those provisions, provided that
the institution determines, and
maintains documentation made
available to the Agencies upon request,
of the following:
(1) The transaction involves real
property located in one of the 22
parishes declared a major disaster area
as a result of severe storms and flooding
in Louisiana by the President on August
14, 2016 (identified in the Appendix);
(2) There is a binding commitment to
fund a transaction that was entered into
on or after August 14, 2016, but no later
than December 31, 2017; and
(3) The value of the real property
supports the institution's decision to
enter into the transaction.
Appendix (Major Disaster Area)
Designated Parishes: Acadia,
Ascension, Avoyelles, East Baton Rouge,
East Feliciana, Evangeline, Iberia,
Iberville, Jefferson Davis, Lafayette,
Livingston, Pointe Coupee, St. Helena,
St. James, St. Landry, St. Martin, St.
Tammany, Tangipahoa, Vermilion,
Washington, West Baton Rouge and
West Feliciana.
·• '12 lJ.S.C. 3352(b).

travel insurance and supplemental
health insurance coverage to be
considered excepted benefits. This
document also amends a reference in
the final regulations relating to the
prohibition on lifetime and annual
dollar limits.

[FR Doc. 2016- 26234 Filed 10-26-16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6210-01- P

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Internal Revenue Service

RIN 1545-BN44
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Employee Benefits Security
Administration
29 CFR Part 2590
RIN 1210-AB75
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
45 CFR Parts 144, 146, 147, and 148

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Elizabeth Schumacher or Matthew
Litton of the Department of Labor, at
202- 693-8335, Karen Levin, Internal
Revenue Service, Department of the
Treasury, at (202) 317- 5500, David
Mlawsky or Cam Clemmons, Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services,
Department of Health and Human
Services, at 410- 786-1565.
Customer SeJVice Information:
Individuals interested in obtaining
information from the Department of
Labor concerning employment-based
health coverage laws may call the
Employee Benefits Security
Administration (EBSA) Toll-Free
Hotline, at 1-866-444-EBSA (3272) or
visit the Department of Labor's Web site
(11ttp:/lwww.dol.gov/ebsa). In addition,
information from the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) on
private health insurance for consumers
can be found on the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Web site (www.cms.gov/cciio) and
information on health reform can be
found at www.HealthCare.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

[CMS-9932- F]

RIN 0938-AS93
Excepted Benefits; Lifetime and
Annual Limits; and Short-Term,
Limited-Duration Insurance
AGENCY: Internal Revenue Service,
Department of the Treasury; Employee
Benefits Security Administration,
Department of Labor; Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services,
Department of Health and Human
Services.
ACTION: Final rules.
SUMMARY: This document contains final
regulations regarding the definition of
short-term , limited-duration insurance
for purposes of the exclusion from the
definition of incliviclnal health
insurance coverage, and standards for

I. Background

The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIP AA),
Public Law 104-191 (110 Stat. 1936),
added title XXVIl of the Public Health
Service Act (P.HS Act), part 7 of the
Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (ERISA), and Chapter 100 of
the Internal Revenue Code (the Code),
providing portability and
nondiscrimination rules with respect to
health coverage. These provisions of the
PHS Act, ERISA, and the Code were
later augmented by other consumer
protection laws, including the Mental
Health Parity Act of 1996,1 the Paul
Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental
Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act
1 Public La w 104- 204, 110 Stnt. 2944 (September
26, 1(196).
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to take enforcement actions against
issuers with respect to such coverage
sold before April l , 2017.

PFIS Act. section 732(c)(2) of ERJSA,
and section 9831(c)(2) of lhe Code onJy
if all oftbe following conditions are
met: (1) The benefits are provided under
8. Excepted Benefits
a separate policy, certificate, or contract
Sections 2722 and 2763 of the PHS
of insurance; (2) there is tto
Act, section 732 of ERISA, and section
coord ination between the provision of
9831 of the Code provide tha t the
such benefits and any exclusion of
respective requirements o[ title XXVII of benefits under any group health plan
the Pl-IS Act. part 7 of ERISA, and
maintained by the same plat1 sponsor:
Chapter 100 of t11e Code generally do
and (3) Uie benefits are paid with
not apply to t11e provision of certain
resnect to any event without regard l'o
types of benefits. known as "excepted
whether benefits are provided under
benefits." Excepted benefits are
any group health plan maintained by
described in section 2791(c) of the PHS
the same plan sponsor.
Act, section 733(c) ofERISA, and
The fomth category, under section
2791(c)(4) of the PHS Act. section
section 9832(c) of tlie Code.
The parallel statutory provisions
733(c}(4) of ERfSA. and section
establish four categories of excepted
9832(c)(4) of the Code, is supplemental
excepted benefits. These benefits are
benefits. The first category, under
section 2791(c){1} of the PHS Act,
excepted on ly if they flI'eprovided
section 733(c)(l} ofERISA and section
under a separate policy, certificate, or
9832(c)(J) of the Code, includes benefits contract of insurance and are Medicare
that are ge1rnrally not bea Ith coverage
supplemental health insurance (also
(such as automobile insurance, liablllty known as Medigap), TRJCARE
supplemental programs, or "similar
insurance, workers compensation, and
accidental death and dismemberment
s11pplemental coverage provided to
coverage). The benefits in th.is category
coverage under a group health p.lan.''
are excepted in all circumstances. In ·
Tbe phrase "similar supplemental
contrast, the benefits in the second,
coverage provided to coverage w1tler a
third, and fourth categories are types of group health plan" is nol defined in the
health coverage that ara excepted only
stah1te or regulations. However. the
if certa:i.t1 conditions are met.
Departments issued regulations
The second category of excepted
clarifying that one requirement to be
benefits is Hmited excepted benefits,
similar supplemental coverage is that
wJ1icb may include limited scope vision tlle covorage " must be specifically
or dental benefits, and benefits for long- designed to fill gaps in primary
term care, nursing home care, home
coverage, such as coinsurance or
health care, -or community-based care.
deductibles." 2s
Section 2791 (c)(2)(C) of the PHS Act.
In 2007 and 2008, the Departments
section 733(c)(2)(C) of ERISA, and
issued guidance on the circumstances
section 9832(c)(2)(C) of the Gode
under which supplemental heaJlh
authorize the Secretaries of HHS, Labor, i11surance would be considered
and the Treasury (collectively, the
excepted be1u;ifits under section
2791(c)(4) of the PHS Act (and U.ie
Secretaries) to issue. regulations
parallel provisions of ERISA and ·l be
establishjng oilier, simi lar limited
Code). 2 a The guidance identifies several
benefits as excepted benefits. The
factors the Departments will apply
Secretaries exercised this authority
previously with respect to certain health when evaluating whether supplemental
flexible spending arrangements. 2 :1 To be health insurance will be considered to
excepted under this second category,
be "similar suppJemenlal coverage
the benefits must either: (1) Be provided provided to coverage uader a group
under a separate poLicy, certificate, or
health plan." The guidance provides a
safo barber tlrnt i:upplemental l10altll
coo tract of 'insurance; or (2) otherwise
not be an integral part of a group health insurance will be cousiclered an
plnn, whether insured or self-insured.2·1 excepted benefi t if it is provided
through a policy, certificate, or contYact
The third category of excepted
benefits, referred lo as "noncoordinated of insurance separate from lhe primary
excepted benefits," includes both
coverage 11nder the plan and meets all
coverage for only a specified disease or
of tJ1e following requirements: (1) The
illness (such as cancer-only policies),
~· 26 CFR 54.9831- 1 (c )(S)(i)(CI. 29 C PR
and hospital indemnity or other fixed
indemnity insUrance. These benefits are 2500.732fc1f5 )(il!C). and •15 Cl'H 146. l45(b)(5)[il(C).
See BUS1\ Fiold AR$islnnce Uulletin No. 2007excepted under section 2722(c)[2) of the oq""(n\'ailnblo
nl htrp:ll11•11riv.rlol.snv/ol>sMreg.vl
" ' 26 CFR 54.91l3l-l(c )(3)(\'), 29 CFR
2.500.732(c)(J)(vJ. 45 C PR 146.145(b)(a )(v).
•·t PBS A ct ueclio n Z722(r.}{1 ). EJUSA sectioo
732(c)( I), Co<lu sec;Uon 0831(<:)(1 ).

f11b 2001-:/.ht11i/); CMS 1t1m1ra11cu Standards IJ1tllo1in.
00-01 (nvitilnble 111 /11/p:llwwiv.cm s.gov/CC//O/
Rt1soureos/ Filcs/Do11•11/oads//1ip<1fl_08 Ol _li08.prlj} ;
1111d IRS N11iico 2008-23 (avail1tbl e nl fitrµ :/I
W\YW.in;.gt;iv/il"i>/W OIJ ·07_1R8/a.rOU./11111/),
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supplemer1tal policy, cel'Uficate, or
co.ntract of insurance is issued by an
entity iliat does not provide the primary
coverage under the plan; (2) the
supplemental policy, certificate, or
contract oJ insurance is specifically
designed to fill gaps in primary
coverage, such as coinsurance or
deductibles, but does not become
seconda1·y or suppleme11taJ only under a
coordination of benefits provision; (3)
the cost of the supplemental coverage is
J 5 percent or less of the cost of primary
coverage (determined in the same
manner as tJrn applicable premium is
calculated uncler a COBRA continuation
provision); and (4} the supplelJ)ental
coverage sold in the group health
insurance market does not differentiate
among individuals in eligibillty,
benefits, or premiums based upon any
bealtl1 factor of the individual (or any
dependents of the individual).
On February 13, 2015, tlle.
Departments issued Affordable Care Acl
hnplementation FAQs Part X.XlJI,
providing additional guidance on the
circo.mstahces under which health
insurance coverage that supplements
group l10alth plan coverage may be
considered supp.lemeutal excepted
benefits.27 The FAQ states that the
Departments intend to propose
regulations clarifying the circumstances
under which supplemental insurance
products that do i1ot fill in cost-sharing
gaps under the primary plan are
considered to be specifically designetl to
fill gaps in primary coverage.
Specifically. the FAQ provides that
health insurance coverage that
supplements group health coverago by
providing coverage of additional
categories of h1:m11fi I s (as oppose<l tn
filling in cost-sharing gaps under lhtJ
primary plan) would bi; considered to
be designed to "fill in the gnps" of the
prirnAry coverage only if the benefits
covered by the supµlemental insurance
product are not EHB. as defined under
section 1302(b) of the Affordable Care
Act, in the State in which the product
is being markete<l The F'AQ further
states tJ1at, until regulations are issued
and effective, the Departments will not
take enforcement action against an
issuer of group or individual market
coverage that otherwise meets the
conditions to be supplemeutal excepted
benefits that does nol fill cost-sharing
gaps in the group health pli:m and on ly
provides coverage of additional
categories of benefits that are not
" Frequently 1\ s l::ad Questions nhoitl Affordnllle
Caro Act lmplcmontallun (Purl )\"Xlll), nv11il11bte.11t
/1tlp:/ / 1vw1v,dol.gov/cbs11lpclf/foqAffcmla/J/eComl\ct2.1.ptlfu11d /1tlp$;//1l'IVIV,cms.go1•/
CCJ/0//1e$olll·c~s/Fnr.r-Slleets·cmd·FAQsl

Do1vn/oatls/Supp/1iio11tlll-FllCJ.._2-1:I- t5-fin<1/.pdf.
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FAQSABOUTAFFORDABLECAREACT
IMPLEMENTATION (PART XXIII)
February 13, 2015
Set out below are additional Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) regarding implementation of
the Affordable Care Act. Tbese FAQs have been prepared jointly by the Departments of Labor
(DOL), Heal.th and Human Services (HHS), and the Treasury (collectively, the Departments).
Like previously issued FAQs (available at http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/healthreform/ and
http://www.crns.gov/cciio/resources/fact-sheets-and-faqs/index.html), these FAQs answer
questions from stakeholders to help people understand the new law and benefit from it, as
intended.
Excepted Benefits
Most provisions of title XXVII of the Public Health Service Act (PHS Act), part 7 of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) and chapter 100 oftbe Internal Revenue
Service Code (the Code) do oot apply to excepted benefits, as defined in section 2791 of the PHS
Act, section 733 ofERISA and section 9832 of the Code. One catego1y of excepted benefits
under section 2791(c)(4) of the PI-IS Act, section 733(c)(4) ofERISA, and section 9832(c)(4) of
the Code is supplemental excepted benefits. Benefits are supplemental excepted benefits only if
they are provided under a separate poJ icy, certificate, or contract of insmance and are either:
Medicare supplemental health insurance (also known as Medigap), Tricare supplemental
programs, or "similar" supplemental coverage provided to coverage under a group health plan.
Regulations provide that similar supplemental coverage "must be specifically designed to fill
gaps in prima1y coverage, such as coinsurance or deductibles." 29 CFR 2590.732 (c)(S)(i)(C),
26 CFR 54.9831- L(c)(S)(i)(C), and 45 CFR 146.145(b)(5)(i)(C). In 2007 and 2008, the
Departments issued guidance on the drcumstances under which supplemental health insurance
would be cons idered excepted benefits under 2791(c) of the PHS Act. 1 In addition to the
requirnment that the coverage be issued as a separate policy, certificate, or contract of insurance,
the guidance lists four criteria that the Departments will apply to determine if supplemental
coverage is similar to Medi gap or Tri Care and therefore qualifies as an excepted benefit:
l. The policy, certificate, or contract of insurance must be issued by an entity that does not
provide the primary coverage under the plan;
2. The supplemental policy, certificate or contract of insurance must bes ec ifica ll y
designed to fi ll gaps in primary coverage. such as co insurance or deductibl es;
3. The cost of the s uppl~ m enta l coverage may not exceed 15 percent of the cost of primary
coverage; and

1

See EBSA Field Assistance Bulletin No. 2007-04 (available at http://www.clol.gov/ebsa/regs/fab2007-4.html);
CMS Insurance Standards Bulletin 08-0 I (available at
http://www.cms.gov/CCUO/Resources/Files/Downloads/h ipaa 08 01 508.p@; and !RS Notice 2008-23 (available
at htlp:/Jwww.irs.gov/ irb/2008-07 IRB/ar09.hlml).
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4. Supplemental coverage sold in the group insurance market must not cljfferentiate among
individuals in eligibility, benefits, or premiums based upon any health factor of the
individual (or any dependents of the individual).
The Departments have become aware of health insurance issuers selling supplemental prnducts
that provide a single benefit. At Jeast one issuer is characterizing this type of coverage as an
excepted benefit. These issuers cJaim that the products meet the criteria for supplemental
coverage to qualify as an excepted benefit outlined in the Departments' gui.dat1ce and are
designed to fi ll in the gaps of primary coverage in the sense that they are providing a benefit that
is not covered under the p1i.mary group health plan.

Q: Can health insurance coverage that supplements group health coverage by providing
additional categories of benefits, be characterized as supplemental excepted benefits?
It depends. The Departments' prior guidance 2 provided an enforcement safe harbor for
supplemental insurance products that are specifically designed to fill gaps in primary coverage,
such as coinst1rance or deductibles. In determining whether insurance coverage sold as a
supplement to group heaJth coverage can be considered "similar supplemental coverage" and an
excepted benefit, the Departments will continue to app ly the applicable regulations and the four
criteria indicated in the guidance discussed above. In addition, the Departments intend to
propose regulations clarifying the circumstances under which supplemental insurance products
that do not fill in cost-sharing under the primaiy plan are considered to be specifically designed
to fill ga_ps in primary coverage. Specifically, the Departments intend to propose that coverage
of additional categories of coverage would be considered to be designed to "fill in the gaps" of
the primary coverage only if the benefits covered by the suwlemental insurance product are not
an essential hea lth benefit (EHB) in the State where it is being marketed. lf any benefit in the
coverage is an EI-IB in th.e State where it is marketed, tbe insurance coverage would not be an
excepted benefit under our intended proposed regulations, and would have to comply with the
applicable provisions of title XXVIl of PHS Act, pa1t 7 ofERISA, and chapter 100 the Code.
We note that this standard applies to coverage that purports to qualify as an excepted benefit as
"similar supplemental coverage provided to coverage under a group health pJan" under PHS Act
section 2791(c)(4), ERJSA sectjon 733(c)(4), and Code section 9832(c)(4). This standard does
not appJy to other circumstances where the coverage may qualify as another category of excepted
benefits, such as limited excepted benefits under section 279l(c)(2), ERISA section 733(c)(2),
and Code section 9832(c)(2).
Pending publication and finaJization of the above proposed regulations, the Departments will not
initiate an enforcement action if an issuer of group or individual health insurance coverage fai ls
to comply with the provjsions of the PI-IS Act, ERISA, and the Code, as amended by the
Affordable Care Act, with respect to health insurance coverage that (1) provides coverage of
additional categories of benefits that are not EHB in tbe applicable State (as opposed to filling in
cost-sharing gaps under the primary plan); (2) complies with the applicable regu latory
requirements and meets all of the criteria in tbe existing guidance on "simiJar supplemental
coverage"; and (3) has been filed and approved with the State (as may be required under State
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law). As noted above, for purpose of the second criterion of the existing guidance, coverage
would be considered designed to "fill gaps in primary coverage" even if it does not include
coverage of cost-sharing under the group health plan, only if the benefits are not covered by the
group health plan and are not EHBs in the State. The Departments encourage States that have
primary enforcement authority over the provisions of the PHS Act, as amended by the
Affordable Care Act, to utilize the same enforcement discretion under such circumstances.
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